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News In Brief
Everybody here is elsewhere,
so who's in charge of the U.S.?
WASHINGTON (AP - Your government is alive and well, but
not necessarily present and accounted for.
It's on the beach. Or the mountains. Or abroad. Anywhere but
Washington. It's August. you know.
President Reagan is on his mountain ranch in California, leaving the running of government to others.
Vice President Bush is in Kennebunkport: Maine, leaving the
running of government to others.
White House Chief of Staff Donald Regan is taking time off.
leaving the running of government to underlings, who are
rotating the job,so others can take time off.
The secretary of state, • George Shultz. is somewhere in
California.
The whereabouts of CIA Director William Casey are a state
secret.
To get a decision from the secretary of defense. Caspar •
Weinberger, you'd have to go to Bar Harbor, Maine, or settle for
No. 2, deputy secretary William Howard Taft IV. who is at his
desk at the Pentagon. •
Treasury Secretary *James A. Baker III is visiting his mother
in Houston. If you wanted to convince him of the need, say, to
keep the deduction on your vacation house, you'd have to see
Richard Darman, the deputy*secretary.
Government checks are going out by the millions, uninterrupted, even though Treasurer Catherine Ortega is va.cationnig
in Canaria. At -the'seine te, the Canadian ambassador to the
United States. Allan Gotlieb, is vacationing in Europe.
Everybody's got to be somewhere.. The chairman , of the
Federal Communications Commission, Mark Fowler,is interrupting his vacation in South. Carolina- to make a speech in Anchorage:Three of his top-level associates are on the job, but out
of town, in Switzerland. at the Sugar Loaf Resort in Cedar, Mich.,
and in Rockport, Maine.
Lee M. Thomas, administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, is just back from two days of inspecting forests in
Vermont and New York State.
Congress has recessed until after Labor Day. The Supreme
- Court is on recess, too, although the nine justices have been in
and out of town during the summer. There's a mechanism to handle emergency requests for stays of execution, even if the
justices are not in Washington asse ble
The Office of Management and Bu
is being run by acting
director Joseph Wright while the director-to-be. James C. Miller
III. is on vacation.
Not everybody in government has fled Washington. It only
seems like it.
There is a widely held view that people who work in
Washington flee the city in August because of the oppressive
heat. If that's the case, they fled for naught.
Except for two dreadful days, Washington's August
temp.eratures so far have averaged five degrees below normal,
mostly under dry, cool, Canadian air. It's beautiful in Lafayette
Pai*k and-by the monuments and at the zoo. Daytime readings
are in the upper 70s and the nights are 60s in the city and 50s in the
suburbs.
Come home, government.

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

BONN. West fiermany - West Germany's counterespionage
agency has launched an investigation into the disappearance of a
high-ranking officer as a shaken government struggles to contain
a broadening spy scandal.
WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration says it was guided by humanitarian concerns, not propaganda motives, when it
accused the Soviet Union of using a chemical powder to track the
activities of U.S. diplomats in Moscow.
MANCHESTER. England - Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher has promised a "rigorous inquiry" into the world's
latest
airline disaster. Fifty-four passengers died when an engine on
a
British Airtours Boeing 737 exploded as the plane was taking off
from Manchester, turning the plane into an inferno.
FORT WORTH. Texas - Air traffic controllers who directed
ill-fated Delta Air Lines Flight 191 insist they could have done
.
nothing to prevent the plane's crash. Two of the three involved,
speaking publicly for the first time since the crash, say they had
no idea how severe the weather was.
MIAMI - Although it is rimmed by clear waters and sunny
beaches, Florida is afflicted with some of the most extensive and
serious toxic waste problems- in the country.
BOSTON - The defending teen-age champions from
Massachusetts won the Olympic games of summer cleanup
crews this year. but they had hefty competition from youths from
New York, Philadelphia and Detroit.
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25 CENTS

City approves ad valorem tax rate
At their regular meeting last
night. Council members approved Murray's 1985 ad valorem tax
rate at 38 cents per $100 of property assessed Jan. 1, 1985.
Money collected from the tax
will be paid into the city general
fund except for .0391 cents for
police and firemen pension fund.
The 1985 rate is the same as
that levied in 1984.
A memorandum was given to
the council from-Tommy Marshall-director Of public works,
notifying them of a• 10 cent per
Mff. reduction in natural gas

rate elketive with the August
billing.
The new rate will be $4.78 per
Mcf. for residential and commercial customers and $4.52 for
industrial interruptable
_customers.
Marshall said, "while it is not
a very significant decrease it
does represent the third
=decrease in the past 24 Months
from our supplier and takes the
rates to the same level they
were in August-1982."•
Murray Police Chief Jerry
Lee passed along information
from South Central Bell for

relocating telephone circuits
and lines to the proposed new
headquarters.
The total relocatiu.n1 chdrgeT
including the $1,440.75 charge to
disconnect and reterminate the
72 advanced security' circuits,
came to $2,068.26.
The council approved the
relocation of utilities on Glendale Road. The extension of
Glendale Road from U.S. 641 to
Ky. 1.21 creates a need to move
Murray's utilities.
City Clerk Jo Crass said there
will be no cost from themove to

The wet look
Umbrellas were the ,order of the day as downtown pedestrians
made their ways through the Friday morning' rainfall. The
forecast doesn't get any better - rain is predicted for the Murray

tile restuents along the road. The
city of Murray will foot the
costs.
?AVIZZAIApprOved Conn- cilman Chuck Foster's appointment as council representative
to the Murray Planning ('ommission and as a member ut the
public works committee
They also OK'd Councilman
Mike Outland as a member of
the public safety committee.
A resolution was pa'sseci
pres5tng countirs Snerow at the death of Marshall P. Jones. and .
their appreciation for his
services.

Staff pilot. bs Das id Turk

area throughont.the weekend, with chances for precipitation
listed from 50-70 percent each day.

Hospital braces for Medicaid cutbacks
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Bracing itself for retroactive
cutbacks in Medicaid payments,
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is looking at compensating for expected losses
through better management of
Medicaid patients.
The hospital was informed
earlier this week of cutbacks in
maximum allowances for
Medicaid patients through per
diem reimbursements. Prior to
the August 3 date which the
Medicaid cutbacks went into ef- r
fect, the local hospital was
receiving $83.01 per patient day

for Medicaid patients, now the
hospital will receive $65.77 per
patient day.
The $17.24 difference in the
per diem
per day) reimbursements has caused hospital
officials to take a second look at
the management of Medicaid
patients and the effect of the cutbacks on the long term care unit.
In the the first quarter of the
fiscal year 1985, the hospital's
long term care unit handled 819
Medicaid patient days.
"Things are changing fast,"
said Danny Watters, hospital
controller, aboiit the cutbacks in
the Medicaid payments.' In a

report to the hospital board
earlier this week, Watters
outlined the effects of the cutbacks, explaining that the
hospital would have to absorb
the losses in treating Medicaid
patients and would have to'consider making up the losses
elsewhere.
"It's a significant cutback...but certainly something
we can live with." said Watters.
Waiters did explain that those
Medicaid patients currently being.treated in the hospital's long
term care unit would be included on the former reimbursement
plan through a grandfather

clause, and that Medicaid was
providing a $7.50 per diem incentive for nursing homes to treat
intermediate care patients.
In other action, the hospital
board was informed that construction of the ICUCCU unit is
about 50 percent complete, and
will be finished as early as
November. Construction on Dr
Russell Howard's office is ex-peCted .to be completed within
the next three weeks. according
:to a report by hospital- administrator Stuart Poston, and
the installation of a energy conservatiop project has been
completed.
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Chance of thundershowers
today. High 75 to 80
Southeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of rain 50 percent.
Tonight, mostly cloudy with a
60 percent chance of rain and
thundershowers. High in the
upper 60s. Southeast windlight. Saturday rain and
thundershowers likely. High
75 to 80. Southeast wind 5 to 10
mph. Chance ,of rain 70
percent.

LAKE LEVELS
Ky. Lake
356.5
Barkley Lake
356.7

Reagan decries Democratic party
LOS ANGELES(AP - President Reagan has used his first
major appearance since cancer
surgery to bounce back into partisan- form, decrying the
Democratic party as one that
"juk keeps going in circles."
Before retreating again to his
mountaintop ranch to finish his
three-week vacation, Reagan
gave an upbeat speech Thursday night to about 1.000 supporters of the California
ReptibliCan Party at a $1,000.aplate fund-raiser.
"I and feeling fine and- when
we get back to Washington it's
going tO be full steam ahead,"
the president told the crowd.
• It was the president's only major public appearance of his
California stay, and the first
time he has addressed such a

large group outside the White
House since physicians removed
a two-foot section of his colon on
July 13.

ing lives, rather ,than avenging
them."
"We seek an anti-nuclear
shield, using technology to make
us safer," the president said.
Reagan said the Republican
"Our success will be measured
Party has brought about a
by the number of people we can
change in America's political
save, not destroy."
landscape.
•
"Realignment is real,"
Guests at the head table in the
Reagan said. "What the Century Plaza Hotel included
American people see is that the such show business notables as
other party just keeps going in "Rambo" star Sylvester
circles. Of course, that's what Stallone; Roy Rogers and his
happt ns if every time there is a wife, Dale Evans; and Fred
decision to make, you keep lean: MacMurray and his wife. June
ing to the it
_•
S. Haver.
Reagan made a
speech.
the
In
Reagan also made a pitch for
plea to Republicans in his home
his Strategic DefAnse Initiative
state to send a GOP senator to
of space-based missile 'defense
Washington.i1ext year and _end.
systems, known as "Star Wars."
career Of Senate Democratic
the
saying the proposal would "per,
Whip Alan Cranston.
mit us to shift our focus to say-

Ronald Reagan
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Two-year-old girl sets record bid

Clinton country ham brings
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
2-year-old Louisville girl, who
threw her arms into the air each
time the auctioneer needed a

raise, bid a record $45,625 today
for a salt-cured Kentucky country ham
Anna Hitron, the grand.

International civil aviation
says 885 worst year in history
By The Associated Press
This is the worst year in the
history of civil aviation, with 15
accidents and more than 1,400
people killed, according to an
aviation agency affiliated with
the United Nations.
Previously, 1974 ranked as the
worst year for aviation safety,
with 1,299 fatalities, said Eugene
Sochor, a spokesman for the International Civil Aviation
Organization in Montreal.
The 1974 total was high
because 346 people were killed in
the March crash of a Turkish
DC-10 northeast of Paris, he said
Thursday.
Last year, Sochor said, there
were 15 accidents involving
commercial scheduled airliners
but only 224 fatalities.
Sochor cautioned that "when
you deal with aviation safety,
you cannot jump to conclusions
on a yearly basis. You cannot
say there's something wrong
with aviation or that it's particularly worrisome that there
Four-v ear-old Scott Zierlyn of Wyoming, a Grand Rapids. Mich.,
are more than last year."
suburb, gets a little crossed up while tryinaterdown a chocolate
Airlines are dealing with a
Re cream cone at a downtown festival recently.
growing number of Passengers
who travel more miles, Sochor
said. In 1984, he said, there were
830 million passengere on
scheduled airlines, while 900
million are expected this year.
In the last 10 years, he said,
there have been an average of 22
• accidents annually.
Viewed over a period of
Recipients of Murray State
State president, and other top
University scholarships for the
university administrators will
1985-86 school year and their
be among those who will be
parents . will be the guests of
hosts for the reception, which is
honor at the annual Winners Cieco-sponsored by the Alumni
cle reception on the campus SunAssociation and the MUS
day afternoon. Aug. 25.
Foundation.
Scholarship donors will also
Each of the six colleges on the
be recognized at the reception,
campus will have a station
which will begin at 2:30 p.m. in
where recipients. parents and
the ballroom of the Curris
donors can gather and visit with
Center. •each other and with people from
Dr. Kala M. Stroup. Murray
the campus community.

Several years. Sochor said, the
rate of fatalities is going down.
He said the aviation organization estimates the likelihood of a
fatal air crash at one in 500,000
flights.
The following five major
airline disasters in 1985 have
claimed more than 1,100 lives.
Five major airline disasters in 1985 have
claimed more than 1,100 lives Here is a list:
1. Aug. 12. 1985: 520 killed when a Japan Air
Lines Boeing 747 crashed Into a mountain on •
domestic flight, the worst single plane accident
ever.
2. June 23. 1085: 329 killed when an Alr•Inclia
747 apparently exploded In flight off the coast of
Ireland. Sabotage was suspected as the cause
3. Feb. 19. 1085: 148 killed when an Iberia Boeing 727 crashed Into• mountain in Spain.
4. Aug. 2, 1985: 135 killed when a Delta Air
Lines wide•bodied Lockheed L.1011 crashes in a
thunderstorm while attempting to land at Dallas.
Fort Worth Airport. The death toll Included 134
people aboard the plane and one man on the
ground.
5. Aug. 22. 1485. At least 54 people killed when
flames engulf a BriUsh Airtours Boeing 737 dur.
Ing takeoff from Manchester airport in
England.

Julian Carroll
making several
hints at another
governor's bid

Crossed-up

Recipients of scholarships
at university meet Sunday

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov, Julian Carroll has
talked with several government
officials about the possibility of
running for another term in 1987,
according to a state senator.
Carroll didn't make any formal announcement, but "I think
that he was acting very much
like a candidate ..., said state
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana.
Ford said he talked with Carroll Wednesday night at a state
conference on local government
issues held in Louisville.
Boone County Commissioner
John Weaver said Carroll also
talked with him briefly about the
1987 race.
"He said, 'Don't commit in
that governor's race. It's too
early,' " Weaver recalled of
their conversation Wednesday.
In an interview Tuesday from
his home in Frankfort, Carroll
acknowledged -that he had been
talking with people about the
race.
"My suggestion to people is
that it's too early. to make any
commitments because it appears to me that not all the
caniddates are in the race. ... I
find people very responsive," he
said Tuesday.

State court
of appeals
rules in two
DUI cases

Sewn real estate classes planned for
undergraduate credit at Murray State
Seven evening real estate
courses will be offered by Murray State University for
undergraduate credit at three
different locations in the area
during the fall semester.
Dr. William B. Seale, chairman of the Department of
Management and Marketing,
said each course will meet once
a week from 6 to 9 p.n. and
carry three semester hours of
credit.
He added that four courses
will meet on the main campus,
two in Princeton and one in
Fulton.
To be offered on the campus
are:
Mondays — Real Estate 136,
Real Estate Appraising.
Tuesdays — Real Estate 134.
Real Estate Marketing I; and
Real Estate 242. Real Estate
Law.
Thursdays — Real Estate 132,
Real Estate Principles I.

_ ,•

Tuesdays — Real Estate 242,
Real Estate Law.
The course at Fulton City High
School, which will meet on,
Thursdays, is Real Estate 242,
Real Estate Law.
All classes begin meeting the
week of Aug. 26. Fees are $39 a
semester hour for
undergraduate credit for Kentucky residents.
Interested persons may
register for on-campus courses
in the ballroom of the Curris
Center from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Thursday and Friday. Aug.
22-23, or from 5 to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. Aug. 26-29.
They may register for offcampus courses at the first class
meeting.
Anyone wishing to obtain
more Vormation about the
courses or about registration
procedure may call the Department of Management and
Marketing at )502) 762-6196.

Local group plans Saturday
auction to help local woman
111* KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
A benefit auction to be held on
the open air deck of the
Playhouse in the Park this
weekend will culminate weeks
of work hy a local volunteer
group, with all the proceeds
from the auction to go to Barbara Oakley, 34. of Murray.
Oakley, the wife of Jimmy
Oakley..who is employed in the
shipping and receiving department at Murray State University. has contracted what doctors
have diagnosed as a malignant
brain tumor.
Operated on in October 1984,
Oakley now has only tunnel vision and is experiencing numbness in her left leg, both caused
by the tumor. Once a week she
travels to Paducah. for
chemotherapy treatments.
Saturday's auction is being
organized in an attempt to help
lessen the financial burden caused by the weekly treatments and
the required medical attention.
Saturday's auction will begin
, at64 a.m., and is being sponsored
by the, recently formed local
chapter of Aid Association for
Lutherans (AAL .
Pthonda McLemore, one od the
volunteers in the project, ex-

plained that the local group is
working through the Co-op
Benevolence Program of AAL, a
program which endorses branch
fund-raising projects to help individuals and organizations,
sometimes supplemented with
an AAL grant.
To date. AAL volunteers have
approached and reCeived finan.
cial and moral support from
many local businesses,
organizations, clubs and individuals. Merchandise from
local stores has been donated
and volunteer workers will help
work Saturday's auction, according to McLemore, who included
among those volunteer workers
— Sheri Hines, Miss Purchase
District, members of the MSU
Racer football team and
Dunker, the MSU mascot.
Mayor Holmes Ellis is scheduled to open the auction at 9 a.m. .
A total of More than 30 local
churannrhave responded to the
campaign with financial support, as have more than 60 local
merchants, eipc.cording to
McLemore.
Money raised during Saturday's auction and other donations to the Co-op Benevolence
Program will be.matched up to
$5,000, by AAL, according to
Mclifnore.

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — In
two- separate cases, the Kentucky Court of Appeals ruled today that persons ,arrested for
drunken driving Must be achdsed of their rights and that'More
serious charges can be brought
in a case that involves an intoxicated motorist.
In one of the cases, Stanley
Dick argued that he should not
have been tried for assault in
Calloway Circuit Court because
of an incident that occurred
when he was driving under the
influence of alcohol.

Carroll served a governor
from 1974 to 1979 and was
elected lieutenant governor in
1971.
Ford said Carroll didn't indicate any timetable for making
a decision.

In January 1984, Dick was involved in an accident in which a
woman was injured. Dick said
state law requires that prosecution take place under specific
statutes, if applicable, instead of
general statutes like assault.
Dick cited the so-called stammer bill to support his position,
but the court said the law 'Was
not in effect at the time of the
4
incident.
The new drunken driving law
provides harsher penalties for a
driver involved in an injury
accident.
Dick also argued that there
was not enough evidence to support a conclusion that a-,
"dangerous instrument" was
used to inflict the injury, as required by the statute.
"It is ludicrous to argue that
an automobile may not be found
to be a 'dangerous instrument'
under the penal code," the court
responded in upholding the
assaultligievicnon.

Magazine poll shows
Chrysler boss beating
N ice President Bush

"We didn't talk specifics at all
except that he indicated to me
that he was definitely making a
serious consideration of running
for governor," Ford said.

Two sought
in weekend
homicide

5,625

daughter of Louisville developer
Al Schneider, was the main bidder throughout the auction at the
22nd annual County Ham
Breakfast at the State Fair.
When the sale ended, the
child, who was held by her
mother, Dawn, had bid $2,500'a
pound for the fair's grand ehampion ham. The 18.25-pound slab
was cured by Harper's Country
Hams of Clinton in western
Kentucky.
Anna was the high bidder at
the 1984 fair, too, signaling a bid
of $32,000 for a 20-pound ham.
Bidding opened at $50 per
pound.
Asked why her daughter
wanted to be the high bidder two
straight years, Mrs. Hitron said,
"She loved it so much last year,

it was so good she just had to
t
have it again."
Proceeds from the auction are
donated to a charity selected by
the high bidder.
Previous highs at the
breakfast, which attracted 1,675
farm leaders and politicians today, had been $2,140 per pound,
paid in 197,8, and $35,150 total
price for a 19-pound ham in 1977.
The primary difference between country ham and city ham
results from the curing process.
Water is pumped into city hams,
which are ready for sale in a few
days. Country hams are hung to
dry out over a period of months,
with salt penetrating the meat
as water evaporates. Some producers use hickory smoke to
give country hams additional
flavor.
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Diabetes Bike-A-Thon set
for Sept. 15 by hospital
The fifth annual Diabetes
Bike-A-Thon, planned to help
raise funds for support of the
American Diabetes Association
and starting from the Curris Student Center at Murray State
University, has been scheduled
for Sept. 15.
Last year, a field of 78 bikers
raised more than $2,000 in the
ride. The event is sponsored by
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital., Also helping will be
members of the Alpha Delta Pi
sorority at Murray State.
The event, which last year included riders fron 12 west Kentucky and west Tennessee communities, is open to anyone
wishing to solicit a sponsor and
ride a bicycle any distance up
100 miles.
• Thirteen riders rode 100 miles
or more,involving approximately nine hours. of riding, in the
1984 event.
A sponsor is any individual,
business or organization willing
to contribute a specific amount
of money per mile ridden by a
selected cyclist.
Riders wishing to participate
may obtain sponsor forms from
Spoke and Pedal, the offices,of
the Murray and Crilloway County middle and high schools, the
MSU Student Center informa-non desk, Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, or the MurrayCalloway County Hospital public
relations office.
As in the past, there again will
be four routes from which the

ta

Pi

A
et
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cyclists can choose: One 12-mile
route; two 25-mile routes; and
one 38-mile route. Roy Stewart
Stadium at Murray State
University will be available for
those who wish to ride less than
12 miles.
Maps of the routes will be provided at the registration desk,
which will be located at the 15th
Street (west) entrance to the
Student Center.
All bikers must register and
begin their ride at this point.
They may begin any time after 7
a.m. and must complete one or
more of the courses before 7
p.m.
Upon completion of any, ride,
the biker must return to the
registration desk for -certification of the miles ridden.
Tax deductible checks from
the sponsors are colletted by the
riders after they return to the
sponsors with verification of the
number of miles they rode. All
monies must be turned in to the
diabetes chapeter by Oct. 4 in
order for the rider involved to be
eligible for a prize.
The $2,000 raised by last
year's riders has been used, according to Lori Crouch, a dietitian at the Murray hospital and
president of the Calloway County diabetes chapter, to provide
diabetes testing equipment for
the hospital's mobile "Health
Express," and to provide the
Marshall County Hospital at
Benton with diabetes educational materials.
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Computer course offered at
MSU during fall semester
A beginning course, "Computers and Society," will be offered from 6-9 p.m. on Mondayi
during the fall semester at Murray State University.
Listed as Computer Science
(CSC) 101, the course is appropriate for anyone who wishes
to learn about the applications of
computers and the basic software for microcomputers. No
prior experience or coursework
is necessary.
Students will receive training
in spreadsheets, word processing, electronic filing and data
management software. Discus-

sion will cover ethics and the
best use of computers in
education.
The first class meeting wW be
Monday, Aug. 26. Fees are $39 a
semester hour for
undergraduate credit for Kentucky residents. Additional information about the course may
be obtained by calling the
Department of Computer
Studies at (502)762-2094.
Students may register from 8
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the ballroom
of the Curris Center or on the
evening of the first class
meeting.

Two suspects in the believed
homicide of a Calloway County
man are currently being sought
by local authorities — a white
male,five-feet-11-inches tall, 175
pounds, brown hair and brown
eyes, medium build with a tattoo
on each arm, and a female
juvenile.

The male was identified as
Michael Wofford, 22, of Paris,
according to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Both suspects are being
sought for questioning in the
possible homicide of Howard
Neal Allen, 88, of Pine Bluff
Shores, this past weekend.
A 1977 blue Chevrolet Malibu
owned by Allen is still reported
missing. Allen was found dead
at his lakeside residence and
authorities are treating the
death as a possible homicide
pending the outcome of an
autopsy being conducted in
Paducah.

DETROIT (AP) — Chrysler
Corp. Chairman Lee Iacocca's
TV pitches sold his company's
cars, but a magazine's poll indicates he apparently hasn't
sold the public on his oftenrepeated lack of interest in the
U.S. presidency.
In a matchup between Iacocca
and Vice President George
Bush, the Chrysler chief would
win by a 47 percent to 41 percent
margin, according 'to
Metropolitan'Detroit magazine.
In addition to he car being
U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy, Dmissing, a total of about 40
Mass., however, would beat **shotguns, pistols and rifles was
Iacocca by 58. percent to 37 also reported missing from the
percent.
house.
Despite repeated denials of inNo suspects have been taken
terest, Iacocca has garnered eninto custody yet, but the indorsements from Michigan's
vestigation is still ongoing, ac.
two Democratie senator's, cording 'to the sheriff's
Donald Riegle and Carl Levin.
department.
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F.O.P. SUPPORTS MRS ATHLETIC BOOSTERS — Linda
Alexander, who is in charge of organising the Murray Tiger
Athletic Booster football program, accepts a check from Joye
Mills, president of the Fraternal Order of Police, Lodge 23, Murray. The check was presented -earlier this week, by Mills, on
behalf of the local F.O.P. chapter, which urged other local
orgrudsationa to help support the athletic program.
MOM
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PERSPECTIVE
Social Security's future
Social Security celebrated
its 50th anniversary the other
day, although today's $200 billion system bears little resemblance to the one devised in
1935.
The Social Security Act of
1935 was among the most farreaching social legislation
ever approved by, Congress.
The act did much more than
establish the old-age pension
plan now synonymous with the
term Social Security. It also
created the federal-state unemployment insurance syqtem and the general welfare
program that later became
Aid to Families with Dependent Children.
Nevertheless, from its inception on Aug. 14, 1935, to the
present, the most controversial part of the Social Security
Act has been the old-age benefits program and the special
tax on employers and employees that funds it.
Social Security was
conceived as. an actuarially
sound, insurance-type plan
with adequate reserves to protect each worker's account.
But in 1939, with payroll taxes
rolling in and few retirees
ready to collect benefits, Congress eliminated the trust
fund's actuarial requirement,
added dependent and survivors' benefits, and accelerated
payment schedules for 1940
retirees.
Some things never seem to
change. Congress abhors a
surplus and thus has always
preferred increasing Social
Security benefits to building

needed reserves. So much for
actuarial soundness.
Nevertheless, the number of
workers paying Social Security taxes in the early years so
outnumbered recipients that it
took Congress more than four
decades to create the system's
first funding crisis. After all,
in 1945 there were 42 workers
paying the tax for every person who was receiving benefits. That ratio slipped to 16 to
1 by 1950 and is now about 3.2
to 1, although employment is
at its highest level in history.
By eschewing actuarial
principles in favor of a pay-asyou-go. system, Cohgress
transformed Social Security
into a contract between generations. Each generation of
workers supports previous
generations' retirees.
Today, more than 120 million American wage-earners
contribute to Social Security
and more than 37 million persons receive some type of benefit from the system. Thus,
nearly everyone in America
has a direct stake in Social Security's future.
That future now looks reasonably bright, at least for the
short-term, as a result of 1983
legislation that increased payroll taxes and required federal
workers and other previously
exempt workers to join the
system. But unless Congress
resists the temptation to tap
the reserves that this latest
bailout should provide, Social
Security's long-term future
could be just as shaky as its
recent past.
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royko says

by mike royko

Beautiful ways to save energy
As you trade in your big gaseater for a tiny car, or stuff
newspaper around your leaky
windows, or squirt heat-saving
gunk between your walls, don't
feel alone. Those rich pleasurelovers known as "The Beautiful
People" also are doing their
part to conserve the nation's
energy.
As my authority, I cite W, the
New York -based fashion
newspaper put out by the
Women's Wear Daily people,
that devotes much of its
coverage to the goings and comings and doings of those it calls
"The BP." (That means
Beautiful People, you homely
dummy.)
In a recent issue, W interviewed a couple of dozen of the
beautiful ones about how they
are going to cope with the more
frugal times that are expected in
the '80s.
To be honest, I don't know who
most of these Beautiful People
are, since we don't hang around
the same polo clubs, international casinos,, yacht basins, or
Milwaukee Avenue saloons.
And W does not identify them
beyond their names.
Presumably, those who are in
the know are aware of who they
are. So we can safely assume
that if W says they are Beautiful
People, they are, even if a few of
them do sag.
Anyway, here is what they say
they will do to conserve energy.
You might pick Up some helpful
tips.
"Recently I visited my
brother's 20-room mansion,"
said a BP named Beverly

Johnson. "I spent a lot of time
switching off the lights and turning down the heat."
What a fine idea. I think the
rest of us, when visiting our
brothers' 20-room , mansions.
should do the same.
Harriet Deutsch, a blond
Beautiful Person whose photo
shows what appear to be two
diamond chandeliers dangling
from her ears, says: "I prefer to
entertain in our home and, in doing so, we actively make efforts
to conserve, energy and use
everything economically. We
are fortunate to have a
marvelous chef who guides us
along those lines."
That's something for the rest
of us to think about. When hiring
chefs, we should think beyond
the texture of his salmon mousse
and ask whether he knows how
to roast a quail with solar
energy.
•
Francoise de la Renta (why
don't Beautiful People ever have
names like Myrtle or Gert? ) is
doing her part. She said: "When
we go to the country, we have
only wood fires; they're better
than heating with oil. And I open
my window in the summer instead of turning on the air conditioner. I live with the natural
elements."
Fancy. that. Opening one's
window in the summertime.
Francoise, with the help of people like you, we'll get the price of
oil down to 40 cents a barrel yet.
Then there is Nan Kempner,
who said: "Less is more." (I'll
bet she doesn't say that to her
stockbroker.) Her idea for
energy conservation: "I now

wear long underwear, and not
just for skiing."
What a coincidence. My
grandfather used to wear long
underwear, too, and when he
wasn't skiing. He used to always
tell us: "Always wear long
underwear day and night,
winter and summer, because if
there is a fire and you have to
run outside without your pants,
you won't be embarrassed in
front of the neighbors." It never
occurred to me that his
philosophy could have made him
one of the Beautiful People.
Susan Mary Alsop seems to
have a pessimistic view of the
'80s. She said: "People will have
less and less staff. And practically no one will be having live.
in servants. Instead, we'll have
to be more self-reliant and use
more caterers, which is
dreary."
I know how you feel. Susan.
The day I let my live-in butler
and chef go, I felt lost. That
night I phoned a caterer and
asked him to make me a salami
sandwich as a bedtime snack,
and it just Wasn't the same. It
was a dreary, dreary, dreary
salami sandwich. Care to join
me in a suicide pact, kid?
There is more to Susan's
dreary view of the future.. ,She
said: ''As for vacation houses,
people will have to choose between traveling abroad or keeping up a vacation home. I'll not
be-taking trips abroad and keeping my house in Maine."
Me either. I'll probably flip a
coin to see if I go to the Wisconsin Dells or stay in town and
bicycle around Goose Island.

Pat Buckley, who is pictured
with a neck full of mink, has
come eyeball-to-eyeball with the
energy crunch. She says: "As
far as conservation goes, the
real change in my life is my
'moped, which I ride to the fish
store."
"Where are you going, my
dear?"
"I am going on my moped to
buy a fish."
"But Charles will drive you."
"No, no, no. We must conserve. Charles can drive me to
the furrier, or the jeweler. But
when I buy a fish, it's by
moped."
"God bless America, my
dear."

•

And finally, there is Betsy
Bloomingdale. who is doing her
part to fight OPEC this way:
"One of the ways I save energy
is by asking my servants not to
turn on the self-cleaning oven
until after 7 in the evening. We
all must do little things and big
things to conserve energy."
Indeed, we must, Betsy, and
my hat is off to you and your servants and your self-cleaning
oven.
But I wonder: If Susan Mary
Alsop'is right, and hardly
anyone will .have live-in servants anymore, who will Betsy
Bloomingdale get to turn on her
self-cleaning oven after 7 p.m.?
Are there caterers — dreary
as they may be — who will come
out and turn on Betsy Bloom-,
ingdale's self-cleaning oven?
Or will her oven just get dirtier and dirtier?
Oh, the 1980s frighten me.

-

business mirror
How to reach yotir elected officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Rugsell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
All U.S. Senators and Representatives may be reached by phone by dialing (202) 224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice.
State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
Rt. 2, Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
P.O. Box 85
Wingo, Ky. 42088.
State Rep. Freed Curd
St. Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky.
or
1607 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 42071

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
In these days when American
leaders find themselves frequently powerless in the face of international terrorism, it is comforting to recall these words of
Woodrow Wilson, taken from a
speech in 1916:
The

only

excuse

that

America can ever have for
the assertion of her physical
force is that she asserts it in
behalf of the interests of
humanity.
In 1916 the United States had
far less physical force, yet had
no trouble asserting it. But those
were simpler times, or at least
we think they were.
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by john cunniff
NEW YORK (AP) — In announcing plans to eliminate
24,000 jobs over the next-16 months or so, American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. added to a feeling
of edginess that seems to
characterize the economy.
The AT&T announcement was
typical of events that Americans
have been trying to digest in recent weeks, much of the time
unsuccessfully.
Wasn't AT&T succeeding in
the information area, which incluaes computers, consumer
communications equipment,
business processing systems
and the like? It was — is. And
aren't inforniation systems the
wave of the future? Maybe.
Why therefore the job eliminations, all in AT&T's information
systems?
Because, said AT&T, it was
simply overstaffed, a realization
that manifested itself when the
company entered the competitive world after having been
regulated by the federal
government.
If the economy is in relatively
good shape how can so many
old-line industries — farming,
steel, mining, the thrift industry, banking, medical care
and more — have so many
troubles?
The news from specific companies, such ase AT&T, ranges
from shocking to just disappointing, the latter being the description investors applied to the
latest earnings statement from
IBM, a premier performer.
Utterly unexpected problems
have hit some of the best names
in business. Coca-Cola was forced by market pressures to resurrect its old-formula Coke. Manville was pressured by lawsuits
to seek protection in
bankruptcy.
Washington provides little
reassurance. If the budget
:deficits are so dangerous, people
ask, why is it that the country
cannot manage to get on with
the job of substantially reducing
the debts?
The economy is in flux. Newer
businesses and newer industries
are replacing some of the oldline firms. Services account for
a growing part of the private
economy, manufacturers less.
There is a boom within a bust, or
vice versa.
Moreover,
ides toward
business cont
to change.
Product liability suits are more
common., Attempts by companies to close outmoded
facilities are countered more
often by political pressure to remain open.
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washington today

by barry schweid

National security assistant in expanding role
WASHINGTON (API — Front
and center: Robert C. (Bud)
McFarlane, the president's national security adviser. He's had
a busy week.
—Chiding South Africa for not
undertaking specific changes to
match vague promises of racial
reform.
—Casting a pall over the
U.S.-Soviet summit meeting by
declaring that "even incremental improvements" in relations
between the two countries would
be hard to achieve without
changes in the Kremlin's approach to major issues.
—Defending the U.S. decision
to test an anti-satellite weapon
on a space target — which also
may impinge on the summit —
as a necessary step to maintain
the military balance between
the Uniaed States'and the Soviet
Union. 13y contrast, President
Reagan. the man he works for.
was nearly invisible as
McFarlane took center stage on
key foreign policy issues
George Shultz, the secretary
of state, was on summer
vacation.

As McFarlane stars on the TV
talk shows and makes headline
news in the papers, there is no
hint of conflict with Shultz. The
two evidently get along, personally and philosophically.
In fact, they have teamed up
on major foreign policy issues —
on a cautious approach to the
Arab-Israeli conflict, for instance, and in a tough but not
totally intractable attitude
toward the Soviet Union.

ienna y, an South African
Foreign Minister R.F. "Pik"
Botha.
Evidently, McFarlane came
away from the meeting expecting significant changes in
Pretoria. When they did not, :occur, he took the lead in registering official disappointment with
the South African government.
U.S. policy is still relatively
mild. But whatever bite is in it is
being exhibited by the disappointed national security
So McFarlane may not be
adviser.
stepping on Shultz' toes with his
Similarly, McFarlane is out in
increasing prominence. But the
effect on U.S. foreign policy front criticizing Soviet
assistance to Cuba and Libya
could be pronounced, especially
if he and Shultz keep working in. and its combat role since 1979 in
Afghanistan. His tone suggests
tandem within Reagan's inner
Reagan will not be approaching
circle.
Mikhail Gorbachev in Geneva in
November with conciliation in
In dealing with South (4frica,
mind.
the Reagan administration has
Since a major shift in Soviet
been gentle The policy of
policy is probably unlikely,
"constructive engagement"
McFarlane's remarks paint a
seeks change through persuadark picture for the summit —
sion rather than sanctions or
especially as the administration
other pressure tatics.
steps up its anti-satellite proMcFarlane was given the sengram and accuses the Soviets of
sitive assignment of joining
using potentially dangerous
Chester Crocker, the senior
chemicals to , keep track of
State Department specialist on
American diplomats in Moscow.
Africa, in-talks two weeks ago in
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Sykes-Boucher wedding is planned
The approaching marriage of Miss Lea Ann
Sykes and Clint Boucher
has been announced.
Vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug.
31, at 2 p.m. at South
-Mud —United Methodist
Church, Nashville,
Tenn.
The bride is the
daughter of Neale and
Joyce Sykes of South
Fulton. Tenn.
Miss Sykes is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cleo Sykes of
Murray and of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Kaiser of
Kenosha, Wis.
A 1980 graduate of
South Fulton High
School, she received her
bachelor of science
degree in business administration and accounting from the
University of Tennessee
at Martin. She was a little sister of Alpha Kappa Psi professional
business fraternity.
The bride-elect is a
state auditor for the
State of Tennessee,
Comptroller of the
Treasury, Nashville,
Tenn.
Mr. Boucher is a 1980
graduate of Rutheford

NORKSHOP HELD — Carol Allen. standing, parliamentarian for Murray Woman's Club and Conserxation Department Junior Chairman of General Federation of Women's Clubs, recently conducted a
workshop for officers and chairmen of the Murray club. Pictured around the table are Shirley Martin,
Creathe Arts. Mary Gertzen. Home. Frances Galloway, first vice president. Ann Brooks, president.
Charlotte Barker, Zeta, and Mary Wells, Alpha. Not pictured are Alice Koenecke and Gloria
McLaughlin, Delta, Janet Wallis. Garden, Marilyn Walker and Margaret Vulli. Kappa, Wanda
Nloseley. Music. Mona Blankenship. Sigma, and Jo Burkeen. Theta. The Executive Board of the Murray club will meet Monday, Aug. 26, at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. This was changed from Labor Day.
Sept. 2.

NeTN-born admission and dismissals listed
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday. Aug. 22, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
• Baby , Girl Grogan,
parents. Kiln and Betty.
Rt. 1, Box 143, Murray.
• Dismissals
Frank English, 1607
Wiswell Rd., Murray;
Stanley Meadows, 730
Fairlane Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Bonnie Coleman,
Rt, 3, Murray; David
Beane, Rt. 3, Benton;

-

Mrs. Jana Adams and Magnus Hooks, Rt. 3.
baby boy, Rt. 2, Murray; J.P. Robinson.
Hickory; Miss Kayla Riviera Trailer Court.
Anderson, Rt. 5, Ben- Murray; Harry York.
ton; Grady Wesson, Box 302 Winn St., Paris,
311. New Concord; Mrs. Tenn.;
Mary Jones, 1204 Olive
William Hamrick, 517
St., Murray:.
Whitnell,. Murray; Mrs.
Walton Sykes, Rt. 1, Virginia Heath, Rt. 5,
Hazel; Mrs. Bonnie Andrus, Rt. 1. Clinton;
Mrs. Venezuela Higgins. , Rt. 4. Murray;
CRANE. Texas (AP
Mrs. Irene Schwarm,
2111 Brookhaven, — Its commitment to
safe operations is one
Murray;
Miss Jana Williams, thing that will not
1714 Keenland, Murray; change, says Phillips
gg as's@ S I CS

Bargain Matinees Sat & Sun.

All Seats $2.00

Program
Info.
753-331_
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High School. He receiv- was a member of Alpha
ed a bachelor of science Kappa Psi professional
degree in business ad- business fraternity and
ministration and per- a charter president of
sonnel management the American Society of
from the University of Personnel
Tennessee at Martin. He Administrators.

Murray; William Van
Meter, 1710 Farmer
Ave., Murray;
Carlos Pierce, Fox
Meadows, Murray;
Clarence Britt, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Mary
MURRAY CITY
Menus for the various
Walker,- Convalescent- lunchrooms in city— ——
and
Division. MCCH.
Murray High
county schools for the
Monday —
week of Aug. 26 to 30
have been released by chuckwagon, hot ham
Judy Hina, food service and cheese; Tuesday —
coordinator of Murray pork and gravy w/rolls,
Petroleum.
City Schools and Joanna cheeseburgers;
Glenn A. Cox, 'comWednesday — spaghetpany president, says, Adams, food service
director of Calloway ti, corn dog; Thursday
"Even though we're
— fish, chicken patty
looking to trim County Schools.
w/cheese; Friday —
The
menus
are
suboperating costs by $200
ject to occasional hamburger, ravioli.
million to $300 million
change because of the Hamburgers,
annually, safety is one
cheeseburgers, pizza,
area where we will cut availability of food and
other special occasions, choice of fruits and
no corners and make no
Menus are as follows: vegetables, milk and
compromises?'
fruit drink are available
daily-.
Ur.
rU
Murray Middle
017 IVF .77
Open-7:30
Monday — hamNJ
Start-8:00
burger, chuckwagmi:'
.
% Tuesday — ham and
its all in the name onatnan starte (i)Le n
cheese sandwich, tacos;
trying to score.
ofscience.
Wednesday — hamAnd ended up
burger,
ravioli and
being the target.
rolls; Thursday — ham
and cheese sandwich,
Sloppy Joe; Friday —
hamburger, corn dog.
Pizza, french fries,
salad bar, choice of
fruits and vegetabls and
milk are available
daily.
Carter and
Robertson
Monday — hot dog,
chuckwagon, creamed
ANTHONY EDwARDS
potatoes, mixed
LINDA FIORENTINO
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
vegetables, pear
• UN, 1,41,,SAL
Bingo for Dollars Sun. At Intermission halves/cottage cheese,
This Wk. You Could Win Up To $170.00 cookie; Tuesday — pizza, Sloppy Joe, corn on
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Now Renting VCR's
and Video Tapes
At Cheri
New Titles Arriving Daily

"YOU HAVE TO SEE IT!
A charmingly
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origonol comedy

mod* 438600al by Michael .1 Fox

0000 FUN FOR ALL!"
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Central Center
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All—r
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GOTCHM

•
A NEVI COMEDT STARRING
FAKII•EL 1 FOX OF SAC1,10 THE FUTURE
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The groom-elect is
employed in the
Customer Service
Department of RobertOrr/Sysco Food Services Company,
Nashville, Tenn.

Menus for schools listed for week

Safety being promoted

LEI US ENTERTAIN YOU

arc,

Lea Ann Sykes and
Clint Boucher will marry

cob, Mexican beans,
baked apples, gelatin
-w/fruit; Wednesday —
chef salad, chicken nuggets, buttered rice,
green peas, sliced
peaches, mixed fruit;
Thursday — hamburger, fish sanwich,
white beans, tater tots,
fruit wedges, fruit
juice; Friday — sack
lunch — ham and cheese
sandwich, peanut butter
sandwich, relishes,
fruit, chips. Milk is served daily.
— — ——
CALLOWAY COUNTY

ham and cheese;
Wednesday — turkey
club sandwich, chili
dog; Thursday — fried
chicken, sloppy joe
sandwich; Friday —
spaghet-ti,
cheeseburger. Pizza
and a variety of fresh
fruits, vegetables,
salads, desserts and
drinks are available
daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday *— pizza, fish
sandwich; Tuesday —
chef salad, slopy joe
sandwich; Wednesday
— fried chicken, corn
Calloway High
dog; Thursday — tacos,
Monday — barbecued grilled cheese; Friday
chicken, turkey club — sack lunch — hot dog.
sandwich; Tuesday — peanut butter and jellr4
sliced turkey/gravy, sandwich. A variety of
tacos; Wednesday
fresh fruits, vegetables,
batter dipped fish, salads, desserts and
bacon/cheese sand- drinks are available
wich; Thursday — daily.
lasagne, submarine
sandwich;, Friday —
chicken nuggets, corn
Bonnie Prince
dog. Salad bar, pizza, Charlie's attempt to
hamburger and a varie- seize the throne of his
ty of fresh fruits, Stuart grandfather was
vegetables, salads, crushed at the Battle of
desserts and drinks are Culloden in 1746. About
available daily.
9,000 well -trained
Calloway Middle
soldiers under the Duke
Monday — battered of Cumberland, son of
fish, cold plate; Tues- George II, faced 5,000
day — corn dog, hot Scottish Highlanders.

,

•
S

Instructor
Beverley
Peeler

S

TOO FUNNY TO MISS!
Matinees Only 1:30, 3:15

THEY'RE Ma FROM THE GRAVE
NOREADY TO PARTY!

gteos 4

S

ummer LIFE
IS A
BEACH.
ental

Adult

R

JOHN
CANDY

49110•
,e

Call 753-8226
for information
and registration
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FABIAN
LOU CHRISTIE
CHUBBY CHECKER
THE COASTERS
LITTLE ANTHONY
LESLIE GORE
DEL SHANNON
THE DIAMONDS
And More..
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YOUR FAVORITE
FIRE BREATFIING MONSTER...

'4 a 401111

MURRAY HAS BEEN
LAUGHING FOR
7 WEEKS--DON'T MISS IT

Colonial House
Smorgasbord
Hwy. Cy 4 1 N

Murray

7 5 3-8 1 20

Where New England Charm And
Southern Hospitality Come Together.

BACK
To The
FUTURE

TEl thggirst

Acts and the Supirr Hits of
he SO s and 611 s from IN. Godon Ago
01 ROCAS
JOIN

starring
MICHAEt J
FOX

Come Dine With Us

Roll

Lunch—Tues.-Sat 11 a m -3 p.m.
Dinner—Tues.-Fri.. 4 30-8 30 p.m.
Dinner Sat Evenings & Sunday

- VE f , N ORDER TODAY.

To get this 1 time special live event just call

11. • el•

1:30.3:15, 7:15, 9:05

There s Always Good Things
To Eat At Our House

The Fdst Time'

R

At 7:05, 8:55 Only

r 'es

Thursday, August 29
At 8 P.M.
An Together For

E
VLSI N

CAB

1:30. 3:35, 7:05, 9:15
Bel Air Center

S3.85
535
5.95

*Call Early For Your
Holiday Reservations
(Banquet Facilities For Up To 175)

753 5065
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Sunday, Aug.25
Memorial Baptist
Church will have its anWhat kind of day will tomorrow be? To id out what the stars say, read the
nual homecoming.
forecast given for your birth sign
————
Events in Land BetFOR SUNDAY, AUGUST 25, 1985
ween the Lakes will inARIES
LEO
clude Skywalk at 11
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Pit (July 23 to Aug. 22)
a.m. and 2 p.m. at
(Nov.
(EC
22 to Dec. 21)
de
You have a sixth sense now and
You may discard some possesGolden Pond Vistor
A flea market sale may bring you
you know where= opportunity lies. sions.
Intuitive promptings bring an unusual item. Increased determiCenter; Eagle Hacking
Concentration on • career pays work developments.
Seek ways to nation is directed now towards your
Update: 1985 at 2 p.m. at dividends.
improve overall income.
Woodlands Nature TAURUS
career Money improves.
VIRGO
CAPRICORN
Center.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
(Dec 22 toJan 19)
The spiritual side of you is to the
The romantic theme continues for
Some . of you are feeling more
fore,
though you'll also have time for you. An ability to
South P-leasant Grove
work without break creative than usual. Investigate
United Methodist recreation. Listen to that voice of abets creative accomplishmen
courses that tap your inner potential.
ts
Church will have a inspiration.
Enjoy leisure events.
Things go your way
GEMINI
potluck picnic at 5 p.m.
LIBRA
AQUARIUS
at Murray-Calloway (May 21 to June 20)
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A
family
member
helps you out in
County Park. Outdoor
You'll gain insight into a family
You'll help others outn a quite
some way. You're anxious to comworship service will
member's problem. Recreation at
unassuming way. Spare time may be
plete a work project and may devote
home base suits you fine today. devoted to a career endeavor. Work
follow at 6 p.m. at first
extra time to it today.
Purchases are likely
pavilion on right.
from behind the scenes.
CANCER
SCORPIO
————
PISCES
(June 21 to July 22)
sway
"fh (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
.1110c
(Feb 19 to Mar 2(l)
GA and Acteen
A special outing tops off a day in
Compassion for others is marked
You shine socially today. Re sure to
Recognition service will which you find yourself closer
to today. You may write
a thank-you accept invitations for -fun tunes A
be at 7 p.m. at First someone you love.
Creative energy is note. You enjoy
yourself at a lunc- relationship with a close tie con
Baptist Church.
strong.
heon
tinues to grow stronger.
————
Open house for incoming students will be at • Wa•Maf! Sens for Less • :Val Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sels for Less • Nal-Mart ells
Church of Christ StuJ
.
dent Center, North 14th
Street and Olive
Boulevard, from 2 to 4
p.m.
————
Coffee honoring
teachers who have
taught in Sunday School
at First United
Methodist Church will
be from 10:30 to 10:50
a.m.
————
Monday, Aug.26
Racer Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. This is open
to all persons interested
in the athletic program
at Murray State
University.
— ——
Empire Farm and
Woodlands Nature

Pit

A

zat

dofik

GNIE

WAI:MART

rveym.

dget
savers

boa
4,mr.

(Cont'd.
on page 16).

• •Reg-. 1.36
•Limit 1

DATEBOOK
Band plans project

sill' 23, 1985

Your Individual Horoscope

•

Saturday. Aug.24
Saturday, Aug.24
Friday, Aug.23
The Greater Paducah Assembly of God Mixed Calcutta ScramArea Chapter of Parents Church. For informa- ble with Rick Garland
W1Mae Partners will tion call 753-6695.
as chairman will open at
me—erfflt 8 p.m. at Jaycee
————
Murray Country Club.
Building, Paducah.
Eighth Annual Chris————
tian Teens In Service
————
Hawaiian Luau Dinwill start at 9:30 a.m. at ner and Dance will be
Saturday, Aug.24
University Church of from 6:30 p.m. to midFinal Twilight Golf Christ.
night at Murray Counand potluck with special
try Club.
format will be at 5:30
Murray High Band
————
p.m. at Murray Country will be selling
AA and Al-Anon will
Club.
doughnuts door-to-door meet at 8 p.m. at
^
American Legion Hall,
from 8 to 10:30 a.m.
Practice round for
South Sixth and Maple
————
Hawaiian Open and Bid-, _Benefit Community Streets.
ding- tor.
„
-MiAlkaton for Barbara
at 7 p.m. at Murray Oakley by Aid AssociaDance featuring
Country Club.
tion for Lutherans Twice as Nice Band will
————
Branch 5690, Murray, be from 8 p.m. to midTwilight golf will be at will start at 9 a.m. on night at Murray
Moose
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Coun- open end of Community Lodge.
try Club.
Theater Depot, Murray————
————
Calloway County Park.
Murray Squar-AAA and Al-Anon will
Naders will dance at 8
————
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Fall Fellowship p.m. at Woodmen of
Kevil Center, South 10th Festival will be at In- World Hall.
Street Extended, dependence United
Mayfield.
Teacher- s' AppreciaMethodist Church with
————
dinner at 6 p.m., gospel tion Dinner of Seventh
Games are scheduled singing at 7 p.m. and and Poplar Church of
at 8 p.m. at Murray hayride at 8 p.m.
Christ will be at 6:30
Moose Lodge.
'p.m. at Colonial House
————
————
Hooper Cemetery will Smorgasbord.
Organization dinner have its annual cleaning
————
meeting of Methodist day at 8 a.m.
Sunday, Aug.25
Men of Good Shepherd
AA will have a closed
United Methodist
Events in Land Bet- meeting at 4 p.m. at
Church will bc at 6:30 ween the Lakes will in- American Legion
p.m. at church.'
clude Drying Fruits and Building, South Sixth
————
Vegetables at 2 p.m. at and Maple Streets.
Square and round Empire Farm; Ticks at
————
Final round of
dancing with music by 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Ken-Tenn Country Nature Center; Skywalk Hawaiian Open will be
Sound will be from 7:30 at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. at at Murray Country
to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove Golden Pond Visitor Club.
Roller Rink.
————
Center.
————
All scholarship win————
The Murray Single
Murray -Calloway ners at Murray State
• Connection will meet at County Soccer Associa- University will be
6:30 p.m. at University tion will have its fall honored at a reception
Branch of Bank of Mur- registration from 10 in ballroom of Curris
ray to carpool to Fulton a.m. to 2 p.m. at Old Center at 2:30 p.m.
for a Mexican dinner.
————
Murray City Park. For
————
Brewers United
information call
Parents Night Out for 753-9949.
Methodist Church will
children up to 12 will be
have its annual
————
from 6 to 10 p.m. at First
Hawaiian Open First honlecorning.

FRIDAY.

Center plans open house

Members of the Murray High,School Band will
sell doughnuts, blueberry and cinnamon, Saturday. Aug. 24, from 8 to 10:30 a.m. Previous
orders have been taken, but anyone not contacted may call Jerry Bolls, 753-8376, nights. The
cost will be $3 per dozen and $1.75 per half dozen.
Proceeds will be used for special band projects.

Men return -from Trinidad
James Thurmond and Danny Cleaver of
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ returned
home Sunday, Aug. 18, after spending two weeks
in Port-of-Spain, Trinidad. They, along. with
several other persons from the United States,
spent the time studying the Bible with contacts
from World Bible School and working to
establish new contacts.

Registration scheduled
Registration for evening classes at Murray
State University will be from 5 to 7 p.m. starting
Monday. Aug. 26, and continuing through Thursday, Aug. 29, in the ballroom of Curris Center.
Students may register for off campus evening
classes at the meeting site on the first night of
class. Both day and evening classes will begin
Monday. Sept. 2.

Workshop starts Tuesday
A workshop titled Industrial Education and
Technology 240, Woodworking Design and Practices, will be offered on Tuesday evenings during
the fall semester at Murray State University.
The class will met from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. beginning Tuesday. Aug. 27. The course is for anyone
interested in learning to build artistic and useful
wooden items. It may be audited or taken for
three semester hours of undergraduate credit.
For more information call 762-3392.

Open House at the Church of Christ Student
Center at North 14th and Olive Boulevard, Murray, will be Sunday, Aug. 25, from 2 to 4 p.m. This
will be for all incoming students. On Wednesday,
Aug. 28, the University Class will meet in the annex of University Church of Christ for the full
hour. An ice cream supper will follow. The class
will continue to meet in the annex for the full
hour through the month of September. Devotions
at the center will be each Monday and Tuesday
at 12:30 p.m. arid a Bible study period will be
each Friday at 7:30 p.m.

Elmer's School Glue
•4 Oz. •Reg. 54'

Soccer group will register
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association
registration for the 1985 fall season will be held
Saturday, Aug. 24, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and
Monday, Aug. 26, from 4 to 7 p.m. in Old City
Park Office. The cost will be $10 for first child in
family, $8 for second and free for third child.
This will be for ages 6 to 18. Questions concerning
registration may be directed to Nancy Ewing,
registrar, 753-9949.

$7
Depend-0 Toilet
Bowl Cleaner
•12 Ounces •Blue o'
green'
,Limit 2

Save 1 94
Rubbermaid' Plastic
Catch 'n Carry Hamper

'Req. 92'
t-,,isl•el a%

Walter D. Bullard IV born
Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Bullard III of Murray
announce the birth of a son, Walter Dudley IV.
weighing eight pounds three ounces, measuring
22 inches, born Monday, Aug. 19, at 10:37 a.m. at
HCA West Side Family Birthing Unit, Nashville,
Tenn. His two sisters, Tanise, 4, and Chelsea, 22
months, attended his birth at the birthing unit
supervised by close friends of the family. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Bullard Jr.
of Ellicott City, Md., Mr. and Mrs. Bob Lassiter
of Madison. Fla., and Dr. and Mrs.'Charles Patterson of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Brent Langston of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Lassiter of Hazel.

Crystal Clew

Alberta
VO5
Hairspray

Wash 'n Dri
Moist Disposable
Towelettes

Stutterers Fight
Ridicule Along With

2 $3
For
Save 23°o
Poly-fir
Traditional
Craft Batting

1.62

86

•Reg. 1.97
•11 Oz.

•Reg. 97'
•70 Count

Their Handicap
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR READERS: My attention has been called to a handicap that afflicts millions of
people, but because it isn't lifethreatening in the physical
sense, it is minimized. It's the
only handicap I know of that is
openly ridiculed and made the
butt of jokes. It's stuttering.
People who stutter are terrified to answer a telephone,
speak up in a classroom, apply
in person for a job, ask for a
date, order in a restaurant, etc.
Because stutterers are afraid
to talk, they are thought to be
less intelligent than the average
person.Some famous people who
were stutterers, but overcame
it: Thomas Jefferson, Charles
Darwin,Jack Paar and Anthony
Quinn, to name a few.
When a stutterer stutters,
here's what not to do: Don't
insert words, or finish phrases
-for the stutterer. Don't say,
"Just think before you' speak,
and don't talk so fast." These
seemingly helpful suggestions
don't work.
What can help? There's
National Stuttering Project

composed of members who form
self-help groups in every state. I
have seen their materials and
newsletters, and recommend
them highly.
For information about this
organization, write to: National
Stuttering Project, 1269 Seventh
Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
94122. Please enclose a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Well, I found a strange set of keys
in his pocket, so I took them and hid
them. I see him going crazy looking
for those keys but I don't say anything. I would like to know whose
keys they are.
Should I ask him? You can print
this. He never reads your column.
NEEDS HELP

Save 2 76
5 Piece Bath Set
Set includes, bath rug contour rua--1,(1
cover tank cover and tank top
Reg /376

DEAR NEEDS: Don't ask him
whose keys they are. A man
who cheats will also lie.

3,c9

S..
S..

DEAR ABBY: I have not been
married very long and •I need to
know how to handle this:
My husband is a very good-looking
man who gets a lot of attention from
the ladies. His job (bartending) puts
him on display, so to speak, where
he—can - meet a lot- of attractive
women. Some of them get friendly
when they're half-loaded, which is
very handy for him because he
doesn't have to pay to get them
drunk. He also works late hours,
which doesn't help our marriage. He
should get home by 2 a.m. but
sometimes he's not home. until 5 or
O. I think he's cheating on me.

CONFIDENTIAL TO WORRIED IN DICKINSON,TEXAS:
You have good reason to worry.
According to the Mayo Clinic
Health Letter:"Cigarette smo ing greatly increases yqr
-chances - of acquiring bind r •
cancer. Cigarette smokers acquire bladder cancer two.to-five
times more frequently than nonsmokers. The hazard increases
with the number of cigarettes
•
you smoke daily and the number
of years you continue the habit."
•• *

• Ps• •

Brew Rite
Coffee Filters
1
•Package
•L
'Req. 38'

. •
WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE RDLICY—il • our
ntent•on to have every advertmed den' o stock 00wever
due
k` fry wrtoreseen reason an advertised two Is not ay&lab* tor
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•
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Devotional Page Murray-Calloway Cunity
Church Dir•ctory Is Sponsomi illy Th• Firms Listoci On This
Page

City and county churches list servims and music for Sunday
Various churches in
Sinking Spring
the city and county have
The Rev. Darrell
announced services and Walker who recently
events for Sunday, Aug. surrendered to the
25. as follows:
gospel ministry will
speak at 11 a.m. service
•

God Is Love
HOLLAND DRUGS
Eostside Court Square — Downtown Murray
15*. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line, Full Service, Discount Prices

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

4,PIZZA HUTAIL-

Max & Marie Keel

753-2706

BN ron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
l'4'r% 41a% Lowe.) Pre.cription Prices
Byron
Pharmaci.t
GlIondale 11t %hit/sell. litchinil Rig John'.) 753-4175

JCPenney
g

Open All Year

°PP

f

Vegetables

THE SAVING PLACE —

South 12th Stroot
Southold. Confer

753-8971
Carroll Tire Service
-And Wheel Alignment
56t0ItuiiI

1105 Pogue 753-1489
1 , Blocks East
of S. 12th

BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Sy msorua Hay Symsonia
Sunday School
9 45 a rn
!Morning viersrup
11 00 a 7:
Ri.oirig
7 11pm

PRESBYTERIAN

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Warship
7 11pm
CHESTNUT,STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 30 am
COLD% ArEP.
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 p m
COLDWATER BAPTIST
Clil'itCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Services
it 00 a in
Evening Services
6 00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Ser.'
lop iii
Sunday School
10 00a m
Worship Service
11 a m
Sunday Night
in
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
in on a in
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
-.-..ening Worship
6 01i p in
4ertnesday Evening
7 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Warship
- 1345 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
6 30 pm
FAITH BAPTIST
Morn
Wdrship
a in
11
Evening Worship
6 IX. P 171
FIRST BAPTIST°
Sunday School
9 E am
Worship
. 10 45 a in & 7
p in
Church Training
6 16 pm
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Eirening Worship
6 45 p in

AIPMairec=oi

7.1..

I.A.ICUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
10 151 a m
Ey ening Worship
6 00 pm
MURRAY CHUR(1-1
"unday School
9 45 a in
Morang Worship
id 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 a m
Wednesda Worth
30

BAPTIST

p Fresh Fruits

jfillbilk Barn

CHRISTIAN
OIMMI . NITY CHURCH
9 Le •
Sunda) Si hue;
Morning Wervtup
10 3e
NORTHSIliE INDEPENDENT
hi•inney Road Dexter
Sunday
10 ii9
Worship
II 00 rn

UNIROYAL
1111EM

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
ROY MCKENDREE
PHARMACIST
OLYMPIC PLAZA
753-2380

speak at 11 a.m. service
at Goshen United
Methodist Church. He
Will be,assisted by Lennis Hale.
The Children's Group.
directed by Debbie
Woods and Carla
Halkias, will sing a
special selection.
Michael Ray Lovett will
sing a solo.
Charles Proffitt will
direct the music with
Mrs. Halkias and Tracy

Beach as accompanists.
Sunday School will
begin at 10 a.tn. Carolyn
Venable is the director.
————
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas
SchellIngerhout, pastft,
will speak at 10 a.m. service at First
Presbyterian Church.
His subject will be "The
Lord's Prayer III: The
Kingdom" with scripture from Matthew 6:10.

CATHOLIC

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
Sunday

5 00 p m
9 00 a m

ST LEO S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses
6 00 p m Sal
8 00 a m Sunday
1 Mia rn Sunday

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALvitu
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
• DEXTER
Morning Worship -"
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning IA orship
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
A Morning Service
Evening Worship
t
Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Mid Week Worship

10 00 a m
11 00 am
8 00 p m
10 50 a m
6 00 p m.
1000a30
6 00 p m
10 00* m
11 00 a m
10 Ma m
10 45 a m
6 00 p m
7 30 p no

10 00 a
10 50 a
6 00 p
7 00 p

m
m
m
m

HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
- 11 00 am
- 650 pm
•Evaning- Woitainp
IORKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
10 50 a rn
Evening Worship
7 p m.
,Sunday: k Wednesdays'
MI' OLIVE
„ CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
11.cinungurs00p
= —16-.410ain.•
-- Evening Worship
6-00 p in
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
8.00 p ill
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
-Evening Worship
goo pm
•
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 OD p in

GRACE BAPTIST
9 45 a in
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship '
6 00 p m
Singing Eve Worship

..
11 a in
and Ii iii p no

OAK GROVE
Worship

OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11 00am
Evening Worship
6 30 p ro

HAZEL BAPTIST
9 45 a m
Sunday School
1100am
Morning Worship
5 00 p in
Church Training
6 OD p in
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000am
Sunday School
Worship Soevice
21 00a m
5 30 p in
Evening Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
. Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 40* in
Preaching
11 OGicm 4600pm
Wednesday Night
7 00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
700pm
i.ONE OAK PRIMITIVE
ist Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
200pm
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
lAbrship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 Main
Evening Worship
6 00 p 111
NORTFISIDE
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
7 00 p in
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Preaching Serv
1100 a m
Nightly STrylc•
• I'll in

POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
_ 11 00a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning WorshIp 11 oo a m
Evening Worship
7 15 p in
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 am
Evening Worship .
11:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
. 11:00 a m:
Evening Worship
645 p.m
Training Union
6-00 p m
ST JOHN BAPTIST.
CHURCH
Morning Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 am
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p in
WEST FORK
11 00 a in
Moiling Worship
6 00 p m
Evening
Sunday
7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
• 10 00 a m
Sunday khool
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
Wed Evening Ser
7 00 p m

The Church Choir will accompanist.
Church School
sing the anthem,
"Come, Let Us Worship Assembly will begin at
Him," with Daniel 9:15 a.m.
Craig as director and
————
Cynthia Scribner as
(eont'd on page 7)

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

to
205 N.

Hours Tues 1. Thurs 9 300 in to 4
& 6 30 p m to lOpm

p in

Pt?

753-3822_

I.

ADVENTISTS
SEC E NTH ISV -ADVENTIST
Sabbnin Si no.-.
Sat 915 a in
Worship
Sat ii 00am

[

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
,
SEVENTH & POPLAR
Worship Service
• 30 a m
Bible Study
9 45 d m
Worship Service
1040 m
Evening Worship
600pm
Wed Bible Stud)
7 30 p in
Winter
ertio pm Summer
.t3041030 GROVE Morning Worship,
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

Lamb Plumbing &
Mech. Contr. Inc.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168
Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres

UNIVERSITY
First Worship
8 30 a m
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Second Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
COO p.m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10-50 a m
Evening Worship
6-00 p in
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Wed Eve Bible Study
7 00p in

Chevron

BETHELtt-nit EL
Sunda) School
11., al a in
Worship Service
11 00 a m
EY4111111Werxtup
• 790.9 m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
Wed Service
7 30 p m
TFIE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 00 a m & 7.fOpnc
FAITH APOSTOLIC

a

r SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
IndustriSERVICE
CAL1YA
al3142
or 753-0182

111U-RRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

408 N.
4th

I

MOr•Gli,

Wed 41.F!t 1 p m foe p m

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

DIALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-8300

All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass.
Auto Paint Material

4-

5125. 12th

' Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-Midnight

Farmer Ac-5 & 17th St Murray
Sunday
1100am
Sunday School
LI 00 a m:
2nd Wed
•
7 30 p m
RR 2nd Voed
12 Oolarlpm

CO.

-r

TAYLOR SEED CO.
LYNN GROVE ROAD

753-5742

s'r JOHN'S EPISPOP/.1.
Holy Eu c harist
9 00 a

PAIDUC.A44 LOCATION CALL
AT i 4/Mo0 60 * PADUCAH

MuRIRAT LOCATION CALL
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTE

.• 8130140019 54.11E5
• LAv AWAV Es NCING
• ARGO •
• LINENS ANO ACC Essoniss

Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Sunday School
ii 00 a In
Sacrament Me.!
11 Intim

Lynn Grove, KY•
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

Storey's
Food Giant
Bel Air Shopping Center

• sertvice D(PT
• vet wove KOS

RANDY THORNTON
1731 *HE MIT Or 'root Log

CONDITIONING•SHEET METAL
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
1102 Otesteut
75341111
HEATING• AIR

Wall & Floor Covering
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

4

Buck's Body Shop

THOROBRED
COMPUTER
AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLYPM1C PLAZA 'MURRAY.753-7733

PARKER
FORD, INC.

Jack Marshall Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Symms*,12th
CeN is Orders 753-7101

- HEATING IL AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Breakfast Served
6 a.m.-10 a.m.

Try.Our New Potato Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759-9555

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

701 MAIN
753-5273

lag MURRAY DATSUN
"
III I CHRYSLER-DODGE
Dodge
Plimouth •

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

MOM StOCKADE.
Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sallin
Featuring Doily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Center

-f

WATERBEDS

RESTAt IVOR

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

Belcher Oil Co.
Kentucky rria Chicken
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

N. 12th St.
Attend Church
Regularly

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

'Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrial Rd.*•••753-5378

Compliments Of

435-4415

COMPLIMENTS OF

753-4563

Specializing In Plate Lunches And

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove

7536779
Compliments of

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

753 2540

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

"Your Only Foil Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
1417 Main
753-25931

PENTECOSTAL

22051101da1ker Rd'
Sun Sec
10-11 a m 7 00 p
Wed Bible Study
• 700pm
FIRST ASSEMDLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday Evening
7 CO p m
Wed Night
711pm
JENNY RIDGE PE30107COSTAL
Saturday Es -sing
7 Wi pm
Sunday Morning
lo Lila In
Sunday Evening, _
700 Rip
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
liith at CaIlmsay
Church School
10 00 a It
Worship
11 00 a
6 lop
Sunday Evening
Trinity Mission
Sunday School
10 110 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday Evening
7 00 p rn
1 ITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH NE.W CONCORD
10 00 a m
Worship Sem
1100-7- 30 p m
Wed Service
730pm
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a m
6'00 p m

753-4110

Home Of The Famous
50 Item Salad Bar

JE1-103 OH S WITNESS
Watchhuser
' 10 30 a in
Bible Lei lure

Compliments of

WALTIMART

Murray

GOLDEN
CORRAL

•

Mar-Lane Ceramics Cer• •edTeacher
• •Cusrom Orders
•Supphes
& Gift Shop

4th

_

biltdsxce.t.LurtirtUr'—anr
Sunday School &
• 41 a m
Bible Class
10 00 a m
Worship

LUTHERAN

FIRST PRESBYTEhtlAN
9.15 a m
Church Schooli
1000 a m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunda) School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
II 00a m
Evening Worship
TOO p m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a in
Worship Service
11 00 am.
OAK GROVE
Sunda) School
10 130a in
Worship Ser.,
r^ 4 7 00 p

LYNN GROVE
9 45 am
Worship Service
10 4500)11
BETHEL UNITED
Church School
Morning Worship •
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a m
Sunday School
9 30 am
10 30 a m
Worship Service
2nd 4th Sun Night
10 30 a m
600pm
Sunda. School
•
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
oaASON S CHAPEL UNITED
-/
Sunday School
10.00 a m
1000am
Worship
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
1100am
Sunday School
10th 3rd Sun Night
7-00 p m
MT CARbIEL
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday
Worship Service 11 00 lot k 2703 Sunday.
11 00a m 4th Sunday. Sunday School 10 or
10 00 a m 3rd & Ith. Sunday School 30 00
am ist 3rd-OW Sunday 11 am 2ni
am 1s1 &::31ctSanday 11 00a m 3rdIcith
Sunday
Sunday
MT HEBRON
.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 00 a m 151 Sunday k
Worship Senice
.9.00 • 11 00 3rd'Sunday. Sunday School 11 00
Sunday School
9 45 am 1Ir500day — 10 00 a m 2nd. 3rd &
. DEXTER-HARDIN'UNITED
4th Sunda) .
Sunday School
. 10 00 a m
4 UNITED *PALFST11.
14oribut
00 am.600 pm
10 00.a m
Sunday School
FIRST METHODIST ..
11 MI a in
Worship
Worship
8 45 & 10 50 a m
RI'SSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
9 45 a rn
Worship
Norship Service
1100 a m
1100am
Sunday School
Sunday School
PLEASANT
GROVE
SOL'TH
1000am
9 45 a m
_Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
Momuig Worship
10 45 a m
Church Schoot..
10 00am
Ooppm
• Worship Service
Evening
1-1 11 am
UNITED
StOREY'S
CHAPEL
Evenipg_Ser Wor
6 30p Fri
10.66a.m
Sunday-Sr hoot
H.4ZtITED 331
7
:14-16DIST
Sunday So:tool
1000 a.m. Morning Worship
11 OD a m
Worship
1100 am
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
11 00 a m
Sunday School
Sunday Schoot
10 00 a m
AYMEN CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
AME CHURCH
- • KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Sunday School
10.00 a m
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
Morning Service
11 00 am
Pastor William J Pratt
Evening Worship
7.00 M

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
cne Owned & Operated by
Bel-Air Shopping Center

INDEPENDENT

METHODIST

411tit.

•Pizza•Posta*Sandwiches
12th St Chestnut, 759-4646

The pastor, the Rev.
Eddie Young. will speak
about "The White
Throne Judgment" with
scripture from Revelation 20:11-17 at 7 p.m.
service.
Sunday School will be
at 10 aim. and Church
Training will be at 6
p.m.
————
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Don
Faulkner, pastor, will

NAZARENE

FIRST CHRISTI:1N
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Morning Worship
10-45 a m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FE:-LOWSHIP
6orsh.p
10 30
Bibre .Sinool
0 30o m
Es ening seri Ice
8 no o

753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

at Sinking Spring Baptist Church. His subject
will be "The Forgotten
Commandment" with
scripture from Exodus
20:1-17.
Max McGinnis will
serve as deacon of the
week.He also will direct
the music. The Church
Choir will sing "Closer
To You" with Laura
Paschall as organist
and Sharon Furches as
pianist.

604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

ivi01alAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

Mossolevm-Cometenr Lots
Complete Commuting Service
41 North
- 753-2654

753-0440
-

CALLO WAY
MONUMENT WORKS
Quality Monuments & Marlrers Since 193_2
James Smothers — Owner
1707 W..Main
753 1962

Kentucky Lake •
Oil Company
11•13bars e1 Shall 011.Proilacts
Carving Callaway, Craves sad C.rllsl. Cireatios
735.1323

aese......4pareautleargisersealleglaralarANOW11011444

idaliNOMINI9a880404
•

•

•
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Allbritten and Jay hour. Thyra Crawford Smith
as pianist.
for his mini sermon.
Lamb.
and Randall Winchester. _BunclaY _ SChool with
The Fellowship ofAlso assisting will be will be accompanists.
James Rose as Prayer will
be by
James
(Coned from page 6)
Lee Harmon,
at 10,a.m.
- Randolph Story will superintendent, Regina
cold drinks, plates, Church.
Kimberly Garland.
John
C
Steele
Cha
r
I
es
serve
as deacon of the Peeler as organist and
napkins and utensils
The Cale Family from
Hazel Baptist
Sunday School will be
First Methodist
will be furnished, but Ohio are the Reed, Danny Cleaver, week.
Susan Jones as pianist at 9:30
The Rev. James T.
a.m.
The Rev, A. Nowell
Earl
Nanny,
Wayne
A potluck dinner will will start at 9:45 a.m.
each family is to bring evangelists. Services
Garland, pastor, will Bingham, minister,
---Wilson, Johnny Bohan- be served at noon with
will their own lawn chairs will be Friday
a
-- -.and
speak at 11 a.m. and speak at 8:30 and
First Baptist
10:50 and two dishes of their Saturday at 7:30 p.m. non, Ronnie Sills, gospel singing to follow
First Christian
6:30 p.m. services at a.m. services at First
Dr. Greg Earwood,
choice. After' the meal, and at 11 a.m. on Richard Duke, Euin in the afternoon.
Sunday School Pro- pastor, will speak
Hazel Baptist Church.
United Methodist the
about
Dick,
Lonnie
Furr,
KenThe
pastor, the Rev. motion will be at 10:45
swimming pool will Sunday.
Music will be directed Church. His subject will
"The State of the
neth Grogan, James Stephen V. Sealford, will a.m.
be
available
transporta
For
bus
for
the
worship service at Church" at 10:45
by Gene Orr Miller with be "Upholding the
a.m.
Suiter, Howell Clark, speak at 7 p.m. service. First Christ
tion call 753-7389.
ian service at First Baptist
Oneida White as pianist Church With Your Ser- group.
Eddie
Rogers, Steve
Sunday
School
Chaurch.
will
be
and Gwyn Key as vice" with scripture
Church.
Steele and Danny at 9:40 a.m. and
Sotith Pleasant '
Russell's Chapel
This will include cerChurch
organist.
He will be assisted by
from Ephesians 4:1-16.
Dodson.
The Rev. Bob Dotson,
Trai,ning will be .at 6 ,tifIcates of' promotion,
The Rev. Marvin L.
Sunday School will
the Rev. G.T. Moody,
At the earlier service pastor, will
Bible
classes
will
p.m.
speak at Napier, pastor, will
attendane recognition, associate
start at 9:45 a.m. and "Hold Thou My Hand"
pastor, and
start at 9:45 a.m.
engraved white Bibles, Grayson
Church Training will will be the selection to 10:45 a.m. service at speak- at 9:45 a.m. serMcClure,
South Pleasant Grove vice at Russell's Chapel
Grace Baptist
flowers for the teachers, deaeon of the
start at 5:30 p.m.
week. _
be sung by Eleanor
University Church
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, and something for
United Methodist United Methodist
---At the 7 p.m. service
Diuguid and Paul Church.
Robin
Wadley
,
pastor, will speak at everyone.
His subject will Church.
Westside Baptist
the GA and Acteen
Shahan.
minister, will speak 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
be -turning To God'
A dinner for teachers Recogniti
His subject will be
The Rev. Stephen
on Program
Members of the with
about "Go and Learn services at Grace
scripture from "Wait On The Lord"
Bap- and spouses will follow will be conducted.
Cobb will be the speaker Agape,
What This Means" with tist Church.
Ages and John 3:1-16.
at Colonial House
with scripture from
at services at 10:50 a.m. Stages, and Wesleyan
Sunday School will be
Recognition and in- Isaiah 40:28-31 and scripture from Matthew
Leland Peeler will Smorgasbord. •
and 6 p.m. at Westside Sunday School Classes
at
9:30 a.m., Finance
9:9-13
at
8:30 and 10:50 direct the Church Choir
stallation of Sunday Psalms 27:13-14.
Dr. David Roos, Committee will
Baptist Church.
meet at
will Sing at the later
a.m.
services
at
Univeras members sing pastor, will speak about
School Teachers will be
Church School will
Tommy Scott will service.
4 p.m., and Church
•
sity Church of Christ.
"Jesus,
Hold
a
part
My
Hand"
of
follow
the
10:45
at
"Sharp
service.
a.m.
er Than A Training, GAs, RAs, Acdirect the music with y A coffee honoring
A Promotion Service with Dwane Jones as •Sword" with
---scripture teens and Pioneer
Susie Scott as pianist teachers who have Also recognized will be
RAs
will
be
at
6
p.m.
organist and Anita from Hebrews 5:11-13
Palestine Methodist
and Patsy Neale as taught in the Sunday children who will be
will meet at 6 p.m.
Ernie
Bailey
will
promoted.
"Don't Let Your Light
organist.
School classes during
Truman Whitfield will Burn Low" will be the direct the song service.
At the morning ser- the summer quarter will
Also assisting will be
vice the Church Choir be during the social direct the music with subject of the sermon by Sherrill
Gargus, Willard
Kathy
Erwin
as
Marvin
the
Rev.
organit
L.
will sing "I Go To The hour, 10:30 to 10:50 a.m.
Ails, Jimmy Ford, E.C.
and
Tommy
Napier,
pastor,
Gaines
as
11
at
Rock." Also presented
Sunday School will be pianist.
a.m. service at Wallin, Hoyt Like, Kenwill be a duet by Tony at 9:45 a.m.
Also assisting wll be Palestine United nie Colson, Cecil Like,
Oliver and Lisa Reed,
A Churchwide Pic- Tarnmy
Jeff Dunn, Jim Lawson,
(EDITOR'S NOTE - Elementary School will
Mahan, Amy Methodist Church. His
and a solo by Gary nic/Pool Party
His most formative
Jack Wilson, Murrell The following article be
will beat Nesbitt, Leah Lassiter, scripture will
the children of those experience in education
from
be
McClure.
depot at Murray - Glenda Hill,
Goheen, W.H. Brooks, was submitted to the
Beverly Matthew 5:14-16.
eighth graders he was the year he spent as
At the evening service Calloway County
Park.,
Rev. Napier also will Dwain • Taylor, Guy Murray Ledger and taught in the 60's.
a residential teacher at
special music will in- Games and activities Shtelton, Maxine
Spann, Charles Stark, Times by the Murray In"As a teacher, Mr. a private school in cenclude a solo by Tony will start at 4:30 p.m. Burkeen, Kenny Erwin, speak at 6 p.m. service. George
Wilson,
Roy
dependent School Jackson was easy-going tral
Ronnie Jackson, Roger
Church School with
Florida.
Oliver.
The meal will be spread
Starks, Ron Nelson, System. The article con- and
approachable."
"It was very intense."
Sunday School will be at 6 p.m. Fried chicken, Kimbro and Daryl Harold Sheppard as Cliff
Cochran
and
Jim
tains information pro- remembers Paula ComRogers.
superintendent....will be.
he said. "I taught seven
Weatherford.
- Wdicl and compiled by pton. "He had
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
a wonder- periods a day and was
Bible
classes
will
be
that school system.)
at 9:45 a.m.
ful rapport with his with the students almost
---at 9:30 a.m.
Willie Jackson is star- students."
A Churchwide Picnic
Seventh and Poplar
every evening. My wife
On Saturday, Aug. 24, ting his first year as
will be at 5 p.m. at first
John Dale, pulpit
Open communication and I ate all our meals
BOWLING GREEN,Ky.-( Al'I - Two free public
pavilion on right of minister, will speak at the Eighth Annual principal of Murray between home and in the school cafeteria,
seminars on small business opportunities will be
Murray-Calloway Coun- 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and Christian Teens In Ser- Elementary School with school is important to and we made sure the
co-sponsored by Western Kentucky University's
ty Park. A potluck meal 6 p.m. services at vice will start at 9:30 a lot of experience in the Jackson, as he explains, kids ate well and used
Small Business Development Center, according
will be served.
Seventh and Poplar a.m. and conclude with Murray Schools.
"I want parents to feel proper table manners."
to the school's information office.
a picnic at the Sherrill
In* his 25 years with comfortable with the
Following the meal an Chtirch of Christ.
A session on minority entreprendhrs will be 7
Jackson says he
Gargus farm.
the city school system, school. They (parents)
out-door worship ser"Me and My Circle"
p.m. Tuesday at Grise Hall. The-program will
forsee any prodoesn't
he
has
been
vice
a
teacher, need to know that I'm
will be held at 6 with *scripture from II
feature Sam Harris, director of the SBA_ prO.
Memorial Baptist
principal, and a Central here for the kids - but blems handling the
p.m. • with the Rev. John 9:11 will be the
gram for socially and economically disadyantagresponsibilities of his
Dr. T.A. Thacker, Office administrator.
William (Bill) Fisher, morning topic. The
I'm here for them too."
.
ed groups in Kentucky.
new job.
former
pastor,
will
Shortly after
pattor of Hazel and evening sermon will be
Since graduation from
6:30 p.m. Thursday. a seminar onprocurehere
guess the kids
:
T 'Ton - an ROTC
.Mason's Chapel UM "Tak,,e This, One, Home. speak at 10:-50 a.m. graduating from Mur- MSI
ment will be-at the
wling-Green-Warren Counkids and
Churches, as speaker.
With You" with scrip- holneconiint service at ray'State University, he Scholarship in 1959, are good
ty Chamber of Commerce. The speakers will be
forward
looking
to
Memori
al
Baptist
bbgan
teaching
science Jackson has held a coin-.
ture from Ephesians
---Jim Alexander of the Louisville SCORE chapter
Church.
and industrial arts at mission in the U.S. Ar- , working with them."
6:1-4.
and procurement analyst Leslie Carroll.
Calvary Temple
Jerry Bolls will direct . ,Tpe Sanctuary Choir, Murray High School. In my Reserve. Today ,he
Sponsors of the programs are Western KenOn the first day of
Revival services are
the song service. Scrip- directed by Milton 1968 he became prin- holds the rank of a school Tuesday, the new
tucky, U.S. Small Business Administration,
Gresham, will sing By cipal:of Austin Elemen- lieutenant
continuing at CalVary tures. will be read
by
colonel, with principal dropped by to
SCORE chapteis and the locLmbcr
Tem-ple Pentecostal Nick Ryan, lirliolpt and IV" at the morning -tary- School. Three assignment to the
Peri; "say hello to--die Cliltdren
years after_being named tagon in the event of a in all the elementary..
RICHMOND, Ky. ( AP - Approximately 71
principal, he joined the military emergency.
classrooms.
percent of 2.300 incoming freshmen at Eastern
administrative staff , His military career Kindergarten teacher
Kentucky University will receive some form of
where he started the has made for some. Ann Chrisman introducfinancial aid, according to the school's informafirst -s-choo-1- bus varied experiences. ed him to -her class as
tion office.
transportation system Particularly -the teacher's best
The average financial-aid package for an EKU
for the city schools.
memorable was the task friend."
student is $2,100, the school said.
ACROSS
35 Amulets
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Now he's working of arranging Christmas
Kindergartener Julie
38 Tense
A
NT
with kids again, and leave for 6,000 homesick Robinson said later that
LOUISVILLE; Ky. I AP -- The overall cost of
39 Sailor
1 Out of date
TS
10
many of his former soldiers - all for one he was "maybe our best
RA
41 College official.
6 Take illegally
gasoline climbed 1 cent in Kentucky during the
students at Murray Saturday morning.
0
42 Bitter vetch
A
11 Talks idly
past seven weeks, according to the latest fuel
friend too."
43 Burrowing
12 Gasped for
A
A
survey from the Blue Grass and Louisville
animals
breath
0
A A
aUtomobile clubs.
14 Maiden loved by 45 Spanish river
A
A
The survey of stations along the state's major
Concerning
46
Zeus
100 Patterns
47
Occurs
1
3
highways showed the average cost per gallon at
A
15 Retreats
PANELING
Fulfill
49
full service pumps is now $1.30 for regular, $1.34
$3.75 up
A H
17 Proceed
50 All
for unleaded and $1.44 for premium unleaded.
18 Likely
A
7:40-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
52 Alit
20 Danger
Self-set-vice prices ranged from 12 to 16 cents
54 Drinks heavily
Sat:"7:30 AM-3:30 PM
21 White House
lower with the' average -price being $1.13 for
55 Country of
A
A
nickname
regular, $1.21 for unleaded and $1.32 „for
Europe
NE
A
Plywood *Paint
SE
22 Want
premium unleaded.
4X6
DOWN
Building Materials
oriental
A 14.4
24 Hurried
Iiiesel prices dropped 3, cents to an average
25 Surfeit
Kitchen Cabinets
1 Correct
Only
cost of $1.25 for full-service and $1.13 for self
9 Near
26 Commands
Bathroom Vanities
2 Cooled lava
6 Spurt
style
10 Envoy
service.
28 Rasps
3 Steamer abbr
7 Unit of Chinese
Roofing Materials
11
Musical
30 African native
The survey also showed that 85 percent of the
Rugs
4 Leak through
currency
Exterior Siding
instrument
31 Sudsy.brew
5 Chemical
8 Abstract being
stations will be open Laber Day and 19 percent
13
Apportions
Door
Units
32 Elects in.a let
compounds
5 Sizes!
are operating 24 hours a day seven days a week.
16 Retirement-plan
inits.
---•
jib ••i'.16 1,06.16 IMO 41.
19 Tiresome
FORT KNOX,Ky..( API - Col. Samuel Wilder
1
2
3 4
5
Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
6 wo
21 One who
Jr., a graduate- of Fort Knox High School,
provides.
vas
Martin, TN
assumes command of the 194th Armored
III
11111
7 I•
prepares and
Brigade on Aug. 30. .
serves
food
-•
23 Entrance upon a
He will succeed Col. Paul Funk, who is
career
scheduled for promotion to brigadier general
25 Dinner course
and will become the new assistant commandant
27 Decay
of the Armor School here.
29 Cheer
32 Cubic meter
. About 25 percent of the troops at Fort Knox are
33 Father or
assigned to the 194th, the Army's largest armother
mored brigade.
34 Mine
excavations
- -35 Fisherman's
LOUISVILLE. Ky.( AP ) - The Rev. LaVerne
'baskets
Butler, pastor of Ninth Sr 0 Street Baptist
36 Unmarried
Church, said the church will not cooperate with a
woman
federal
probe of alleged employment discrimina37 Hair net
.
40 High mountain
-tion in its day-care center.
Rake in big savings
43 Female horse
The church's attorney, George' Rawlings, also
*
on
44 Break suddenly
John Deere
said it will appeal a federal judge's ruling that
• 47 Joint
lawn and garden equipment
the Equal Employment, Opportunity. Commis48 Nahoor sheep
51 As far as .
sion can resume investigating whether the day53 Roman gods
care center is subject to federal job discrimination laws.
The, inquiry began when Janice Teagardner
was fired in April after questioning a policy re•
quiring all full-time day-care employees to be active members of the church.
MEV
The church contended she was released for
violating biblical precepts by "fomenting
discord and dissension" among her co-workers.
She has alleged the firing came because her
Our Winter bowling leagues are being formsister complained to the EEOC aboui the
ed now! Don't miss out on the exercise, enjoychurch's edict.
ment and team spirit...Sign up now!
Mrs. Teagardner. now working at another daycare center, stated previously that she was a
'Sunday Night Couples
Aug. 25, 7:30 p.m.
member of another Baptist congregation and did
onday Night Mens
Aug. 26, 7:30 p.m.
not want to change churches.
'Tuesday Night Ladies
Aug. 27, 7:00 p.m.
Ninth & 0 asked federal court to block the
hursday Night Couples
Aug. 29, 7:00 p.m.
EEOC probe, contending its employment pracFriday Morning Ladies
Aug. 30, 10:30 a.m.
•tices are protected fromogovernment scrutiny by
Saturday Morning Junior
Sept. 28. 10:00 a.m.
the U.S. Constitution.
Wednesday Night Open For Group Wishing To Organize A League.
Womens Assoc. Meeting At City Park Sept. 8, 3:00 p.m.
Meetin. At Western Sizzlin. All Others At Corvette Lanes.
For all your Tavel Reserzotions Coll
. I

Services...

Jackson ready to take the helm as new
principal of Murray Elementary School

Kentucky News In Brief

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

TUCK'S

**new shipment!!

$25.00

901/587-3000
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LEARANCE

Sign Up For A'4-...11
Weekly League 11

Special Offer

iii
Bowl 1 Game At Regular Price
U
And Get Second Game FREE
or
.
•
With This Ad! Expires 10-1-65
..
o
itClip this ad and bring to Corvette Lanes) ob.
...6
4
"
:
...°
:
I

- Marjorie-and Bill Major
753-0880
I

a
a
representing

coRvETTE ILANEs a.
"

Call 753-2202

la

1111•
IND •

American and International Traveltime
IMMIllft.
IIMIIMIllib.

•

1 1

41111.
11
"11
11
1 1
IMMO II

1415 Main St.-753-2202

Buy That John Deere You've
Been Wanting--NOW!
Biggest Savings Ever

Financing Available To Qualified Buyers

ALCSEASON'S
LAWN
LEISURE, INC.

`0"

4

/4.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Synfuels nears closing
WASHINGTON (AP I
— The -Synthetic Fuels
Corp. isn't really lobbying for its survival, but
it isn't just going to
quietly fade away
either, a top official of
the embattled agency
says.
.
Synfuels Vice Chairman Thomas Corcoran
told reporters Thursday
he has been - meeting'
with members of The
House and Senate and
western governors. Asked if he was lobbying,

Corcorahreplied. "No. I
think like anybody else
they're entitled to know
what's going on here."
The government owned corporation.
founded five years ago
to support development
of synthetic fuels, is
closer than ever to
abolition. The House
last month voted 312-111.
to reclaim $7.4 billion of
the $7.9 billion the.agency has left. but the
Senate has not yet
acted

Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars .say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 1985
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct.
23 to Nov.21)
New ideas come through travel. An
You're fired up with new ideas
urge for adventure leads to romance
about getting ahead in life. Sheer
and interesting times. You're in the
drive combined with luck means
driver's seat.
extra income forthcoming.
TAURUS
SAGITTA
RIUS ,
(Apr.20 to May 20)
,
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You'll receive the financial backing
Philosophically you're animated
you need. Changes around home are
and may investigate a new course pf
favored. Begin projects now for quick
study. Some, though, will travel
completion.
instead. Watch spending.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
The more you learn about a person,
You're busy with a project begun
the more fascinating she or he
yesterday.
There's no stopping you
becomes in your eyes now. Togetherwhen you have a sense of direction
ness is definitely the theme.
like you do today.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
PIE
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A new idea stimulates you to extra
You're inclined to burn the candle
work today. Financial improvement
at both ends now. You'll certainly
is likely. Don't be careless about
have entertaining times, but don't
health after dark.
push beyond your limits.
LEO.
PISCES
(July 23 to Aug.22)
wire
(Feb.
19 to Mar. 20)
slaw
You're in the mood fOr a different
Business
developments are still in
form of recreation today. You can
your favor. More assertive than usual,
safely take the initiative in romance,
you'll move straight towards your
but watch overdoing.
career goals.
VIRGO

For Breakfast, Lunch or
Dinner. Don't miss our 24th
Anniversary Specials!

Ittk

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Steaks, Fiddler Steaks, Boneless Catfish Filets,
or Fresh Water Perch Boneless Filets.

A

Your Choice of Above

All You Can Eat
$595
Smaller Orders $27s,

$395 &

5495

'We also serve prime Beef Steaks, Seafood,
Country Ham, plate lunches and sandwiches.
`Fountain service & homemade pies.
'All top quality foods.
'Large Servings 'Lowest Prices in area.

(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Some tackle long-neglected chores
today. You'll find that what you
thought would be difficult is easy to
achieve.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
WC)
It's a day of spirited conversations
with friends. You may be a guest at a
club function. You express yourself
well now.

SPECIAL SINGERS — The Neighbors Quartet of Benton will be one of the
featured groups and singers at the gospel singing at 1:30 p.m. on Sunday,
Aug. 24. at Memorial Baptist Church. Other groups will include The Glory
Road Quartet. Patty Dee, Eva Hale. Fred Stalls. 1.inda Stalls and Kay
Outland.

Ky. Lake Lodge Restaurant
Hwy. 68 at aurora, Ky. Open 7 days a week.

Open Doily 9-9: Sunday 12-6
On Sale Aug. 25 Thru Aug. 27

YOU BORN TODAY have a sense of
responsibility yet are adventurous
too! You're dramatic by nature and
are likely to have success in the arts.
You may experiment before settling ,
on a career. Once you curb your
restlessness,you can make a valuable
contribution to the community. Literature may be a field in which you're
outstanding. You're also drawn to
banking, brokerage and public affairs.

Danny's rain
used by TVA
for electricity
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Save 30%. Our 49.97. Portable 10-digit AC/DC*

M9.97

prinfeicalculator has easy-to-read display.
•Botfenes ate extra

Sale Price. AT&T trim-line desk or wall phone.
Conalr Push-button Desk Phone With Electronic Ringer, 23.97*

•Less $5 rebate less ockimonat $5 rebate Pnce allot rebate 13 97

FOR BACK-TO-SCHOOL VALUES
Your
Choice

Save 32%. Our 1.48
Pr. Misses' or girls'
knee-hi socks in
cable pattern-fit •
misses' sizes 9:11,
girls sizes 8-91/2.

K
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Choice OfFoomuk*
Save 28%. Our 34.88. 36" energy-saving
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SOCKS

Sale Price Ea. Shampoo or conditioner.
15 nz net vet each

.97

spor
TUBE

Style and mIt mcry van/

1.971

Save 22%. Our
8.97. 10-pr. pack of
boys'tube socks; fit
9-11. Over-the-calf
style in white with
top stripes.
• AMY

rat vanif

4.97

Your
Choice

Save 44%.Our 8.97.
Lightweight nylon roll
bog for school or gym.
In contrasting colors.
spa In Spon.na Gooch Dept

944

1.141

Sale Price. 75 plastic
food bags. 111
/
2x121
/
2'

Sale Price. 9* paper
plates in pkg. of 150.
IAtr rrav vane

8&.

Save 24%-38%.
Our 1.17-1.43.
K mart Car care
treatments for oil,
gas or corb.

12 Ft. Oz (gos treatment)
12 Fl Oz (carb cleaner)
15 fl -Oz (oil treatment)

77`
5 Bdr Pkg. of Jergens
Facial Soap. 3 oz each
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YOU CAN'T DO

•=4

westerner

1.471
Sale Price. Crab meat
in 6-oz.-net-wt. can.

190150,
0rnan*Colockasor

roll

Sale Price. Pkg. of
300 Northern* 1-ply
napkins. 12x13/
1
4"eo.

TIER THAN

or-

• iteSiv9Pkce---

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray. Ky.

,KNOXVILLE,:- Tern.
(API — Hurricane Danny brought welcome, if
temporary, relief last
weekend to the Ten-,
nessee Valley Authority, which used the rainfall to generate 220
million kilowatt hours of
electricity.
During the wet period.
TVA generated 25 percent as much electricity
as it did during the entire month of July, TVA
spokesman Bruce
Cadotte said Thursday.
The hurricane dropped an average of 2.6 inches of rain on the Tennessee Valley during
last weekend, TVA
spokesman Don
Bagwell said.
That included rainfall
of about six inches near
Florence, Ala., and
Savannah, Altamont
and Roddy in Tennessee, Bagwell said.
Some TVA reservoirs
— at low levels because
of the dry summer —
filled to six inches above
seasonal levels in order
to control the increased
flow of streams.
TVA reported
Douglas ,and Fontana
dams benefitted the
most, rising 3-4 feet during the wet spell.

Public wary of
possible nuke
dumping site
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Citizens
gathered at a public
meeting to discuss a
proposed temporary
nuclear dump site for
Tennessee were wary of
the Energy Department
proposal, questioning
officials closely about
the casks that would encase the spent fuel rods.
About 150 citizens
gathered at the statesponsored public forum
Thursday at a Knoxville
high school and listened
as Depa-rtment of
Energy officials
'described the fortresslike canisters in which
highly radioactive
waste would be placed.
Using slide projections, DOE officials
demonstrated how the
barriers would encase
hot, spent fuel rods during transport and
Storage to ehe monitored
retrievable storage
facility.
The spent fuel pellets
would be placed in an
assembly of 12 atainless
steel canisters girded by
a Iwo:inch steel -welded
liner. The liner would
then be' encircled by a
three-foot wall of concrete, officials said.
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Murray High vs Russellville
6:00 p.m. at Paducah

The 1985 Murray High Tiger Football Team
No:
60
99
33
76
44
26
29
32
80
16
6
13
43
78
74
8
31
61
20

Name
Pos.
Ht. Mt. CI
Chip Adkins
Gr LB
5'9" 175 11
Jim Alexander
TE/DE 6'1" 180 11
Jason Billington
RB/LB 5'9" 170 12
Mickey Brown
T/DC 5'10" 230 10
Jody Burkeen
RB/DE 5'11" 165 11
Eric Easley
DB
5'8" 140 10
Chip Farmer
RB/LB 5'T' 140 9
Ricky Garland
RB/DB 5'9" 150 9
David Gibson
TE/DE 5'11'• 160 9
Eric Grogan
R/DB.. 5'9" 160 10
Ed Hendon
R/DB, 5'9" 150 11
Hugh Houston
R/DB 510" 165 11
Corey Huie- : RB/LB 5t9."- --170 12
Yancie Huie
T/DG 5'11" 240 9
Scott Lyons
T/DG 5'10" .200.9
Fred Maford
R/DB, 5'8" 130 10
Eric_ Massengale
RB/LB -6'0
:
.
175 9
David McDowell
G/DT 5'11" 175 10
Terry McCallon
RB/LB 5'7" 140 11

MEET
FRANKIE E.
McNUTT
OF THE
HOME TEAM

T WING
24 HOURS

lye years experience in the Murray-Calloway
Co real estate market-Million Dollar Producer

Murray State University Graduate, magna
cum laude
See Frankie McNutt For All Your Real Estate Needs

Dwain
Call Gene
Taylor 502-753-2617
Chevrolet, Inc.

753-1222
Authorized
Zoo. Sales
ASPArA

•

I. vr-pox
•
X,,A1C2c Cop er

'021116,,

•

411110111166wesisuatiallt

Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies.

Were your complete
Back-To-School
and
Sporting Goods Headquarters

mcmr-te.

• TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.

641 N. Murray

EXCLUSIVE TV PREMIERE!
Walt Disney s

let, the tonwhood it king hrth..it lokeave•
kg,",' Pr'
sper or
,

,w0,m ,

SUPWR

"oru...non
ft_STINea

753-5005

PSI ,1134

McCLARD S SHELL
Nobody can protect your

AUTO any

better than we tan!

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance coverage low
rates, attractive discounts, and last, fair claims service
Call us today

had
Purdom,
Thurman
& McNutt

Oct. 25
Nov. 1

Time
6:On
8:00
8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
- 7:30
7:30
7:30

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive

753-5321

State Auto
Insurance

Southside
Court So
753-4451

"All The Way Tigers"

HAVE A REAL MEAL
BEFORE THE GAME!!
S

INC.

IDI

Phone ahead for carry out
Drive through Window

Chestnut, Murray

Purdom
Motors

7
1
yuouRitspepen
fur
IAGie
i134/Laxe

See us for a complete line of new
and used motorcycles
convenient

Sat.. Aug 31
6 p.m.
Channel 26

The Murray
Insurance Agency

'Auto
•Homeowners
•Business
Insurance

situp 153-9132
-Si ii

Bel Air
Shopping
Center

Th.,,iastk

• Bel Air Center
753-4751

Ttrzt
'ahem:
Accessems

Aug. -30
Sept 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept: 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 1R

Murray High "Tigers"
1985. Football Schedule
Opponent
P.usseliville.
tat Paducah
Calloway Co.
Reidland
at Mayfield
Open
at Fulton Co.
Trigg County
at Ballard Memorial
Lone Oak
Homecoming
at Caldwell County
Heath

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
CABLE
VIS193N

"Your Volume Ford Dealer"
701 Main
753-5273

YOU BETTER
24 HOUR
. WRECKER SERVICE

Dan McNutt

512 Main St.
753-0123
1-800-592-3499

Date
Aug. 24

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE

Rent a 7 passenger.
Custom Van for The
. Weekend

Excellence and Ethics-Keys to her
professionalism.

753-1580

. -t'.2
Mark Miller
TE/DB 6'0". 180 10
21
Chris Padjett
R/DB
6'0" 160 11
17
James Payne
R/LB
6'1" 190 9
22
Tony Robinson
RB/LB 5'8" 175 10
71
Pat Rowland
T/DT
6'2" 195 11
12
Jason Sammons
QB/DB 5'8" 140 9
.63
Steve Shaw
T/DG 5'11" 190 11
66
Dean Shoemaker
G/DG 5'10" 160 10
7
Rodney Skinrker
RB/DB 5'10" 165 11
67
le1ly Steely
C/DT
6'2" 230 12
54
Richard Stout
• G/DE
5;9" 140 10
40
David Sykes
.RB/LB 5'9" 180 10
7-2 --,Keith Tyler
T/DG
5'7" 235 11.
73
Troy Underworid
VDT.
185 11
70.. . Tony Wade..
T/DG 5'10" 240 11
65
Mark Wallace
G/DT
6'0" 195 11
1.1
Mark West
-QB/DB 5'11" 160 11 '
64
Carl ZaMbellar
CIDG '5'9" -160 12
59
Tommy Zambella
C/DG
5'9" .155
Managers-Chad Lavirson and Mark Galloway
•

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac &
Buick '
"Satisfied Customers
ore our main concern"

1406 W. Main - 153,531

INAPO,
MEW

753-0045

Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
605 Maple St.
641 North

753-4424
753-7771

OVERBY HONDA
Bel-Air

Center

753-5005

GOOD
LUCK
TIGERS!

WALAGUZT
ler

-

_

p.

p.'

1 1-'4

,

(Football opener tonight: Calloway,Co. hosts Fulton Co., 8 p.m.
ME 10
•

FRID.AV. AUGUST ?3, 198.5
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Peege niaintains
two-stroke lead
in Kentucky Open
LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP - Dave Peege of
Louisville holds a two.
shot lead over Howard
Logan Jr. going into today's final round of the
Kentucky Open golf
tdurriament at Lakeside
Golf Club.
Peege, the 1983 Open
champion; has a 54-hole
total of 205 after he
carded a 69 Thursday.
Logan of Shelbyville
matched the three under-par 69 for a 207
total. After a 72 on Tuesday. Logan came back
strong on Wednesday
with a 66, the lowest
18-hole score since the
tourney started
Tuesday.
Behind Peege and
Logan are Jim Vernon
of Frankfort with 208,
defending Kentucky
Open thatnpion Ted

From foe to friend,
Bowa becomes Met

Schulz of Louisville at
209. and Eddie Mudd ot
Louisville at 210.
All but Schulz and
Mudd are amateurs.
"To say the least. I
.was impressed with
-Howard," -said Peege, a
University of Mississippi All-American who
will turn pro soon.
Logan, a former Kentucky high school champion. caught Peege at
the 15th hole wit a
20-foot birdie putt while
Peege three-putted.
Merchandise worth
$6,500 will be distributed
to amateurs in the
event, co-sponsored by
the Kentucky Section of
the PG•A and the
Hillerich &-Bradsby Co.
LENDING A HAND - Two members of the Murray State basketball team - Don Mann (holding
The low pro will get door) and Wayne Tiller (carrying box) - were available to assist returning MSU students
in moving in$3,000 of the $12,500 in to the dorms this week. Mann. a 5-10 point guard, is a freshman from Dyersburg, Tenn.,
while Tiller is a
professional prize 6-7 transfer from the University of Tennessee-Knoxiille. Tiller will not be eligible
until next year due to
money.
the N('AA transfer rule.
Photo by Chris Evans

Mexico Korea play for Little League world title
-

WILLIAMSPORT_ Pa.. iATh
It was a
momentary lapse. the kind that can happen to a
major-leaguer as well as a 12-year-old boy.
At the Little League World Series Thursday.
shortstop Richie Conway, t'ho had helped lead
Morristown. Tenn., to the semifinals,,forgot how
many outs there-were and Mexicali._ Mexico.
scored the winning run in a 2-1 game, setting up
the first championship game in 39 years without
a U.S. team..
The team from Mexicali. a Mexican border city. will play on national television Saturday
against -a powerful team from Seoul. South
Korea. that has scored 29 runs in two Series victories, including a 16-0 romp over Binbrook. Ontario. Thursday.
"It was the pressure on the kids that decided
the game:: Said Jesus Limon. manager of the
first Mexican team in 21 years to reach the title
.game.
With the score tied 1-1 in the top of the sixth
and final inning and Mexicali runners at first and
second w ith..nobady..out.,..Santiago. illaesousa

- Perez threw -to third basempa• Villaescusa to
nail a diving Conway. One strikeout later. Perez
caught Cornwell trying to take third on a short
passed ball to end the garhe.
"Too many mistakes," said Steve Conway,
Richie's father and manager of the Morristown
team, which finished with six errors. "The kids
played a lot of baseball, and they were tired sent a fly ball to right fielder Brian*Shepard.
physically and mentally.".
Both runners tagged up, and both took off as the
Teams from the Far East regional have won 14
ball settled in Shepard's glove.
of the last 18 Little League WorkitSeries,•and a
-Shepard fired a strike to second base, where
_different team from Seoul won last year.
Conway put the tag on a sliding Omar Mendez for
This year's model pounded out 15 hits in routing
a dramatic double play. Conway spiked the ball
the outmanned Binbrook team. A seven-run third
near the mound to celebrate the end of an inning
inning sealed the Canadians' fate, as pitcher
that W'asn't quite over.
Kyung-Hwan Cho breezed to a six-hit, nineFernando Ramos, who had taken third on.the
strikeout shutout.
throw, saw the ball ,colling unattended on the,
"They are an awesome club," said Binbrook
grass and sprinted home with the go-knead run.
coach Ian Cowling. "I don't think anyone -can
As if that weren't enough, Conway Was vicbeat them. We never really expected to win the
timized by some-overly optimistic base coaching
ballgame."
in the bottom of the sixth. After Conway was hit
And does Seoul coach Seone-Yeol Kv..ag expect
by a•Mendez pitch, Brad Cornwell lined a ball into win Saturday?
•
to the gap in left-center field. Conway, waved
"Every game is different," said the coach of a
home by the third-base coach, skidded to a halt
team that has outscored the opposition 78-5 in
about 15 feet past the third-base bag when he saw
eight tournament games. "Yoti- never can
catcher Oscar Perez get the ball. •
predict."

World Series

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
8 Oz. Ribeye

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK t
- Until a few weeks ago,
they were the enemy, -a team trying to take
money out of his pocket - and doing it rather
successfully. Now, he is one of them. For Larry
Bowa. changing uniforms was as easy as, well,
changing uniforms.
Whereas he used to take off one Chicago Cubs
-uniform
No.-4 and put on another as the
days and ssasons passed, he now wears No. 2 for
the New York Mets.
For years, ever since the Mets thundered past
Chicago in 1969 en route to baseball's world
championship. and again last year when the
Cubs swept past New York on the way to a division title. the Big Apple and the Windy City have
been mortal enemies as far as their respective
fans are concerned, almost as virulent as the old
Brooklyn Dodgers,New York Giants rivaleSr.
; When Jackie Robinson, in the twilight of his
career, was traded by the Dodgers to the Giants,he retired rather than play in the enemy camp.
But tiines have changed,
"It's baseball, that's all. It's a•business. It's
my job." Bowa said. "When you're playing for a
team, getting paid by them, you give your full effort. go full bore. If you wind up somewhere else,
no matter what team you're on, you do the same
thing.
-When I was wearing a different uniform
*IChicago•s for the. past 31
seasons, the
Philadelphia Mlles' for the 12 before that)and
we were playing the Mets. my job was to try and
bekt. tlwm, No3y In'k here.to help them win:".
Bowa paused.
"Help us," he corrected himself.
. Except for the occasional slip of-the tongue., it
has been an. easy transition for the 39-year-old
Bowa. He was released when the Cubs decided
1985 was a lost cause and the best thing to do was
give 22-year-old rpokie Shawon Dunston the
shortstop job outright.
Manager Jim Frey had said the job was
Dun-ston's-in-spring training, a move which led to
much griping byBowa, never been a bench-rider
in his 16 big-league seasons.
With Dunston barely batting his weight and
clearly'feeling the pressure early in the season,
Bowa got the job back, sort of. He platooned with
Chris Speier after Dunston was returned to the
minors-.
After his Aug. 12 release and a tearful news
conference. Bowa's playing days seemed at an
end, along with his major-league record of 2,219
games at shortstop.
He began considering minor-league
managerial offers from the Phillies and Cubs.
"There was-no way I was coming back unless it
was with a team in contention that wanted me as
security," he said.
Eight days later, after Ron Gardenhire, New
York's reserve ghortstop behind Rafael Santana,
went down with a groin injury,.clowa..became a
'Met.

Mancini, 24, announces retirement

*Includes choice of potato. tossed salad and french
bread.

All You Can Eat Fish Special
Every Friday IL Saturday Night

$4
1906 Coldwater Rd.

01
759.1864

By ED SCHUYLER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) Ray "Boom Boom"
Mancini:a former world
lightweight champion,
had no sooner'announc-•
ed his retirement than.
doubts were expressed
about whether he really
meant it.

7 70/0

"If he wants to fight
again, that's his
decision."
Asked about that
possibility, Ray Mancini
smiled and said: "I've
learned never to say
never.
"It's time to get out of
one phase of my life and
get into another," the
former World Boxing
Association 135-poundclass champion from
Youngstown, Ohio, said
after announcing his
retirement at a - news
conference.
"Feb., 1-6 is the last

APR*

OR CAS
ESCORT EXP—TEMPO—MUSTANG
LTD— THUNDERBIRD—LTD •
CROWN VICTORIA
FULL SIZE PICKUPS—ECONOLINE VAN
CLUB WAGONS

PARKER FORD
.
O

But while Maninci felt
he won the rematch, the
three jtidges all voted
for Bramble, although
the scoring was close.
Mancinf leaves boxing
with a record of 29-3
with 23 knockouts. His
career started Oct. 18,
1979, with a first-round
knockout of Phil Bowen
-• at Struthers, Ohio. His
purses, according to
day you'll ever see Man- manager Dave Wolfe,
cini in the ring. There totaled slightly more
are other things I want than $6.2 million.
to do.
• "Feb. 16 was a good,
After failing to win the
good day for me," he adWorld Boxing Council
ded. "That day - I won
lightweight title - he
the world title again in
was knocked out in the
my heart, my family's
14th round by Alexis
hearts and my fans'
Arguello Oct. 3, 1981, at
hearts."
Atlantic City, N.J. Last Feb. 16 at Reno,
Mancini won the WBA
Nev., Mancini tried to
championship on a firstregain the title from
round knockout over Art
Livingstone Bramble, to
Frias on May 8, 1982, at
whom he lost it when
Las Vegas, Nev. He
stopped in the 14th
round on June 1, 1985, at made four defenses
before losing to
Buffalo, N.Y.
Bramble.
In one •of,those
defenses,
14 round
knockout Nov. 13, 1982,
at Las- VegaS,
challenger Duk Koo
Kim of Korea was fatally injured.
"I lost a lot of heart
after that," Mancini
said. "Then I thought,
upset Yannick Noah 6-3, . it's a tragedy. It's part
6-7, 6-3; Hank Pfister of life."
.
toppled Henrik. SundOn Wednesday, Man-.
strom,
6.-1.; top- cini said he decided that
seeded Mats 'Wilander his life does not have
room for boxing apd the
.celebratedgEis .21st Liir- kind of dedication' it
thday with an easy.6:1, demands. Now, he said,
6-4-win over Ken Fisch; he wants to try acting.
and Anders Jarryd
Then he smiled and
defeated Marc Flur 17,5
added,"I'm not going to
6-4.
do Shakespeare."

Murray

'With Approved Credit

,..

MASON,Ohio I AP .
Iourth-seed Boris
Becker survived a
shaky start, recovering
fdr a hard-fought 4-6.
6-1, 6-4 victory over
John.Sadri-that put him
in - the quarterfinals of
the $375.000 Association
of Tennis Professionals
Championship,
Earlier, Tim Wilkison
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Becker still climbing
TP tourney ladder

Special Red Carpet Lease Rates Available

701 Main St
.

After all, -Mancini is
only 24, and fighters
older and more worn
have come back from
retirement.
"Like I say ... he's his
own man," said his
father, Lenny "Boom
Boom" Mancini, an exlightweight who probably missed a title shot
because of World War

3
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CALLEN G IT(WITS - Ray !Boom Boom' Mancini announced his retirement from boxing at the
age of 24. Mancini,former World Boxing Association 135-pound class' champion, leaves boxing
with a 29-3 overall record.
AP file photo
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West Division loaded again as division to beat in AF
C
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (API- Away from the AFC
West, the San Diego Chargers looked like a Super
Bowl team last year. But a 7-1 record against
outsiders became 0-8 in division play.

ButAl Davis never panits.
Either Jim Pluhkett and Marc Wilson, who
took turns getting hurt last season, will be back
at quarterback. The Raiders also have running
back Marcus Allen, tight end Todd Christiansen
and a defense featuring end Howie Long and
a
secondary that's still the best in the league.
Kansas City beat Denver. Seattle and San
Diego in its final three games to finish 8-8.
The Chiefs feature a couple of the NFL's
most
obscure but effective stars - quarterback Bill
. Kenney and free safety Deron Cherry. To that
cast add Horton, drilled in the first round in an
effort to provide an effective running attack.
San Diego, always 'healiy. on offense, might
have helped its defense with the additions
of
That's how tough things are out West.
lesser USFL refugees such as defensive end
Lee
While San Diego has been harvesting some of
Williams and linebacker Vernon Maxwell,
acthe United States Football's League's ripest
quired from Indianapolis.
plums - running back Tim Spencer and wide
The top draft choice was guarA Jim Lache
y.
receiver Trumaine Johnson - their rivals have
and the Chargers are hopeful that tight end
been improving, too.
Kellen Winslow can recover from a severe
knee
Just the return of Curt Warner makes Seattle
injury.
better; Kansas City has added rookie Ethan HorThere's not that much Don Shula has to do
in
ton to add punch to the running attack:'Denver
Miami - although the 38-16 loss in the Super
and,.the Raiders have both added outside speed to
Bowl highlighted the Dolphins' problems at runtheir receiving corps.
ning back and linebacking.
If San Diego were in another AFC division,
So Shula drafted Lorenzo Hampton to upgra
de
things wouldn't be so bad.
a running game that last year was little more
Miami, which went 14-2 in the regular season,
than a diversion from the passing of Dan Marin
o
figures to breeze again through the East. The
to Mark Duper and Mark Clayton.
Central -Division, trying to rebound from a cou,
ple of down years, figures to be a bit tougher
But even with that balance, there's no
overall.
guarantee that the Dolphins will dominate the
But the AFC West is the dominant division in
conference the way they did last season. Confootball.
tract squbbles have kept Marino out of camp and
Seattle went 12-4 last year despite the loss of
All-Pro guard Ed Newman is lost for-the seaso
n
Warner, its chief offensive threat, in the first
with a knee injury.
game. If he's not at full strength yet, he's still an
The Dolphins would be prohibitive favorites to
Improvement for a running game whose leading
win the weak AFC East even without Marin
o,
rusher, fullback David Hughes, gained 337
who threw a National Football League.record 48
yards.
touchdown passes and 5,048 yards.
.
The strength of.Chuck Knox' Seahawks is a
About The only threat there is New England,
defense that led the league with 38 interceptions,
9-7, where Raymond Berry begins his first full
seven of which were returned for touchdowns.
yearr.
and a plus-24 takeaway* ratio last year. Safety
' Tony Eason, who threw for 3,228 yards and
Kenny Easley, the NFL's defensive player of the
touchdowns in his second year, Could be even
year, picked off 10 by himself and scored tY.,43
more productive if wide receiver Irving Fryar
,
•
the NFL's top draft pick last kear, stays healthy.
Still, Seattle lost the division title to Denver'
The running also is solid. Berry plans to go to
(13-3). which played the same sort of game,
two-back offense, teaming Craig James and
allowing just 15.1 points a game, picking off 31
Tony Collins.
passes and setting team records w4th 24 fumble
- The rest of the East"ig rebuilding.
recoveries ard 57 sacks.
Coach Joe Walton of the New York Jets, 7-9, is
This year, Dan Reeves is hoping for continued
rebuilding a team that just three years ago came
improvement from John.Elway, who threw for
within a game of the Super Bowl. The Jets have
2.598 yg,rds and 18 touchdowns. One setback is
become the last team in the AFC to switch from
the kiss of running back Salmi-1y Winder, the
the 4-3 to the 3-4 defense and the move is costing
team's only PrO Bowl pick, who will miss the earveterans their jobs. Longtime starters Greg Butly season following an appendectomy.
tle and Darrol Ray were cut this week.
The Raiders had what was for them an.off
Ken O'Brien is starting to come around at
year, finishing 11-5 and losing to Seattle in the
quarterback, but he'll be without deep threat
AFC wild-card game.
Lam Jones, out with a torn tendon in his.finger.

NFL Preview:
AFC Outlook

That means he'll rely more on Freeman
McNeil,
one of the NFL's top running backs
when he's
healthy.
The Jets also need outside linebackers.
Von
Faurot, last year't top draft pick, is
moving
there from defensive end and All-Pro
Mark
Gastineau may also play there from time
to
time.
Buffalo. 2-14, gave Kay Stephenson anothe
r
year to redeem himself only becau
se no other
coach could be found. Then the Bills
unloaded
veteran quarterback Joe Ferguson,
got Vince
Ferragamo from Los Angeles to replace him
and

7.770
Pontiac
Fiero
1000
Sunbird,
Firebird
6000
Gran Prix
Bonneville
and Parisienne

took defensive end Bruce Smith and cornerback
Derrick Burroughs in the first round of the
draft.
Indianapolis, 4-12, has a new coach in Rod
Dowhower. the former offensive coordinator
in
St. Louis. who replaces Frank Kush. That's
not
enough.
The Central Division has added Bernie Kosar
in Cleveland, Mike Rozier in Houston
and
Kosar's favorite collegiate target, Eddie
Brown,
in Cincinnati. But Pittsburgh, the winne
r last
year with a 9-7 record, is still.the class of
a group ,
that in the last five years has dropped
from the'
topof the NFL to the bottom.

Financing
A.P.R.

Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme, Cutlass Ciera
and 98 Regency
Buick
Century, Regal
and Electra
Cadillac
Cimmaron, D'Villes
and Fleetwood

Purdom Motors, Inc.

"Satisfied customers are our Main Concern"
1406 W. Main

Murray

SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance ta
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
state Farm.

•• I

•
•
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use a good
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llajor League Baseball Standings
Maior League Baseball
AMERiCAN LEAGUE
East DiVision
W I.
Pct. GB
Toronto
74 46
617
New York
70 49
588 3- 4
Detroit
65 55
542 9
Baltimore
62 56
525 It
Boston
58 61
487 154
Milwaukee
5962
470 174
Cleveland
40 79
336 334
West Division
L'alifOrnia
110 52 .570 Kansas City
66 52
559 14
Oakland
63 58
521 6
Chicago
58 59
496 9
SeatUe
57 64
471 12
Minnesota
53 66
445 15
Texas
44 75
370 24
Thursday's Games'
Boston S. Texas 4
Kansas City.?, Chicago 3
California 3. New York 2
Seattle 4. Baltimore 0
Detroit 5. Oakland 3
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Toronto 4 Filer 6-0 and Musselman 3-01
at Chicago
Burns 13-7 and Nelson 7-7), 2. It-n,
Milwaukee (Cocanower 3-21 at Cleveland
(Wardle
4.51,
Minnesota IVIOla 12-101 at Boston (Lollar
5-71. (n1
Texas I Hooton 5-71 at Kansas City I Gublcza
9-71, in l•
Detroit 4 Petry 13.11) at California I Romanic
k 13-6).
n
New York (Niekro
at Seattle (SWIn 4-61, in)
Baltimore (Boddicker 10-131 at Oakland (Rip
2-11.
n)
Saturday's Games
Minnesota at Boston
Detroit at California
Baltimore at Oakland
Milwaukee at Cleveland, 2, it.n
Toronto at Chicago. int
Texas at Kansas City, In .1 .
New York at SeatUe. In)
'Sunday's Games
Milwaukee at Cleveland
Minneacita at Boston
Toronto at Chicago
Texas at Kansas City
Detroit at California

Baltimore at Oakland
New York at Seattle
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W I.
Pd.
New York
73 46
613
St. Louis
72 46
610
Montreal
67 54 .554
Chicago
59 59
500
Philadelphia
55 64
462
Pittsburgh
37 80 .316
West Division
Los Angeles
71 47 .602
San Diego
65 55 .542
Cincinnati
,62 56
525
Houston
55 64..462
Atlanta'
50 68
424
San Francisco
46 73
3(17
Thursday's Games
San Diego 3. Montreal 0
New York 7. San Francisco 0
Philadelphia 2. Los Angeles 0
Pittsburgh 5, Cincinnati 1
Chicago 3, Atlanta 2
St Louis 2. Houston 1 •

Gs
13.1
1),
35

7
9
164
21
254

Friday's Games
San Diego IThurmond 4.7 and Jackson
1.21 at New
York (Fernandez 5-6 and Aguilera 6-41.2.
t-n I
Los Angeles i Hershiser 12.61 at Montreal
Hesketh
10-5.i. (no'
Houston (Ryan 8.111 at Pittsburgh 4 Tunnel!
1-8 ,.. in
Chicago I Sorensen 3-41 at Cincinnat
i • McGaffigan
Ini
St Louis i Andujar 19-7, at Atlanta.
, McMurtry 02,
San Francisco IHammaker 3-10,
at Philadelphia
(Denny 8-91, In)
Saturday's Games
San Francisco at Philadelphia. in,
Houston at Pittsburgh. in,
Chicago at Cincinnati. in •
Los Angeles at Montreal, n
San Diego at New York. in
St Louis at Atlanta. In
Sunday's Games
Los Angeles at Montreal
San Diego at New York
San Francisco at Philadelphia
Houston at Pittsburgh
St. Louis at Atlanta
Chicago at Cincinnati

Major League Baseball Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1269 at batsi - Boggs. Boston.
358.
Brett. Kansas Clty, 353-; Henderson, Neer-York,
347,
Mattingly. New York. .326; Lacy, Baltimore.
.314.
STOLEN BABES - Henderson. New York.
56: Pettis.California. 39. Butler. Cleveland. 35: Wilson,
Kansas City. 34. Smith. Kansas City. 30; Moseby,
Toronto.
30.
PITCHING 110 decisional - Guidry. New York.
16-4, .800, 2.92, Saberhagen, Kansas City. 15-5.
750
2 SO,
: Birtsas, Oakland, 9-4, 802. 352. Howell.
Oakland. 9-4. .092. 1 89: Romanic*. California.
13-6,
684, 3.67.
STRIKEOUTS - Blyleven. Minnesota. 157.
Morris,
Detroit. 148; Bannister, Chicago. 139; Witt.
California'.
136: Burns. Chicago, 136
SAVES - Quisenberry. Kansas City. 30.
Her.
glandes,. Dttrott. 26, Howell. Oakland.
23. Rtghetti.
New York.4. Moore. California. 22

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING i285 at bats) - McGee. St Louis, 361
Herr. St. Louts. _323. Guerrero, Los Angeles. 322.
Backman. New York. 306. Gwynn. San Diego. 306
STOLEN BASES
Coleman. St Louis. 83; Raines.
Montreal. 48. Lopes. Chicago. 42, McGee. St Louis.
42. Redus, Cincinnati. 41
PITCHING 110 decisions, - Franco. Cincinnati
10.1, 9011. 178. Welch. Los Angeles. 9.1. 900, I N.
Gooden. New York. 19-3. 864.' 1 T4S-clkirkins. San
Diego. 16-4. 8013. 290, Hershiser. Loa Angeles. 12.3.
POO. 2.28.
STRIKEOUTS - GOoden. New York. 208. Ryan.
Houston. 172. Soto_Ctricinnatt 172, yalenzuela. Los
Angeles. 163. Darting. New York. 130. Krukow. San
Francisco, 130
SAVES - Reardon, Montreal. 31, Sthith. Chicago
27: Commit,. Sin Diego. 21. Sutter. Atlanta 20
()Smith. Houston 18. Power.SIncinnati. 19

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main'

•
->

,KkiNtaalioss......ar •

759-9888

To Your:
*MARKETING
*PROMOTIONS
*SPECIAL EVENTS
*ADVERTISING

753-5315
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OUTDOOR LIFE

Mirrray Ledger 81 Times

• by jerry maupin

fishing tine

•

Gary didn't catch any record largemouth could see it. It weighed
14 pounds 11 1/4 ounces
bass but he did com- bass.
Stiller
and
looks even larger in
was
at
the
ment on the larger
the
tank.
The tank holds
Fisherman's
Shop
on
US
inch
number of 5-'7
bass
31 in Kimberly, Ala. three other largemouth
that followed his lure
over 10 pounds aloag
back to the boat each where they have several
huge fish -.living in a with a 2 1/2 pound shell
cast.
cracker, large bluegill
Robert Lowe and 3,000 gallon tank.
and some catfish.
Allen
Bryan
caught
Gary •Marquardt fished
Cratg said it was
Smi'thland Lake the "hawg" last October
and when he saw that it worth the stop to see the
Wgdnesday and kept 14
was a state record he display but he spent 110
largemouth bass, the
wanted it to stay aIizon lures while he was.
heaviest being 3 pounds.
where other poeple there!
If you have ever been
to Smithland you know
what type of structure
there is to fish. Anyway,
Robert said they were
throwing a Billy Philly's
spinnerbait and a worm.
They had their lures
TOUR\ MENT HELD — The Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'Gals held its fifth annual Children's Day
sprayed with Fish Fortournament on Aug. 7 at Cypress Bay Marina with 22 children participating. After the weigh-in a wiener
mula II and this seemed
roast .was hosted by the club. Trophies were presented to all participants along with a fun bag. Attento make a difference in
ding were Sean Fletcher. Stephanie Fletcher. Mitzi Elkins. V.J. Muller. John Muller. Nocole York, Tifstrikes.
fany Byerly, Marcie Byerly. Justin Houston. Dusty Burkeen, 'fancy. Burkeen. Tom Chmura. Amy
I have been on
Scott. Cammie Blalock. Brandon Cathey. Lindy Cathey,Shannon Cathey. Ryan Crick, Harry Holliday.
Smithland one time and
Sabrina Holliday._ .April Joyce and Josh Joyce.
it was one of the best
trips I ever had.
.
Saturday, Aug.24
The black bass on
Drying Fruits and Vegetables
Kentucky Lake should
Dehydrated foods can be prepared easily and
be stiring around before
market.
Bass fishing eninexpensively at home. Enjoy dried fruits and
They will also identify long and unless I'm way
thusiast Jeanette Storey
vegetables'• all year by using a simple.
and recommend local out in left field, we
of Murray, the fifth top
homemade dehydrator. Plans and recipes
and regional conserva- should have the best top-.
money-winner in the
available. Empire Farm. 2 p.m.
Bass 'N Gals circuit, tion projects to Mer- water season in years.
Ticks
'baitquanity
of
has been named a
The
company
anthe
cury;
LSI,
is
involved
in
an
extensive research effort
member of the Mercury flounced at the recent fish is right and so is the
to combat a serious pest to the southeastern
Outboards National
American Fishing size.
Vnited States. Find our about our efforts and
I havent't cheeked the
Tackle Manufacturers
Fishing Team, accorh&c'to avoid this pest during a 1/2-hour slide proMercury
in
a
temperature
water
Association
in
a
St.
shgw
to
ding
gram. -discussion. and demonstration.
spokesman.
Louis that it would in- week, but I'm sure the
Woodlands Nature Center. 2 p.m.
other
caused
32
a
has
joins
suprainfall
funding
crease its
Storey
Saturday and Sunday
anglers from across the
port to fisheries drop of several degrees.
Aug. 24-25
United States on the resource maintenance
pull
should
help
This
Skywalk
newly formed fishing and development. The some fish to the surface
Join the planetarium staff for a tour of the curmembers
Mercury
Team
spokesman early in the mornings
team.
rent evening's sky. Golden Pond Visitar Center.
w.ill advise the siad conservation pro- and late evenings.
11 a.m. and. 2 p.m.
stopped
Wisconsin -based jects that have grass
Craig Suiter
Sunday,
Aug.25
manufacturer on pro- roots volunteer support by with a clipping from
Eagle Hacking Update: 1985
and
devdlopment
from fishermen would the Birmingham News,
duct
Our wildlife Biologist will provide an update on
business strategies be favored under the shgwing himself observ-1.13L's efforts to reestablish the bald eagle as a •
the
fishing new
directed
ing the Alabama state
, at .
. plan.
_
„
-nesting species,'Since 1950. LBL has been very
Two-day deer hunt is reserved for 10- to 16-year-olds successful in hacking bald eagles. In. 1984 the
project made history: find oul how. Woodlands
Youngsters over 10 Wildlife Biologist hunter safety certificate Nature Center. 2 p.m.- - •
and be accompanied by
.but under 16-years-old Charlie Wilkins.
Skywalk 'program..
Golden Pond Visitor
With the August 31 ap- an adult. They are also. Center — 2 p.m. daii'''N'• except Tuesday. and addihave a special two-day
deer hunt reserved for plication deadline ap- required to possess a tional showings at 11 a.m. on Saturdays and Sunthem at the West Ken- proaching, there are junior hunting license days through August 31.
tucky Wildlife Manage- still vacancies for this and a deer permit.
• • •
Ad
Application forms are
ment Area near hunt, which is scheduled
Facilities Closing:
TOI'RN .AME:NT WIN N F.:RS — Winners of the Kentucky-Barkley Bass V
Paducah. bu.t not for Dec. 1 4 - 1 5 . available from conserClosed Monday — Empire Farm and
Gals Children's Day Tournament were, from left, front row, younger divienough have applied so Youngsters par - vation officers and other Woodjandr Nature center. Glosed Tuesday —
sion. Ryan Crick. second. Josh Joyce. third. and Justin Houston. first: back
far to fill the quota ticipating in the hunt fish and wildlife The Homeplace-1850 and Golden Pond Visitor
row. olderdivision. Tom Chmura. third. Harry Holliday. second, and Branavailable, according to must have a valid
(Cont'd on page 16) Center Theater/Planetarium.
don Cathey. first.
•
Fishing conditions are
still under par but
maybe this weekend
they will improve.
Mpst anglers are looking for the white bass
and sauger right now
along the river channel
flats and creek points.
Don Wells tells me he
had found a few around
the bridge pilings as didha 1_
The strong Current
has been too much for
any serious "Junps"
and coupled with the
ever present weather
fronts its been tough.
Gary Crass did a little
trolling Wednesday
afternoon and kept 5
sauger. He said he could
have done a lot better
but most of the afternoon was spent looking
for bass.

This Week At
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Storey named to team
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Green
Turtle
Bay
Grand
Rivers,
Ky.
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Spectuf 'Pea,/
-to

• Sunday Brunch
11 am

euit 5pectd €,owivonc

Grand Rivers, Ky.
Open 7 days a week
10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Reservations Suggested
362-8844

. RESTAURANT
Phone(502) 362-4520
Open Tues. thru Sun. Closed Mon
Tues.-Thurs. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat 5 p m to 9:30 p.m.

to 2 pm

Sun 5 p m to 9 P "
1

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods

Uncle Jeff s
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.•Sat.
1.6 Sun
Hwy. 641 S
Cedric, Jo, Eric
and Jane Benson

For All Your
Taxidermy
Needs
Wallace's Taxidermy

to 12,000 lbs.

"Your
•Dry Storage) in Wet Slip •No
Weight on Docks
'For Private or Commercial
Docks •A Clean loot
Conserves Fuel and Retains Value

BOAT AIRLIFT & DOCK CO.

Cypress Creek, New Concord, Ky.
(502)436-2213

Soy Sall 1, Trade Guns
lipert Gunsmithing Sers.se

"Largest Archery
Selection In
his Area" •

T

502-753-1342

Hwy. &41 North

753-6448

THE JONES

Topping, Deadwooding, Hedge
Trimming, Complete Removal,
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
Seasoned Firewood.
*Fully Insured

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
'Bass Hawk Boots
'Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

Pontoons

VInRUDF
SA,fS
St RVICE
P R

E3J,

41 Super Shell

S1

753-6266
rn

SPECIAL
4

ti
e

Grand Rivers Yacht Harbor

QUICK SILVER

Boat Rental

1 Gal. Jug.
$980

g(

Limited Supplies

to

*Sailboats *Ski *Pontoon
*Fishing Boats
362-8206
Hwy.453, Grand Rivers
362-8201

& W AUT
0SUPPLY„Q

We Install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
141 Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 5125. 12th

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
gaol
Your H-Haul Headquarters
Hwy.641 South

Coles Company Road
Murray
753-6491

V.

ur

Ii

On Beautiful Kent.ucicy.Lake

753-0338

Deer Mount Specialists .

119 Main
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Boyer s

Satisfaction Is Our Satisfaction"

EAST SIDE GULF

KENTUCKY
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Home of

FlydroHoist Boat Lifts

dE

St.

753-9131

Guide Service, Covered
Storage,. Launching
Romp,Tackle, Bait.
Rt. 1. Nordin(502)474-2245 o,474-2211, Ext. 171

Co
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H.
ha
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Holiday Travel,Incv,'
Pan
:
rmactli
aouRShi ores on Kentucky Lake

DON
GRAYSON McCt URI
•
1 2 Miles From Murray On 94E.;

Telephone 502-753-6116

;

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accesories
- Car, T-ruck, Tractor Tires'

410 N.4th
753-8346 753-6779
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BUSINESS NEWS IN BRIEF• ,,,vierrayLedger.T,„..
Marketing firm observes one year anniversary
Midwest Marketing
and Promotions, Suite
10 in the Southside Shopping Center, has been in
business one year offering customers a variety
of marketing services,

his operation by James
K. Withers, D. jEtobert
Boyle, and Marilyn G.
Jelsvik.
Lanham said that his
business is a regional
operation based in Murray, and is near four
greater marketing
areas — St. Louis,* Mo.,
Evansville, Ind.,
Lou isvilre, and
Nashville, Tenn.
"We are centrally
located to all of these
mark e ts," said
Lanham, "with good
potential in Paducah,
Hopkinsville, Carbon.
dale, Clarksville and
Cape Girardeau. We en-

We also appreciate hay- University to did.'.from
ing Murray State when needed. The total

Donald Lanham,
ownermanager of the
marketing firm, explained that his business
offers marketing consuiting services,
marketing analysis,
designs promotions,
special events, and
operates like an advertising agency.
"It may seem like
a lot, but we're capable
of accomplishing a lot of
custom tailored pro: joy the lake region and
feel it is promotable as
jects," said Lanham.
Lanham is assisted in well as its businesses.
LOCAL MARY-KAY REPRESENTATIVES ATTEND CONVENTION —
Pictured above are some of She Mary-Kay representatives who recently attended a three-day intensive sales and product training seminar in Dallas,
Texas. From left are Lou Stroder,•8 Queen Court of Sales, Murray; Janet
Cook, Murray; Sue Warren, Queen of Recruiting, Marion, Ill.; Evelyn
Willie, senior director, Murray; Doris Rumfelt, 2nd Runner Up Queens
Court of Sales, Wolf Lake, Ill.; and Carla McMahan, Wolf Lake, Ill. Willie
explained that just this week,she was informed that her unit was named*the
number one unit in the Jean Henry Unit, with retail sales of $124,969.50 in
1985.

Willie Unit attends seminar
The Wonderful Willie
Wonders Unit of Evelyn
Willie, of Murray, an independent beauty consultant and sales director for Mary Kay
Cosmetics, recently
returned from three
days of intensive sales
and product training in
Dallas as a participant
in Mary Kay's 1985 national seminar.
More than 30,000 in-

dependent beauty consultants and sales directors were in Dallas between July 22 and August
3 to attend one of four
consecutIve three-day
meetings. In keeping
with the company's
C ommitment to
recognize outstanding
business women, this
year's multi-million
dollar seminar Was appropriately entitled,

"Applause, Applause."
To enable the unit to
build its Mary Kay
business in the months
ahead, dozens of
specialized classes were
held each day in product
knowledge, color
awareness, sales training, business management, goal setting and
other valuable tools for
business success.

Haley attends economic development course,
Ni-rites thesis on Tenn-Tom Bigbee Waterway
Betty Haley, executive vice president of
the Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce,
recently completed a
three-year course on
Economic Development
at the University of
Oklahoma Economic
Development Institute.
The Institute is accredited by the
American Economic
Development Council.
• Inc., and is designed to

offer professional
education in the various
aspects of industrial and
economic development.
As a part of the course
requirement, Mrs.
Haley prepared a thesis
entitled "The
Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway and its Effect
on the Potential for
Development in West
Kentucky". The thesis
was accepted by the
University of

Oklahoma,.and will be
placed in, the ED!
Library. Copies will also
be made available to
Murray State University, Paducah Community
College, and the Marshall -County Library.
Persons desiring to borrow a copy of the thesis
may also contact the
Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce.

Rob McCallon, of Rt.
2, Murray and Billy
Murdock, of Rt. 7, Murray, were elected to the
local Stockholder Committee at the Southern
States annual membership meeting held in
Murray on Aug. 12, 1985.
Bobby Stubblefield, of
Rt. 4, Murray, was
selected chairman-- of
the local Stockholder
Committee while Murdock was named vicechairman.
Elected to the
Southern States Farm
Home Advisory Com-,
mitee were: Mrs. Rob
McCallon and Mrs. Billy
Murdock.
Mrs. Dan Shipley, of
Rt. 5, Murray, was
chosen chairman of the
Farm Home Advisory
Committee while Mrs.
Joe Dan Taylor of Rt. 1,
Almo was named
secretary.
Elected as delegate to
a district election
meeting to be held in
Paducah this fall, was
Billy Joe Kingins, of Rt.
4 Afurray. Charles Coleman, of Rt. 2, Murray,
was chosen as alternate.
Grey Adlick,
Madisonville, a member
of Southern States
Cooperative's regional
staff, reported on the
overall Southern States

Cost cutting discussed

Karr completes training
After completing a
comprehensive 30-hour
training program, Mary
H. Karr of Murray, Ky,
has been certified as a
consultant for
B.eautiControl
Cosmetics, headquartered in Dalla§,
Texas.
Karr will be offering
free counseling on skin
care and cosmetic application along with free
color analysis and
counseling on color harmony in makeup and
wardrobe selection. Her
training qualifies her to
perform color analysis
to determine the colors
a person looks best in,
according to his or her
natural coloration.
BeautiControl uses
the seasonal approach
to color analysis by
categorizing each .person as winter, summer,
glaring or autumn according to skin pigmentation, hair and eye coloration. BeautiControl's
makeup is color-coded
so women can select colors that will harmonize
best with their natural
'coloring and create a
more attractive appearance. Once a person has been color

analyzed, she will have
a lifetime guide for purchasing makeup and
clothing with complete
color confidence.

•••••••
1.1
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;
4444
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am.
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EXCEEDS $1 MILLION MARK — Judy
Johnston, broker sales associate of Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors, went above the $1 million
mark in real estate sales in her career at-the
Century 21 office this past week. Johnston is the
first realtor to be recognized by the Murray.
Calloway County Board of Realtors to have completed $1 million in sales for 1985. Johnston is a
graduate of Realtors Institute and is a candidate
for certified residential specialist. She has been
the director of the local real estate board for
three years and is presently in her second year
as its treasurer.

operations.
The report on local
operations and services
rendered to farmermembers in the cornmunity was given by
Gary Jones, manager of

Calloway Service. He
reported that total
volume for their operation for the past year
was about $2 million.
There was also a
special recognition

KR WA meeting scheduled
The Western Kentucky meeting of the Kentucky Rural Water-Association will be held at the
Purchase Area Development District offices in
Mayfield beginning at, 1:00 p.m. on Thursday,
August 29, 1985.
The major topic of discussion for this meeting
is the compuler and its applications and effectiveness- in -the utility system.
Guest speakers for this meeting will include
Victor Waldrop, President of United Systems
and Software, who will talk about the various
ways in which computer services may be provided for the utility; Jim Norris, Director of
Marketing for United Systems and Software, will
discuss the questions that should be answefed
and the things you need to know in order to select
a computer , system; Mark Dodds. Leasing
Representative for Liberty National Leasing
Company, will talk about methods of financing
your computer system; Mark Reinhardt from
Thorobred Computers, will discuss computerized meter reading; Charlie Ross from the Purchase Area Development District, will talk about
usng a computer in ,a water system; and Beth
Penick, Programmer/Analyst for United
Systems and Software, who will provide a
demonstration of computer hardware and software applications.

ceremony for new board
members, Farm Home
Advisory Committee
members, as well as
those from these groups
who were retiring..
These included: Glen
Crawford and Max
Smotherman, Mrs. Mar-

tv Carrowav and Mrs.
Eddie Workman.
Other highlights of the
meeting included:
Shara A. Craft display
by the Ladies — of
which Mrs. Billy Murdock won 1st place with
her crochet sweater

The
Wishing Well
Miniature Golf Course,
Ice Cream Parlor and
Arcade
*We serve the best Homemade Pizza in town! Also, serving Lasagna,
Chicken, BBQ, Sandwiches and
more.
********************•**
$1 Off Any, Pizza
(Small. Medium or Large
( Limit One Coupon Per Pizza
Expires Aug 30. 195

* The Wishing Well
***********************
Hwy. 68 in Aurora

474-8092

Apricots
are
now
in season.
IBM COMPATIBLE

A fresh shipment of Apricot§ has arrived in West Kentucky. Which means, Europe's most successful business
computer could soon be your business computer. You see.
Apricot was designed specifically for business. Not adapted
to it.
It's truly easy to use. As well as elegant and compact. Anq
its
thousands of business software programs are compatible with all
Apricot computers. Not just one of them.
Apricot. Computers that work with you-. Not just for you.

•

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
Judy Johnston

Marilyn Gjelsvik, secretary and receptionist for Midwest Marketing
and
Promotion, is pictured abo‘e.

McCallon, Murdock named to committee

1411
,
.44

OWENSBORO.Ky.(AP)
— A United
Steelworkers official said union representatives
met for the third time Thursday with Green
River Steel Corp. to discuss cost-cutting
measures to keep the mill in business.
Ronnie Raymond, president of Local 4959, said
the union already is working on a proposal apd
expects to present it to the company within two
weeks.
He declined to specify whether the plan would
call for a reduction in wages or benefits, or suggest some other approach.
Green River Steel, with 525 employees, told the
union July 5 it might close the first week in October unless production costs could be cut.

synergy seems right."

The Apricot F1.16-bit processor.
512K RAM. Cordless, infrared
keyboard.

Mary H. Karr

$1295
MS-DOS. 31,42" Sony diskette
720Kb). Mouse. Gem Write,
Gem Draw.
Receive Lotus 1-2-3 Free with
Purchase .of an Apricot. During Aug
•

Betty Haley

aprico

Donald Lanham

‘Wrt: chivying how AmencargtUSItleSS does bthiticsx

Rob McCallon and Billy Murdock

iIffill

AO

Wonderful Willie Wonders Unit
*K44stelaaasssAltpit

,
..—,...w....•esprswassassismi•&speis

•

,—tsphmwo.sts•ssr&sis.

Thorobred Computer
& Software Systems
314 Main

..........s....4•44•4
•
41•40•01011,400111440401441.••••

4

••••••

Murray

753-7733
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

Notice

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 2617

2

Notice

SMITH COUNTRY
Crofts, gift, home
decor.
Ve 'aie spec., orders

Fri. &
Sat.. 1114, Sun. 1-4
I mile from Murray
on Hwy. 94 East.
753-9970
436-2248

Open every
OUR meniueri5S-7171
Ken Bar Inn Resort and
Club. Located near Ky
Lake, for sale. You save
several hundred $
Madisonville, Ky 502825-1040.

2

NotiCe

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
our
in
be
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont Cad Buick

Miirtarbedger & Times
14. Want to Buy

2 .Notice

Notice

Murray Ledger
& Times
Taking
Applications
For Paper
Carriers For
Riviera Courts
Area.

2 . N

o

c

t

e

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

a
good time to
lay-a-way an

Monroe
Heavy Duty
Shocks For

Ashley wood
heating stove.
Complete line
discount
at
prices.

Has

$8.88
200 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-6001

COSMETOLOGY by

Now

Notice

2

Murray Ledger
& Times
IT WORKS!

is

We ran a help wanted
ad in the classifieds
and received 53 applications in 2 Days.
Thank You.

Midwest
Marketing &
Promotions

Purdom's Inc.
202 So. 5th
753-4872

nantirT0T177-1p
or
dog. Call

474-2306.
DEALER wants to buy
very old furniture, depression glass, resits
glass, old coke material. Call 753-3842 after 5
o'clock call 753-5738.
FORECLOSURE? We
have an investor that
will make up your back
payments for an
ownership Interest. You
stay. Dial Mary Jane
753-1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
MACE' Bengal Tiger
miniature print. Call
759-9367 after 6 p.m.

24. Miscellaneous
OAK and Hickory
firewood, U -haul
$20/rick. Call 437-4829.
OLD house trailer, hidea•bed, refrigerator,
stove, 2 base board
heaters & tow bar. Call
753-1353.

USED AIR
COMPRESSER
5 H.P. 80 gal. Tank
Coll 492-8155
after 6 pm.

NEED immediately 100
people seriously inter- 15. Articles for Sale
RUTHBERRY pump &
MACHINE
NOTICE
ested in losing weight.
BABY crib & mattress, tank, 2 years old, for
tios
&NEI
Call
1-800-992-9991.
QUILTING
Rex
Camp
$125. Set of double shadow well, $200. Call
/ soy
PART time bookkeeper bedding & frame, $100. 489-234.4.
Place your quilt
Backhoe
Service
& secretary. Ex- Whirlpool microwave
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
orders now
is
back
in
perience required. Call oven. $100. Call after SEASONED firewood AmEakissBatman
Silver
Gold
NO CREDIT
oak, hickory, mixed
HOLIIEWULMER
753-9555.
Reasonable
rates
business.
Call
him
5
v n 759-1831.
Closed
Closed
hardwoods $30/rick
CHECK!
PART
bookkeeper
time
489-2599
17 Cu. ft.
for back hoe and
6.45
Yesterday
Yesterday 340.00
with experience in refrigerator with tex- delivered. Min. order 2
LIMITED OFFER MC VISA
septic tank work.
Opened
Opened
Medical office. Part tured steel door, only ricks. Call John Boyer
&Hove • MasterCard or Vasa
6.25
time nurse for Medical $8.00 per week. Rudolph 753-0338.
America's
Today
334.10
Today
credit card regardless ol your
30 yearli „exEE Dill Electric for
past credit Fustory or present
office. Experience with Goodyear 753-0595.
.20
Down
Down
5.90
perience. LicensNewest
used air conditioners,
marital status
children
preferred.
Compliments of:
WHIRLPOOL heavy new & used electric
No Savings
ed with the state.
Send resume & reParty Plan
Account Required'',
duty washer with 4 motors, motor rewindVERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
Face
ferences
to
P.O.
Box
Christmas around
cycles, only 86.00 per ing & repair. We also
753-9224
• GUARANTEED'
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
1040-L, Murray. Deadline
week. Rudolph buy used air conBrick
world,
For application call
the
hiring
for
applications
August
7113
753
Goodyear, 753-0595.
LREDIT
ditioners. 753-9104.
home
makers
to
Start
At
28th.
Diamonds
Silver
Gold.
A
We buy
TODDLERS Day Care
1 800 637 6680
SPECIAL bus bodies for
PART-time
demonstrate
coo
em ale, 16. Home Furnishings
Hours: 10-6 Doily. Closed Sunday
has openings for infants L$1
Itoll free)
storage, $200. Call
kitchen &
ending
& other ages. 18 years
Christmas decoraI %) Per 1000
help. Mostly days, some 2 -PIECE Taylor Bus Sales at
experience. 753-2555.
tions. Good pay. Can
nights. Call before Mediterranean bed- 753-9251.
Vowel! &
room suite, baby bed.
earn at least '8 an
7p.m. 901-247-3229.
WHIRLPOOL
By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE
Guaranteed Repair
hour, 12 weeks, PLASTERER. Complet Call 753-9218.
microwave oven with
Son Inc.
COUCH
coffee
&
chair,
700 watts cooking
don of Vocational school
part-time. Free '300
Service
partin, TN'
table
&
end
table.
Call
power, only $4.50 week.
On Car & Home Stereo
Kit. No investment. or apprenticeship pro- 527-9052 after 4:30p.m.
4 years, journeyRudoph Goodyear, 753is 587-2301
World of Sound
No collecting. Ncr gram,
DUNCAN
Phyffe
table,
man plasterer. To repair
0595.
222 S. 12th
delivery. Call Carlene
6
chairs,
hutch
&
buffet.
damaged plaster and
WHITE Swan uniforms
753-5865
Lovell, collect
lathe walls and ceilings Also, antique white for restaurant wear &
French
Provincial
twin
and major renovations
502-333-6951 or
nursing. Regularly -52Qheadboard, double
write Rt. 1, Sturgis, and new construction. dresser, chest ,& night $32 uniforms sold at
Tear out plaster walls
SOFTWARE
$8.99. Call 753-5365.
Ky. 42459.
and ceilings as required stand. Call 435-4150.
SOLUTIONS
Make repairs and install GE electric cook top
ceramic and clay tiles, stove, hood & seperate
Quality software
WHIRLPOOL
regrout tile wails, floors. oven, copper. good
at discount prices
Air Conditioners
shower stalls and etc. condition, $125. Also,
6. Help Wanted
for your Apple,
Tape and run drywalls. Signature compact
5,000 B.T.U.
EARN extra cash!' Must assist other trades space saver portable
'C-64 or IBM PC.
$4.00
Per Week
dishwasher,
gold,
and
good
perform
duties
as
Demonstrators needed.
753-2320
10,000 B.T.U.
to show toys & gifts. required. Salary $6.50 per condition, $75. After
Located inside
Home party- plan' until hour. Apply at Personnal 5:30p.m. 753-5466.
° $6.50 Per Week
John's
Dec. Earn extra Services, Murray State rtisM size waterbed &
18,000 B.T.U.
Saving Center'
University,
large
oak
desk
8z
chair.
Murray
Ky
Christmas money.
Summer Hrs:
Call after 6p.m
$8.25 Per Week
Work your own hours & 42071 EOEMF.
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.. 1
753-9506.
• v:-11°
. •
Fmeet a lot of people.
25,000 B.T.U.
p.m.-5 p.m. Sun.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
Free kit. For more
Shell
Pockets
$10.75
Per Week
duty dryer with 3 temp
information call 492Food Market
(With Approved
selections, only $.4.00
8261 evenings.
per week. Rudolph
EASY ASEMBLI! Is now accepting
Credit)
YOGA
Goodyear, 753-0595.
resumes for a contract
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Relaxing.Invigorating
Rudolph
manager. Individual
Guaranteed payment.
7-9 p.m. Tuesdays
No experience/no
should be mature, 20. Sports Equipment
Goodyear
Starts Sept. 3
sales. Details send selfclean and trustworthy, !! GIRLS 20" bicycles,
721
S. 12th
addressed
stamped
enCall
piece.
a
$15
435-4261
some knowledge of
velope; Elan Vital. 332,
435-4445.
retail grocery sales.
8
weeks-S40
753-0595
The shark on the go
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
No phone calls or per22. Musical
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
sonal contact. Please
ELECTRICIAN, part
2 GUITARS, 1- 6 string.
send resume to P.O.
time in Murray area.
1- 12 string, with cases.
BOX 368, Murray, Ky.
IF IT 6ET5 TOO I-IEAVY
Call 753-6706 Ext. 32
both in excellent condi- 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
42071.
anytime, leave name &
tion. Call 753-0235 after
WE CAN ALWAYS
12x52, 1 BR, extra large
Rhone number.
6p.m.
TAKE OUT THE TEES
living room, good conHOSTESS needed!!! 9. Situation Wanted
MATTE & violin with
dition. Located in Fox
earring case. Call 753$40 free in merchandise
Meadows. Call 753-8311
plus many other 30 /EAR old christian 7906.
after 5 753-9674
bonuses -just for having mother would like to KIMBALL pianos &
a party. Good way to get babysit, in her home, organs. Check our 12x60, 2 BR mobile
Christmas present free. days. Reliable, clean, prices before you buy. home, partially furArrange your house references. Call Thurman Furniture, 208 nished. $3000. Call 7530595 until 5p.m.
with Lloyd Toy & Gifts. 753-6549
Main St. Murray 753
14x70 3BR, central air.
XPERIENCED day 4834.
Have a party today!
.
Call 492-8261 for more care worker will ?do SAXAPHONE, like gas ,.furnace. 1 1/2
baths, $6500. Call 474baby sitting for working new, $500. Call 753-2964.
information.
LEGAL secretary posi- . mother, infant up to 5 UPRIGHT piano, good 8031 after 9p.m.
28x52 FRIENDSHIP
tion. Must have good years
condition, $125. Call
mobile home. 3 BR. 2
typing, computor- word 6:30a.m.-5:30p.m. 759- 759-9848 after 5:30p.m.
bath, all' upgraded,
processing skills. Shor- 1489.
fireplace, brick underthand helpfull. Send re- / would like to take care 24. Miscellaneous
sume to P.O. Box 1040-E, of sick -or elder person. REPOSSESSION- GT- pinning, new shed on
Murray Ky 42071.
$700 per month. Call 527- 1600 16 HP rTs. • Cly. 48" lot. Like new. Must sell
to settle an estate. Call
PROJECT coordinator. 3474.
cut Wh cnoVOL:e.- one
436-2222.
-housecleaning, year
1 year appointment with %ILL cW
unreal
possibility of extension. experienced, dependa- savings. See at Stokes 3 BR double wide near
Ky. Lake at Hamlin,
Full time 12 month ble, references. Call Tractor 753-1319.
Ky. Call 753-8964 leave
grant position. Duties 753-6043.
ALL electric • hospital
include: working for WILL sit with elderly at bed with side rails. Call message anytime.
HOLIDAY 36x7 camproject director, work- home or in hospital, at after 6:30p.m. 436-2160.
ing with & supervising night. Good references. ASHLEY stove. $75. per/ trailer, excellent
for one person to live in.
(.,
I WONDER HOW YOU TELL
graduate assistants to Call days 753-4410, Call 753-2964.
I GUESS THEY DIDN'T
Call 753-4683 or 753-5980.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
produce video cassette nights 753-4590.
HAVE ANY TROUBLE
13RAND
never
new,
BOY ANTS AND GIRL ANTS
TRAILER for sale.
FIGURING IT OUT
technical instructional WOULD like to babysit used, water
'purifier.
12x60. see Brandon Dills
materials for graphic in my home, have my
communication sub- own children. 181 Hooks up to kitchen Trailer Court. 753-9104.
faucet.
Removes
harjects, project coordina- Riviera Courts. '
-mful chemicals, bacte- 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
tion with industry.
ria, bad taste, ect.... $125
Candidates must have a 10. Business Opportunity
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
firm! 753-3711.
BS degree or equivalent A golden
opportunity- BROWN 1.4nyl recliner, AC/natural gas. Shady
in printing or closely make
money in your Wood King stove, both Oaks 753-5209.
related field, ex- spare
2 BR trailer near
time. Join good condition. Call
perience in production FRIENDLY
Murray. No pets. Call
HOME 753-5463.
of video cassette TOY
PARTIES, the CAR batteries, 60 489-2611.
•••
materials, & a thorough leader for
30 years. month, 85 amp, 460 CCA
knowledge of the printOpenings for managers 45-24C $29.99. Wallin 29. Heating and Cooling .
ing industry & technical
and , dealers. We have Hardware, Paris, TN.
NEW, still in box.
processes of the industhe largest and best line
I HAVE THE FEELING
IHEWOOD for sale. Emerson 6100 BTU air
try. Salary $15,000.
in party plan. Earn big Seasoned
HE DOESN'T WANT US
hardwood conditioner. Call 759JZ
Starting date is August
money plus bonuses and
1556.
25,
1985.
The
position
TO GO ANYWHERE
travel Incentives. Start tops. Cut & haul your SPECIAL. All air conown, $5/rick. Located
will remain open until a now and earn
money off Stateline Rd.
901.782- ditioners reduced $25.
qualified candidate is immediately. Call
toll 3572.
Dill Electric 753-9104.
selected. Send resume, free 1-800-227-1510.
transcript & 3 reaqua in
ferences to: Dept. of NO SELLING required different widths. 4 pairCindi Lin
Graphic Arts Technol- by You ever. Our new 84" long, 1 pair- 43"
ogy, Murray State Un- and revolutionary dis- long. Call 753-3526.
Ceramics
iversity, Murray, Kt. tributorship plan is GENERAL Electric
Classes Tue.-Thurs.
42071. Murray State designed to provide you, washer & dryer, 4 years
2:00 p.m. til 10 p.m.
University is an Equal the distributor, with old. Call 489-2611 or
1 mile from Murray
orders
generated
by 489-2655.
Opportunity/ AffirHwy. 94 East
your
local
TV stations. 1177v- 42 HP.
mative Action
Phone 753-0079
To maximize• profits, diesel- power steering.
Employer.
SALESPERSON. New our TV commercials power adjust rears-111 ISN'T IT S
ANC, THEN SHE
WE L
vacation resort on Lake are geared to you, the auxiliary hydraulics.
FORGOT "TD PLAY CARDS
Barkley looking for local distributor. Our bestseat- extra heavy 32. Apts for
Rent
several etrthuslastic company is seeking a rear end- bumper- fluid
persons if you are over qualified distributor for in rear tires- stabilizer 1 & 2 BR apt. near
/
19, have a pleasant look your TV viewing area. bars & brackets. 2 year downtown Murray.
and an outgoing per- This is -a long term warranty- list price Adults only. Call 753sonality. This could be venture with enormous $16239, 2 in stock- sell 4109, 782-6850; - or 436the opportunity of your profit making potential. for $9995. See Gene or 2844.
lifetime. Call 502-924- This is a first time offer. Will Ed at Stokes Trac- 1 BR furnished apt.
Your investment is tor 753-1319.
near Hospital. Couples
5814.
only. Call 492-8862.
SECRETARY/ re- protected by an inven- NEW MF•1010 3 c6r
ceptionist needed, some tory at WHOLESALE diesel- 16 HP- with 54" FE'MALE housemate
office experience cost. If you are ser_jous center mount mower- wanted. Call 759-1938
preferred. Send resume about owning yOur own turf tires- the ultimate after 2p.m.
to P.O. Box 1040-J, business, interested in lawn mowing machine )-12IVATE furnished
making a large monthly plus you have 3 point lift room for boys, kitchen
Murray. KY.
WANTED; babysitter income, and have $450 & PTO for other yard & facilities, central air &
GET WIM WE
for 3 children, age 5 and working capital, Call garden work. List price heat. Rent by the
NEED EVERY
younger. 1 day week. 601-432-1800 for a full $7446..1 in stock to sell semester.. 1826 1/2
'MAN TO FIND
rkwr v.VEIRC30References please. Call explanation of the most for 8640.5 with 7.9e: Hamilton. Phone 436revolutionary market- financing for 60 months. 5479.
4°R WALKER!
753-0618.
WANTED, experienced ing plan in recent See Gene or Will Ed at TAKING applications
Stokes Tract& 753-1319.
professional painters. history.
for Section 8. Rent
at least 3 years ex- 11.
'OREGON bars for Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Instruction
perience. can 75244.
114
•
Homelite chain- saws:- BR.. Apply FILlidale
Instruction for, 12' • 111.99, 14"- $14.99,, Apts • Hardin, Ky.
W! need salespeople. bA
Must have car, no ages 4-adult. Call Be- 113"- $19.99, 20"- $26.99 Equal Housing
travel. Prospects fur- verly Peeler 753-8228 for *Wallin Hardware, Opportunity.
, WANTEM: female
nished. Excellent informatlon & Paris,
aBm
al
working conditions,
4
OREGON saw chains house mate to share
high 'earning potential. L
iD
zl I A Cochran 3/8" Pitch for 16" bar- fully furnished house in
Call Larry Sutter 94 Dance & Gymnastics. $7.99, 20!'• $8.99. Wallin Murray. Reasonable
Hardware, parls.
daily 502-192-8452.
Register now. 763.4647.
expenses. Call 759-4011.
LaDora. a new hair
salon Cuts $5, perms
$25. shampoo ,set $5.
manicure $3.50.
753-0658 Closed Wed.
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CLASSIFIEDS
32. Apts for Rent
38. Pets-Supplies
1 & 2 BR furnished TRI•color "Beagle pups,
apartments. lease & 4 2 males, 2 females, Just
deposit, adults, no pets. weaned. Call 753.2708
after 4p.m.
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
1 BR furnished apt., air
Produce
40
conditioned. College
boys preferred. No pets
APPLES, red & yellow,
121 North, next to fair delicious. Also,
grounds. 753-3139.
Johnathon & Rome
Beauty. Call 753-4725
Floyd McKenzie.
33. Rooms for Rent
APPLES, cider for sale.
ROOMS for girls or Call
489-2467 Tucker
boys near university.
Orchard, Landfill Rd.
Call 753-8148 or 753-9894
41, Public Sales
34 Houses for Rent

4 1 . Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Sat. Only
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
1400 Vine
2 cars, girls clothes.
boys school clothes,
snare drum, Odyssey
video
game
and
bookshelves. In case of
rain postponed one
week.

41

Public Sales

Carport Sale
8 a.m. Saturday
August 24
410 South 16th St.

Silver
dishes,
trays, cups, Texas
Instrument home
computer, extra
large punch bowl,
living room suite,
color T.V., books,
wood carvings,
king size linens,
bridge table linens,
and more.
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46. Homes for Sale
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
split-level house,
located at 2216
Gatesborough Circle.
Call 7534784.
1 BR brick on 1657 Ryan
Ave. Call 753-4977 or
753-3693
1BR house, completely
paneled & carpeted,
garage, mobile home,
pond, fencing, some
woods, on black top just
off 121 at Coldwater
with 1 to 15" acres.
489-22§4.
4 BR, 2 bath, cedar
siding, fireplace. 3
miles from town. Reduced $10.000. Phone
between 9a.m.•4p m.
753.2701.
BY contractor, new 3 BR,
2 bath brick & cedar
house ready to move into.
Priced in the 60's. Call
753-3903.

46. Homes for Sale

50. Used Trucks

ENJOY country living
in this 2 BR home on
3/4 acre lot. White
frame house with
pickett fence enclosing
front yard. New carpet,
wood or electric heat.
Located 12 miles from
Murray in the Browns
Grove Community.
Only $20,000. Call 4354354 after 6p.m.
NEED- to move Price
Reduced HOUSE and
two lots. 3 BR, dining
room, kitchen, living
room and utility room. 2
storage buildings, carport, grape vines and
berries vines. Price
$22,000. Phone 492-8492.
REAR Murray, 3 BR,
11/2 bath, brick, 2 car
attached garage, 15x24
swimming pool, central
heat & air on 71/2
acres, $53,500. Also, 43
acres 12 miles N. of
Hardin, $22,500. Phone
Gingerwood Realty 502362-8948.

1975 DATSUN
Call 437-4437.

pickup.

51

Campers
26 FT. fifth wheel
camper, air. awning &
extras. Very good condition. Call 753-6496
after 5p..,m.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

DENNIS McClure con- NEED work on you'r
struction
roofing, trees" Topping, prunpainting, plumbing, in- ing, shaping, complete
tenor or exterior. removal and more. Call
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt
BOVER'S TREE
1, Sedalia.
SERVICE for ProFENCE sales at Sears fessional tree care.
now Call Sears 753-2310 753-0338.
for free estimate for ODD job specialist,
your needs.
ceiling fans, electrical,
GENERAL HOME plumbing, fencing. You
REPAIR .15 years ex- name it, I do it. You
perience Carpentry, buy, I install. You
concrete, plumbing, break I fix. Call 438roofing, siding. NO JOB 2888
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
Ross Construction
nights 474-2276.
GMTRING by Sears.
New homes,
Sears continuous gutRenovations.
ters installed for your
All types repairs
specifications. Ca.lt..)
759-4614 &
Sears 753-2310 for free
753-6581
estimate.

52. Boats-Motors
13 FT Sportsman.
sleeps 4, ice box. 2
burner gas stove. good
condition. Call 474-2361.
3 BR brick, 1 1/2 bath.
14 FT. Jon Boat.
Estate Sale
Call 901-642-2882 after
pedestal seats. carpet.
Fri & Sat
• 5p.m
12 h.p. motor, trolling
p.m.
a.m.-4
8
LARGE 1 BR house,
motor, depth finder.
YARD
Take 94 East, turn right
single or couple, no
battery .8r trailer. Call
on
280,
pass Panorama
pets. One year lease.
753-9240 or 753-0148.
SALE
753-3913 before 9p.m.
Shores. See signs to
14 FT. John boat, trailer,
Saturd
ay
'ROW available, BR on Croppie Hollow.
6.5 HP Mercury, $500 or
2nd floor, section 8. low
Furniture, clothing
trade for '65 El Camino
8 til 4
rent apt. Southside
or '70-72 Chevy PU
10-12's, shoes 7-8's,
1403 Henry St.
GENERAL maintenManor. 753-8221 from
753-7160.
small kitchen apance, roofing, painting
9-12, Mon-Fri
Clothes, boys 1 015 FT Runabout, 80
pliances. dishes &
etc. 20 yrs. experience.
YARD
horse Mere. Good conFOR SALE
1 2, girls small-petite,
cookware, bedding &
36. For Rent or Lease
Free estimates. Call
dition. 753-5260. To settle estate 3 Br ,
SALE
ladies 8-10, tOys,
misc. household items
INTERIOR
474-2330..
25x60 BUILDING in
1983,
19
FT.
Baja,
2
356
car
garage.
overlook
Also, mobile home for
games, household
EXTERIOR
f.
, .WING Machine RepSat. 24th
Murray, ideal for serI/O. stainless steel
47 Motorcycles
ing beautiful Ky Lake
sale. Call 436 2222
items & lots of misc.
air All makes and
PAINTING
vice business. Call 489prop.
Very
low
hours.
5
Mi.
Lakeway Shores Price
S.
models. Industrial, home
1945 KZ400S, twin Call 436-5356 or 759-9576.
2761 after 6p.m.
a.
$34,000 Call after 5
and bag closing machines
cylinder, headers, sissy 1983 CREST
of Murray
WALLPAPERING,
FOR lease. 2 bedroom
III,
pontoon
p m 753-3525.
40 yrs. experience. All
bar, crash bars, $400 boat,
house one block from
24 ft, full furniture,
At Grimes
work guaranteed. KenOBO. Call 753-3648 after depth
MSU campus. $250 a
finder. CB. Camper
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
month, $250 deposit.
Auto Repair
kit. 50 Hp Mercury motor
BY owner, 3 Br cedar 6p.m.
Stella, Ky.
One year lease
Fishing equip, toys,
and stone, wood stove, 1084 YAMAHA 225 DX with lift. Excellent conTu MP REMOVAL
.minimum. Application
TVA insulation.deck 3-wheeler. Must sell. dition. Call 436-2289.
childrens clothes.
SERVICE. Tired of
Call 436-5692 after 5p.m. '76
required. Phone 753Saturday
SKI boat, walkapprox. 2 acre lot, 5
unsightly stumps and
*FREE ESTIMATES*
1403.
through windshield, 150
miles fro town across 1985 ATC. 250 R.
Aug. 24 9 to 5
mowing around them?
month
old.
Call
753-7252
H.P. Mercury outboard,
from MSU Golf Course
1505 Henry St.
We
37. Livestock -Supplies
can emove any
after
5p.m.
trailer
newly repainted, TNSULATION blown
For appt. call 753-0047.
Some furniture, kitin stump and leave a fresh.
2 YEAR old quarter
ElY owner, good 2 BR 250 YAMAHA, 6 years new upholstery. Call by Sears TVA ap- seed bed with
no damchen things, stereo,
horse,- green broke,
753-4729 or 753-9131.
brick house, kitchen old. $230. Call 762.6362.
proved. Save on those age to surrounding
3 PARTY
$300. Call 753-1236.
etc.
Next door:
EXTRA nice, 1983 28 ft. high heating and cool- lawn. Larry
combination, living 49. Used
Wood 753Cars
RAY: Timothy, Oates,
Lowe's Monaca) Pon- ing,.bills. Call Sears 0211.
YARD SALE
room & dining room,
children's clothing,
1966
& Red Clover, $1.50 a
toon.
CHEVEL
Loaded
LE
large
with
Malutility,
all
1
bath,
playpen, sofa & chair,
753-2310 for free
Sat. 24th
bale. Call 382-2584 or
plenty of closet space, ibu 4 door, 283 V-8, the extras plus sunroof. estimate.
aquarium, exercycle
435-4383.
hard wood floors, elec- 63,000 actual miles, red Call Jim Meeks 502-885- J.L. McKnight
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
& Aons
tric heat, ceiling fan, With red cloth interior. 1171 Mon -Fri. Sawmill on Poor
BAILEY'S
Farm
YARD
38. Pets-Supplies
410 N. 8th
garage on large lot. 806 Good local car. Call 8 a.m.• 5 p.m. in Rd. Buyer of standing
FARM
LUMBER
after 3p.m. 753-0380.
Hopkinsville.
Clothing,
N. 18th St. 753-3796
AKC Boxer puppies,
toys,
SALE
timber. Call 753-7528.
CONTEMPORARY Hy- 1966 MUSTANG, red, 4 T FT E ideal starter JOINER'S complet
Brindles & Fawn, males
dishes, nic nacs,
SUPPL
Y
e
Saturday
ing at its very best. This cylinder' automatic, Houseboat. 33 foot Seago- tree service.
$125, females $110.
misc. Cancelled if
32 yrs.
Has
tobac
runs
co
ing
good,
with
excepti
large
nice.
Paris, Tn. 901-642-9142.
front
onal
Call
deck, experience. Also.
home is
8-Noon
rains.
4 cyl. Volvo engine, air, stumps
located just minutes 753-4679 after 6p.m.
AKC Shetland Sheepdog
sticks
$18.0
mechanically
1
mi. West of Murray
0
from town. Well de- 1971 4 door Impala, shower, radios, tape removed 10'-'
(Toy Collie) sable and
below
on
Lynn
Thur.
Grove
Aug.
Hwy.
22
player,
white,
hundre
signed,
excellent
per
good condition.
3 BR, 2 bath
d.
condi- surface Call 753-0366
white, with pedigree. Call
Gourmet kitchen items,
tion. Under $10,000. See at
home. plus' a lovely Call 436-2831.
354-8211.
Industr
ial
Rd.
Town
toys,
8z
games,
great
Country
rootn. Definately 1973 le OLKSWAGON
Marina
clothes, 3
ALL breed dog grooma must • to see, Tele- 412, new fuel injectors, or 618-524-2533.
wood burning stoves. 2
Sat. Aug. 24
Murray, Ky. '
ing. Now thru Sept. 20,
YARD
phone- Century, 21 excellent work car, best ..MUST
sell 15 ft. Glasair conditioners, utNity
Free dip with each
.
.
605
Pine
St.
759-1099
Loretta Jobs Realtors, offer. Call 753-5330.
tron Runabout complete
SALE
trailer, fish locater,
complete grooming.
753%1492 for your 1974 MERC Monara
with 70 hp. Evinrude
No early sales.
Free pick-up and denymetal detector, other
y
E-9
viewing.
4-door. ps. pb. ac. engine, canopy top, 8/
- ery. Call Sue-438-5835.
assorted items
Fox Meadows
automatic, 2 new tires & Shoreline trailer.
BEAGLE puppies. 6
THINEATI S AlternaFree Estimates
new carb. Good condi- Trouble-free operation
weeks old, from good
tor.' Generator & Starter
Fri.
&
Sat.
759-1983
tion, $1.000. C-all all season. Must see to
hunting stock. Call 753Service (rebuilt & reappreci
ate.
Call
753
436-2220,
436-5454.
3387.
8-?
BIG
LICENSED Electrician paired). 13.t. 01. Almo,
House & lot. in
1977 TRIUMPB Spit Fire, 5308.
CHLMBLER S Pet
for residential and Ky. 42020, shop 1502 i753Dishw
YARD
asher
SALE
SKI
YARD
boat
SALE
,
16'
with
4
good
condition. Call 7598742.
Shop Dixieland Center
city ready to
cylinder. Chevrolet in- commercial. Heating TREES
9960.
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
is now open. Call 753piano, clothes,
trimmed or
Thurs. Thru
and air condition, gas
board/
outboar
move
mod
into.
1978 BLACK Trams Am
7601
9 until 6
installation and repair. removed. Also, yard
tor.
$1300.
Call
&
lots
753-1205.
of
misc.
Sat.
with Gold interior, ps.pb,
work. Experienced.
FIIDDEN Valley KenPhone 753-7203.
Located 627 cruise,
Hwy. 121 N. to 1836
T-tops, stereo, ac. 53. Services
nels at Kirksey has
L&J Sanitation -County Free estimates Call
a.m.-6 p.m.
West, Haneline Rd. in
8
Offered
South
4th. Motor has 15,000 miles.
boarding. Large dogs
Garbage Pick-Up. 6 bag 436-2690.
Coldwater.
1 2 Miles On
. Price $3,500. Call 753-3943. WET BASEMENT? We limit, $7 per
4/
$4, small dogs & cats
month. Call
$29,0
00.
Call
Many,
Many
misc
1978 CUTLASS -Supreme make wet basements 436-2264
$2.50 per night. Also,
94 E
items, household ardry.
753-6
female Porderantans
Broug
Work
complete
612
ham,
after
ly
triple
Lawn Renovation
YARD
MITCHELL Paving.
titles, a few antique
for sale. Call 489-2377.
burgundy with all fac- guaranteed. Call "or Sealing striping,
Rain or shine.
repair
5
Landscaping
pm. tory options.
SALE
collectibles,
quilt,
MALE Bgagle, good
Call 753- write Morgan Con- 8z complete asphalt
afghans.
Professional
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box installation. All
7252 after 5p.m.
hunting cidg. Call 753753-5200.
1910
jobs.
2708 after 4p.m.
1978 POWTIAC Trans 409A, Paducah, Ky. large & small. Call
435-4510
Design
Westwood Dr.
Am. Good condition. 42001 or call 1 442 7026.
No early sales
753-1537.
Mowing
NEW, 3BR brick, 2 Needs, body work. Call
do bush hogging. MOWING. hauling,
Saturday
baths, central heat & before'8p.m. 489-2892.
Reseeding
Call 753-8590.
trees and bushes pruned
air,
approx.
2 miles east 1979 DODGE Omni, one WILL haul white rock, or removed Reasona9-4
Dethatching
Murray. Call 759-9619 owner, great gas mile- sand, lime, rip
rap and ble rates, good reBermud
a Grass
Lots of clothes, after 4p.m.
age, excellent condition, 2 masonary sand, coal, ferences. Call Jerry at
Control
PRICED to sell, well door. Call 753-4350 or 753- dirt, gravel, fill sand. 759-9661
odds & ends.
.built 3 BR brick in 2847.
Fall Weed
Call Roger Hudson,
Kirksey. Low 30's. Call 1980 AMC Spirit, $1275. 753 4545 or 753 6763
Ray's
Drywall
Spraying
4.89-2447.
85000 miles, runs, drives
Sheetrock Hanging,
1603 Sunset
Fall Fertilization
STOP & look. This 2 BR & looks good. Call
Finishing. Ceiling
Aluminum
house has to many extra 753-0645.
43 Real Estate
Grub Worm
Fri. & Sat.
features to pass by. 1980 FORD Z28 Camaro,
Sprayed.
Servic
e
Control
Co.
Furniture,
BANK of Murray & Fm Built-In microwave, black, fully loaded, Aluminu
apFree Estimates
m and vinyl
Leaf
H.A.
reposses
Removal
dishwash
sed
er,
prosolid
birch
9,000
pliances, shoes,
miles, $11,000. Call
Joe Pat Ray
siding. Custom trim
perties. Other listings, kitchen cabinets, low- 753-3146 or 492-8987.
Call now for Free
quilts,
glass,
work. References.
753-0038
Murray -Calloway --Co. low utility' bills, whole 1980 GRAND Prix.
exEstimate
Call Will Ed Bailey,
books, etc.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. house & ceiling fans, to cellent condition.
Call
PAINTING = Paper
753-8146 or Ron Talent many items to 'list. 753-9220.
753-0689
• hanging.
commerical or
753-989,
Asking $35,500. Call 1980 OLDS
1
FOREVER GREEN
Cutlass TREE work. Complete residential. Free es435-4150 before 3p.m.
Supreme
.
removal
ps,
pb.
,
tilt.
LAWN SERVICE
topping, tri- timates. References. 25
44 Lots for Sale
cruise,
The Purchase District Health DepartTRREE BR brick home clean, 350 V-8, extra mming & stumps re- years experience.
YARD
extra sharp. Call moved. Insured. Call Tremon Farris 759-1987
in nice neighborhood, liv- 436-5462.
P.O. B01 307
ment has openings for Community Health
1 Lot For Sale On
753-0211.
SALE
ROOFING, Plumbing,
ing room, kitchen, den,
1980 RIVIERA, loadea, ALL type masonry Concrete work, Ad753-3362
Johnny
Robert
son
bath
and
Nurses III, IV, and V. Open positions are
4
1,
utility room
Friday
& garage, large lot. Call excellent condition, 60, work, block, brick, ditions. Painting,
Doug and Vicky
Rd.
000 miles, $7500 firm. concrete, driveways. General Carpentry.
for staff nurses and coordinators in the
753-3943.
Crofton
Call 489-2453 after 6p.m.
Day 753-1489
sidewalks, patios, house P.A. Molony Co
rent" Only $2000
Home Health Program. Primary work locaSaturday
1910 Z28, Black & gold, foundations, new 753 - 8628 . Free
Night 753-6728
buys 50e", interest in a
8 a.m..?
tions are McCracken or Graves County.
three bedroom home! If excellent condition Call chimneys or chimney Estimates.
56 Free Column
435-4557.
repair. 25 years ex- GENERAL maintenance,
ever a home projected
1705
New salary ranges. Salaries are based on
FREE.
perienc
1983
cule, black,
OLDS
e.
Free
4-door
roofing,
esRepainting
etc. 20
an air of coziness and
45 Farms for Sale
Keenland
education, experience and level of respongood cheer this one gency Brougham, low timates. Call Charles yrs. experience. Free es- kittens. 8 weeks old
Call 753-6645 or 762-2535.
12 ACRES in Calloway certainly does. Once mileage, extra nice Barnett 753-5476.
timates. Call 474-2330.
Lots of junk, County.
sibility. Applicants must be a graduate of
APPLIANCE
3 miles from Inside, th.e. aura of Call 753-4575 after 6p m
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Dexter & 8 miles N. of warmth does .not
antiques.
a school of nursing accredited by the Na1982 Pontiac
Westinghouse,
Murray on 2000 ft. of diminish-- bright spactional League for Nursing and be Kentucky
Whirlpool. 23 years
blacktop road. 32 tilla- ious kitchen. French
Gran Prix
experience. Parts and
ble acres & 96 acres of doors from dining room
4 PARTY
licensable. Applications may be picked up
All power, air,
service. Bobby Hopper.
woods rolling, small to screened sun room.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Bob's Appliance Serbarn & 2 wells. Make a bountiful storage, with
YARD SALE
at the Purchase District Healthy Departautomatic,
ex8, CUSTOM WOODWORKING
vice.
202 S. 5th. St
reasonable offer. 219- traditional fireplace
cellent condition
ment Administrative, 916 Kentucky
1324
Business 753-4872. 436928-2798.
OVI it
•
serving the living area.
5848 (home).
753-1580.
33 ACRES in Cherry
ill VI ARS
Another chance like this
Duigiud Rd.
Avenue, Paducah, KY or other Kentucky
•
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
Corner area, no may not come along. 1984 FORD Tempo GL
NI1
1Nc.ciding
Fri. & Sat.
Local Health Department. Applications
RAISED PANEL DOORS
buildings, $40,000. See Call Mary Jane now- Sport, loaded. Lost iob
Such • Oak • Walnut • ChanPhotogr
aphy
.
Burlin Woods or call 753-1492 at Century 21 must sell, $500 &
qUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCAS
will be accepted on a continuing basis un8-5
take
ES
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
753-3625.
753 8298
KITCHtN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
ove,r payments. Call
Toys, dishes. stereo
•
▪ CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE
til vacancies are filled. Transcripts are reREFINISHING
901-642 4543.
CARTER STUDIO
furniture, tire, boat bat
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Oa a S•pa or
OlaKkay
•
t;
0
77
300
FORD
MAIN
ST
Pinto
SUITE
quired.
for
B
teries,
brass
EQUAL
items.
OPPORTUNITY
etc
•
• 1212 Main Murray
sale. Local car, 4700+
1 North 3rd Entrance
641 North turn left 2nd
, Ky. 753-5940 •
EMPLOYER.
miles,
$850.
Call
road after Boston Tea
APPLIANCE REPAIR 00••••••••••••••••••.•
753-8002.
Party.
Factory authorized for
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Tappan. Keivinator and
50. Used Trucks
Brown. Service on gas
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
197 SPECiAL. Silver arrd
electric
2 PARTY
Annivers
ary CJ•5, new.
'LEADING'BRANDS OF COSMETICS
' microwavesranges,
. dispaint, top tires, and seats
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
GARAGE SALE
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
All factory options. Call h w a she rs, refrigerators, etc. Earl
753-5612.
Fri. & Sat.
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7531981 GMC P1 Sierra
At Stella, turn in
5341.
Classic. Make bid. Call
front of West Fork
days 753,4703. nights
Church,
second
Irrrgatson Resident/al
759-1274.
house.
CAMPBELL WELL
1984 MAZDA pickup.
408 So. 12th
Lots of misc AKC
Sport LE, 6.800 miles
DRILLING
Mckorma. In
Excellent condition. 759registered Cocker
Murray, Ky.
CM CoiNct
1054 after 5 pm
Spaniel & Bassett
901 352 3671 o,
42071
901 352 5704
Hound puppies.

YARD
SALE
503
South 11th
Saturday
August 24
8 til 5
Lots of misc.

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

CARPORT
SALE

YARD
. SALE

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

FOR SALE..

witi_

Amvets Post 45
Dance
Friday & Saturday
Band
Southern Flame

Gigantic
Yard Sale

HELP WANTED-NURSES

Orauty-s

WALLIS DRIG

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation is in the
process of filling an open position
in the meter reading department.
Applications must be made in
person at the office of The Department of Employment Services,
319 South 7th Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky, during the hours of 9:00
a.m. until 3:30 p.m.-Monday,
August 26, 1985, through Friday,
August 30, 1985.
- All applications will be administered, received and screened
by the Department of Employment
Services.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Check Our
Auto Rates

FARM
BUREAU INS.

Founded to insure property in
4 PARTY
YARD SALE
505 S. 6th
8-3
Some furniture,
childrens
&
adult clothes.
OF

COUNTY
(as well as CITY)
Still doing so today!
Call Us

Ray T. Broach
Terry Broach
Bob Cornelison

de-

New lmron paint.
good tires, roll bar,
new
ste-reo.
$3,000.
Good
condition

'72 Olds 442
Collector hem.
Needs
paint,
bucket seats, factory tach, 455 cyl.
753 0653 after
6:00 -p.m.

753-4703

Free Elltrrnad•S

'72 4x4 Blazer

MURRAY
PAVING INC.
Is

now sealing
blacktop
driveways
and
parking lots.
Call Ted Hale
753-0411
or after 5 p.m.
753-5258.

Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins
L50217534203

.JERRY ATKINS ,& AS1OC.
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
& Ckcle A Fencing)
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
Soffit & Trim Work,
Seamless Aluminum Gutt•ring
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Aluminu,n Carports & Patio Covers
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
FENCING
Chein-Link'Split Rail•Form•Privacy
Financing Available Phone 753 8407

sualLs.

-Or
s

_

.14

•
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DR.GOl'T

Chinese to visit Lexington
LEXINGTON. Ky.
(API - When!Vaughan
Tobacco recently corn-.
pleted a $2 million
modernization of its processing equipment,
company officials were
hoping it would lead to ;
expansion •into foreign
markets. That opportunity_ will Ile knocking
At the door next week.
Representatives of
China's State-controlled
tobacco corporation will
visit the family-owned
tobacco company in
Lexington for three
days, beginning Thursday.said Derek
Vaughan, company
president.
"We hope to interest
them in our tobacco and
our technology of processing tobacco."
• 'Vaughan said.
.A meeting also is being arranged with the
Burley Tobacco
'Growers . Cooperative
Association to discuss

sales of surplus tobacco.
Cary Blankenship,
commissioner of econmic development with
the Kentucky Commerce Cabinet, said
such visits are usually
exploratory, but are
"critical to developing
communications links"
for foreign trade.
China is the largest
producer and consumer
of toliacco in the world
and most of ,Ahe leaf
grown there is fluecured.
Last year it imported
143 metric tons of tobacco, worth an estimated
$889,000. from this country, according to Mark
Thompson. an
economist with the U.S.
Department o f
Agriculture.
He said, however, that
none of that tobacco was
burley - the principal
type of leaf grown in
Kentucky.
Officials of the China

:7

tr.S.,
--4 Zeavow

'5•••

Peter
Gott, M.D.

again, Atarax may be effective. To would be a disease. Conditions
are
-make matters more complicated, often easier to put up with; I guess
many mediaines cause itching. Lorel- that's why many patients prefer to
co is one Mat does. •I'd give my call their diseases "conditions." But
gyeteeth to know what is in that shot renaming an illness doesn't help cure
you get every two months. I hope it it. "Condition," in doctor talk, usuallyisn't a form of cortisone.
means we don't know what it is.
If I were you, I'd stop the Lorelco
DEAR DR. GOT!'- Sometimes
and make a vigorous attempt to con- my right knee gives out, especially
trol your cholesterol with diet. If your after exercise.,My doctor says
this is
itching stops. voila! If not, ask your osteoarthritis, but he did not
take Xdoctor for a referral to a dermatolo- rays. Can anything be done for this?
gist.
DEAR READER - Yes. Your knee
DEAR DR. GOTT - What is the will not necessarily "give out"
from
difference between a condition and a osteoarthritis. You may have
an
disease?
abnormality of joint motion due_ to
DEAR READER - I think it's a relaxation of the structures that supquestion of semantics. "Disease" usu- *port the knee. I think you should
see
ally refers'to a form of illness - like an orthopedic surgeon. Although
you
diabetes, high blood pressure, and the will certainly need X-rays, you
may
like. "Condition" is a much more gen- also require special testing to detereral term. Although it may include mine the ways in which your knee
disease, it ordinarily is used for more joint is malfunctioning. Specific exernon-specific, less serious situations. cises may help strengthen a weak
For example. I would refer to knee. As a last resort, surgical repair
alcoholism and cancer as diseases, or correction may be necessary.
not conditions.
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
The above reader appears to have P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101.
too much cholesterol in her blood- Due to volume of mail, individual
stream: that is a disease called hyper- questions cannot be answered. Quescholesterolemia. ,Her skin problem, tions of general interest will be
on the other hand; is probably a answered in future columns.
"condition." If she had psoriasis, it
'NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

National Tobacco Corp., blend used . in Chinese
who are already in the cigarettes, Ms. Eastin
United States, added said.
The delegation is
Kentucky to their
itinerary al the urging headed by Li Yisan, corof Maecile Eastin. a poration president and
Peking-based invest- director general of the
*lent banker and Lex- State Tobacco Monopoly
Administration. It also
ington native.
After learning of the includes He .Minzhi,
U.S. trip and Vaughan's deputy burlau director By-Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOT!'- I take cholesinterest in China. Ms. of the State Economic terol pills (Lorelco) and Atarax
for
Eastin saidrShe told the Commission, which is my allergies. Every two months
I
China'
s highest start to itch. My doctor'gives me a
head of the delegation
that he couldn't visit economic entity and is shot and I'm all right for another two
North Carolina,- 'Oen- responsible for approv- months. My doctor say the itching is
nessee and Virginia - ing all import expen- caused by nerves. Is this true?
DEAR READER - People with
all scheduled stops - ditures. Vaughan said.
Vaughan said one allergies itch, and your discomfort
without going to
topic of discussion may be due to your allergies. Atarax
Kentucky.
The delegation's in- might be the surplus should help. However, some highterest is "to explore the from the drought - strung, tense people often will feel
itchy sensations. This type of skin
opportunities to pur- damaged 1983 crop of condition
usually is difficult to treat:
chase from the states tobacco.
tobacco leaf and
technology and equipment for tobacco," Ms.
Eastin said.
The Chinese are interested in importing
U.S. burley that could
"Problems are only opportunibe used to improve the
ties in work clothes."
FRANKFORT, Ky. manufacturing also fell,
- Henry J. Kaiser.
(AP) - Kentucky's but the number of jobs
unemployment rate, in the trades increased.
There are several paths to defeat
fueled by a sharp "This shows we are conin the play of today's game. South
decline in education and tinuing our movement
must .play carefully to avoid the
agsic'hlture. jobs, toward a trade-oriented
traps. '
jumped to 9.1 percenUn economy," Blackwell
West leads the spade .10 and
June from a July rate of said.
South crosses, the first hurdle by
jury into the facts sur- 8.3 percent, the Cabinet
Those losses we're
playing dummy's queen. If East
rounding the death of for Human Resources partially offset by 2,000
wins and returns a spade, South
Jackie Alexander to announced Thursday.
new jobs in construcfinesses the nine and enjoys an easy
ascertain if there had
According to a news tion, and other new jobs
time taking nine tricks. The club
been any other criminal release, the number of in 'transportation,
finesse loses, but he has time to.
activity."
Kentuckians who were finance, real estate,
establish a heart for the gameDuring' Hammond's unemployed increased communications and
going trick.
trial, which was moved by 1:4,000 in July.
•
utilities.
If East ducks 'dummy's spade
to Carroll County
queen (best), hoping that West canThe number of KenEd Blackwell, state
because of pre-trial
lead a second spade before East's
tuckians
working
in
Julabor
market
analyst,
publicity.'he -admitted
heart ace is gone, the play gets
ly
was
1,558.400,
comstriking the boy on July said the loss of 10,000
interesting.
pared to 1,572,900 in'
jobs
in
agricultur
e' is
29, 1984, because he had,
- If South* takes the tempting
normal. "Ernployrrrent June a.ndT.558,M0 in JULwet his pants.
finesse now, West wins,ana leads a
in this sector should ty 1984.
second spade. East wins and clears
The boy died the next pick up again in August
, •
The total civilian
the suit while .he still holds the :
day and Hammond later when the tobacco
heart ace and South takes only
admitted he put the harvest season begins," labor force:- which includes all people workeight tricks:
body in'a. cistern on an. he said.
jug in non-military jobs
After East's refusal to" win the
abandoned farm.
• Similarly, Blackwell and unemployed people
first trick, South must establish his
Hammond initially said the loss of 6,000 jobs seeking work, has reheart-trick .before he finesses, in
told police the child had in education was to be mained fairly steady,
clubs. A heart -back.-to -his queen
disappeared. After fur- expected and con- Blackwell said. The
wins (East must duck) and'now.it's
ther questioning by stituted primarily hour- labor force was 1,714,500.
safe for South to enter dummy in
police. Hammond led ly employees of public in. July, 400 less than in
diamonds to try the club finesse.
them to- the cistern on and private schools.
June and 100 less than in
This loses to West, but South is
Aug. 9, 1984.
The number of jobs in' July 1984.
safe. When East eventually regains
the lead and clears, the spades,
South can claim his nine tricks forA
a well-earned game and rubber.

Diet can help
with cholesterol

State jobless rate shows
sharp increase caused by
drop in school, ag jobs

THE ACES

Woman wed to killer
gets indicted by jury
FALMOUTH,
I AP - Victoria Bolton
Hammond, who married the man convicted
of killing her young son,
is being held in the
Pendleton County jail on
a charge of first-degree
criminal abuse.
Mrs. Hammond, who
was indicted Wednesday by,a Grant County
grand jury,surrendered
to state police on Thursday and was being held
in lieu of $5,000 bond.
The.' indictment
charges her with "intentionally permitting"
Gregory Hammond to
injure her son, Jackie
Alexander. who died
last year.
Hammond was convicted of first-degree
manslaughter last
month in the death of

the 3-year-old.
The couple had been
living together in Dry
Ridge at the time of the
boy's death. They were
married in the Grant
County courthouse,
where he was jailed,
three days after he was
convicted.
Hammond, 25, was
sentenced Monday to 20
years in prison.- Mrs. Hammond, 20,
was described as "very
upset" and "very;
depressed" Thursday
by , her attorney, Mary
Hayes.
Grant County Commonwealth's Attorney
John Ackman said the
Indictment Of -Mrs.
Hammond stemmed
from "the continuing investigation by the grand

Top videocassette titles listed
R. l'he issue-hated Press

The following are the
most popular
videocassettes as .they
appear in Aug. 26th
issue of Billbo-ard
magazine Copyright
1985. Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted
with permission.

VIDEOCAVIETTE
I Jane Fonda s VAorkout iKarlLortmar •
2 • Pumochio" 1 /miry I
3 We Are the World TrIP- Video
Event' , Music Vision ,
• Prince and The. Revolution
e
Warner
5 Wrestlernania" .Coliseum
6 Prime Time' iKarl.Lorimar
7 Singm In the Ram' I MGM
.4
0. Wham' The Video t CBS Fox •
ir Star Trek III The Search for
Spoek" Paramount I
10 -Gone With the Wind" $ MUM IA

VIDEOCAM4rTTE Kt, T 411-S
1 The Karate Kid
.RCA.
Columbia
2 Falcon and the snov.man"
estront
3 A Soldiers Story
!RCA
Columbia •
•'The Flamingo Kid"
estron
5 'A Nightmare of Elm Strert '
$ Media Homer
6 'Starman- RCA Columbia i
7 'Runaway ' RCA-Columbia
▪
MI4. St de Maude
RCA
Columbia
9 •Pinnochio"
I
10 The Terminator • (Thorn
EMI •

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs a: Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Harrell
Dollar Gen.: Store
Durakon
*E-Z-Em Inc.
- Ford
Forum Group
tieneral Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

79
54 unc
. 14% unc
21% •%
29 '4- %
353/4 -1/8
13% unc
23
unc
unc
43% - 1/4
g% +
32% -%
ge% i - 1/4
.45 unc:
32% +'/

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrico
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
gears
'Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacto
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F..Yield.

2X1 8
I 26Vs

_une
a-1/4

unc
:131 4 +/
1
4
4814 unc
22

3i47
/
8

+'/,

5(1%
13%
15%
3534
56/
1
2
35%
50/
3
4
16%

+%
-%
i- 1/
5
-/
1
4
unc
+ 1/8
unc
•%
7.11

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS -- MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

7.7

0
/
ak
A.P.R.
P Financing

Cavalier
Celebrity
Impala
Chevette
Citation

Caprice
C/K 10/30
(Pickups Chassis
Cob 8. Crew Cab)

Astro Van
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Dwain
Taylor
759-1033 „ /Chevrolet
t

Dan C'uUen

100B 6th St.

S. 12th
Murray
502-733-2617

Hog market report listed

Federal State Markel Mews see-sire
3 I 2511.2711 lbs.
August 23. 190.5
Kentucky Purchase Area flog Market
Sows
Report Include.. IIBuying Stations
I S 1 2 2:4•'isio lb...
Receipts: Act. 331 Est. RINI Karma...
S i 3 3410147/0
& Kilts .2.3 lower Sow" stead.,I M i 3 4344.34144
I SI 2 2111-240 lbe.,$43.25.43.77.feu 14.4140
I S I 3 ewer 5110 lbs
S 1 2 2141.2141 lbs.
912.25-43.23
I S 2 i 3410-31111
I s 14 211/ 2701 lbs.
942.75 13.25
Roars 52/4.541.31.410

El

931.00 33.00
$32.4141-34.041
$34.00.35.00
$35.09.37.50
$711310 32.00

•

Monday, Aug.26
Hospital.
---Ladies SteakNight
will be at 5:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association will have its fall
registration from 4 to 7
p.m. in Old City Park
Office. For information
call 753-9949.
--Executive Board of
Murray Wotnan's Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m
at club house.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.

'We've Sold Over 300
Now Only 40 Left
Which Are Damaged
Or Unfinished •
Tax

WEST
410 4
•96 2
*5 4 2
4K 7 5 4 2

8-23 A

1

• EAST
•A J 8 6 5
A J 10
•J 1093
43
SOUTH
•K 9 3
•Q 7 3
•A 8 6
41/AQJ8

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: West
The bidding:
West
Pass
Pass

'North
Pass
3 NT

East
South
14
1 NT
All pass

• .wwww111war

Opening lead: Spade 10
BID WITH THE ACES
8-23-B
South holds:

•

• 4A J 865
IP A J 10
•J 109 3
.3
North
14
24

South
14
9

ANSWER: Two no-trump. More limit:
ing and more descriptive than the
undefined force of two diamonds.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. P0 Box
12363, Dallas. Texas 76226, with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
•

lb;e.r hunt...
employees, or by
writing the Department
of 'Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Division of
Public Relations,
Frankfort, KY 40601
(phone 502 564-4336-)T
For information on a
hunter safety course
leading to certification,
call the Division of Conservation Education at
(502) 564-4762.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
We con remowe stumps up
to 20 below the ground
435 4343 or 435 0319
We Now Haul Pd Grovel

$10.50
Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
12th

St

753 74;3g

We feature E.G.A. CERTIFIED
MEMORIALS. Let us tell you about
them. Call or come by soon.

"Quality Granite MemorialsReasonably Priced"

HERITAGE
MONUMENF COMPANY
Kenny & Mary Beth Imes-Owners
317 N. 4th, Murray

502-75911333

SPECIAL
IT
NO 3LIM
Days
for the Price of 1

U••b•41CZ

.50

Your true, enduring love can be beautifully
expressed in Elberton Granite, a stone widely
recognized for its uniform texture, beauty of
color, and resistance to natural elements.

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

AO'

$10.00

S

NORTH
Q72
V K854
•K Q 7
4 1096

(Cont'd fromsage 12)

3-Bin Fruit
& Vegetable Boxes

Only

BOBBY WOLFF

541.73-12.73

((ont'd from page 5)

Monday, Aug.26
Center in Land Between
the Lakes are closed
today.
- -Registration for evening classes at Murray
State University will be
from 5 to 7 p.m. In
ballroom of Curris
Center.
---, AA and Al-Anon will
have clOsed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
•
753-7663.
---District I Unit 17 of
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m.'.in third floor
classroom,. MurrayCalloway County

••••

Rent all the movies
you want!
$3.00 Ea. Movie Rental
Non-Members
$2.50 Ea. Movie Rental
Members

ir-app

Pickup Fri., bring back Mon.

ir-z-

Weekend VCR Rental
Only

$9.95

Coming Soon-Another

1

Murray Rar+01.-First
Over 1400 Movie L.
Titles & Growing
We're Your Proffessional
Movie Store

so'

753-8201
•

•
•

•
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Quarterbacks
Local fans blessed with trio of heroes
•

By JIM RE("FOR
Sports Editor
Quarterback.
- The mere mention of
the word brings visions
of glory, dreams of
success.
'This season in Murray
and 'Calloway County.
both high school and college levels, local football fans will be offered
an experienced group of
quarterbacks to ogle;
each with his own brand

.4111.1.

of excitement and all
three loaded with talent,
game saavy and a proMise for s-uccess.
Kevin Sisk. Scott
•Taylor. Mark West.
Two Seniors and a
junior tabbed for
greatness in 1985.
Each has proven
abilities, not only as
skilled craftsmen in the
art of football, but as
leaders of men in a
game in which hero-to-

gas

••f

zero is a risk they take
every single outing-.
• • •
Murray State's
quarterback for the past
three years is a
Millstadt. Ill., native by
the name of Kevin Sisk.
At a lean 6-2, 180, Sisk
has set his mind on the
task of continuing a
tradition of excellence
after leading the Racers
to a 9-2 record last year,
7-4 in 1983, as one of the
best Division 1-AA
quarterbacks in
America.
A strong arm, coupled
with deceptive speed,
the former defensive
back ranked 22nd nationally in 1984 in total
offense with 200.1 yards

per game. In the past
two seasons, Sisk has
thrown 486 times, completed 249 for 3,276
yards and 17
touchdowns.
He needs to average
160 yards per game to
become the No.1
quarterback in Racer
history in passing yardage. He currently
ranks fourth on the alltime list behind Larry
Tilghman (5,037), Tony
Fioravanti (3,449) and
Matt Haug (3,407).
But being a great
quarterback 'means being able to complement
the talents of teammates and for Sisk, the
talents have been multiple as well as plentiful.

Senior receiver Lee McCormick ranks ieventh
on the all-time reception
list with 70 catches — all
In the past-two years.
When Sisk drops back,
he knows to look for the
familiar No.80.
"He makes me look so
good," Sisk reveals.
"Anything thrown
anywhere near him and
he catches it."
A solid offensive line
is another must for the
success of the QB on any
team and the three-year
Racer commander has
had his share of protection from such stalwarts
as All-Ametican tackle
Colby Schreckengost,
who unfortunately was
lost for the '85 season
because of back
surgery, and preseason
All-Ohio Valley Con 7
fetence center Charlie
Wiles.
"At first it was a big
letdown when I found
out about Colby," Sisk
said. "You can't believe
how much difference it
makes with him in

there. But we've got
some good backups this'
year and it looks like •
we're going to do all
right."
• • •
While Sisk will be rifling passes in pursuit of a
banner last season with
the Racers, another
senior — Scott Taylor —
will be returning for his
final hurrah as the field
general for' the
Calloway County High
School Lakers.
Taylor, a strongarmed southpaw, went
down ,with a broken
ankle in the Lone Oak
game of 1984, missing
the last six outings of
the season.
However,the ankle injury appears to be 100
percent healed and the
swift little sparkplug
who completed 49 percent of his passes as a
sophomore for more
than 1,000 yards is back
at the helm.
Taylor returned to the
Laker lineup this
(Cont. on Page 3)

•

,

TWO TO WATCH — •
(Abo‘..) Calloway
senior scott Taylor has
recoyered completely
from an ankle injury.
which sidelined him the
last si% games of the
season While NItirray.
State's Kevin Sisk
(right photo, ‘o.16)
doesn't think he'll be
overstepping his
bounds by shooting for
'the school's ITII-time
passing record this
season._
Photos by Jim Rector

About the cover:

This year's Pigskin Preview coVeris dedicated to the three load
quarterbacks in Murray and Calloway C.oun•
ty.(Upper left, No.18) is Murray State's Kevin Sisk during a long
run in the 11115 victory over Western Kentucky.
(Bottom left) Murray High junior-Mark West has.
Pasied his way to the starting job with the Tigers since his
freshman year and (bottom right) Scott Taylor has returned
from an injury his junior year to lead the Calloway
County Laker.
Photos and cover by Jim Rector
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'85 Quarterbacks ...
(Cont. from Page 2)
preseason and stepped
right into the system of
Jack Haskins, hired this
summer to replace Sam
Harp as head coach of
the Calloway program,
Although Haskins is
the ultimate judge of
Taylor's abilities now
(and he says Taylor is
"coming into his own
this season"), the
senior's formative
years were spent under
the watchful eye of
quarterback coach Dan
Walker who now heads
th
high school's
freshman program.
"I think Scott has an
opportunity for a great
year," said Walker, who
has been keeping an eye
on Taylor's progress
this year. "From what I
can tell, he's throwing
well and he learning,to
take a little off the ball
to make the completion.
He's always had a good
throwing arm and this
just makes him that
much better."
Walker says the question of Taylor's height,
or lack of it at 5-foot-7, is

overstated for the high
school level.
"You can look at
(Doug) Flutie as an example that even on the
pro level a lack of height
doesn't have to be a'
disadvantage.
• "One thing that will

help Scott this year,"
Walker points out, "is
he'll be moving around
a little more and he's
throwing on the run a lot
better this year. When
he can move around,
that keeps the defense
from drawing a bead on
him and that, plus his
obvious threat as a runner, 'should make him
even more successful."
Taylor, too, has ample

protection up front with
6-4, 230-pound Allen
Dolfglas anchoring one
tackle and a running
game spearheaded by
Micke.y Garrison
available to set up the
passing attack.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 23, 1985-

• • •
If saving the best for
last measures this trio's
prowess, then any of the
three local stars could
qualify for the next slot.
But talking to junior
Mark West's coach,
Tony Franklin, there
would be no question
who deserves top billing
in -anybody!s quarterback department. _
.
"He's the best in the

PAGE 3

state in my opinion,"
Franklin-. says without
reserve.'''Of course I'm a little prejudice
because I have the
pleasure of watching
him every day in practice. He's a once-in-a lifetime athlete who is
well-respected by his
peers. Vlus, not many
people realize. this
.. but
(Cont. on Page 11)

Murray High QB Mark West at the controls in '84

Every "Arm Chair Quarterback" needs...
A Berkline® Recliner

A RCA VI
1-v--•Remote
Pause Contro:
-1

'Up to 8 Hours Recording
on a Single Cassette
•High Speed Picture Searc& Stop .Action
(SLP mode)

DGC000ccrCLC

We have
the biggest
selection .
of chairs
on .display
over 100
chairs in
stock.

SLEEK,
NEW HI-TECH
PLUS
DEPENDA
BLE RCASTYLING
QUALITY
•'

Srz;

H,gri Spev,c1

k II,

$399 'limn

F.

•

URFA "

And A
RCA 2-5 diagonal
XL-100 Color TV
With Signalock
Electronic Tuning
25 Modelspf TV's
In Stocic
,
Starting As Low As

L1
R-CA
00

25" .
Come See

U

Dunn
Furniture
U.S. 641 N.
Murray

6th & Broadway
Mayfield

Mode, VLT-250
7 VCR Modes
Ir Stock
Starting As Low As

•

411!-"111111

..tz—

•$258
• Ward 8L- Elkins

nen

Model GLR-648P

On The Square
Downtown Murray
753-1713
•

••
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•

•
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Calloway County High
ti•
Aug.
Nog. :io
Scpt t;
Sept 13
Sept. 21)

1985 Varsit Football Schedule
Opponent
Time
Fulton County
s or)
.at Murray High
s:140
Open
liana rd !Memorial
71.31i
Lone Oak

Sept. 27 at Union County
Oct. 4:
at Caldwell County
Oct. 11
Hopkinsville Oct: 1S
at Webster County .
Oct. 25
at Paducah Tilghman
Nov. 1
- at Reidland
Nov. s
Marshall County

7:30
7:30
7:30
.7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

•••••••••••

13
1 ALLOWAY COUNTY win
SC
HO
OL
HIGH THE LAKERS ‘.0

01Ik

NEW SKIPPER —
Jack Haskins,. former
head coach at Heath
High School, has changed his colors to take
command of the 1985
Calloway County
Lakers. Haskins has his
work cut out for him in
trying to turn around a
program which won only five games. in the
past two seasons.

HOME OF

With a former Pirate at the helm, Lakers begin new era
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The new look Lakers plan to assault their 1985
opponents this season behind -a senior studded
roster and a swashbuckling new coach by the
name of Jack Haskins.
With the scars of a dismal 3-7 -campaign still
vividly entrenched in the minds of many
Calloway County followers, Haskins and his crew
have their work cut out for them in '85. .
But if blatant optimism isn't ehough for the
dissenters, the fact that the Lakers have a former
;Heath ; Pirate at their controls is a comfort, if
notfor this season, then for the future for certain.
"We're not blessed with the greatest athletes,"
Haskins points out, "but that doesn't mean we'll
liTrack. down from anybody we play this season.
— They all put their pants.on oneb•leg at a time just
like us.
"If, we can play sound technique-wise and not
beat ourselves, then someplace down the line
we're going to beat somebody we're not supposed
to. Either way, we'll play them one at a time and
give our best effort every game."
A strong believer in the work, work, and work

Good Luck
Tigers
Lakers
Racers
Randy Thornton Heating
& Air Conditioning
TRANI
Authorized
Dealer

• -- •

•-•---•-•

fV2 Crrestnut Street
Murray, KY 42()71
502.753 8181
leartely Thermion
President

-

some more ethic. Haskins and his coaching staff
have taken to task convincing the '85 Lakers that
positive gains will be achieved by those who
perspire.
"If there's one thing for certain." Haskins
says. "it's that we've been working hard these
past few weeks and the 40 players we have right
now are here to play football. They are a hardworking bunch."
Among the hard workers are 12 seniors, including a couple of stalwart returners who played
only part of last season.
Returning for his senior accolades is quarterback Scott Taylor who broke an ankle in the Lone
Oak.game last year and wg.s sidelined the last six
games. Taylor, a southpaw, was a starter as a
sophomore tsee related story, Page 2).
In the backfield with Taylor will be the most
talked about Laker in the preseason —.running
back Mickey Garrison. In a personality clash last
year Garrison decided to leave the team after
showing early-season promise as a junior. This
year, according to Haskins. Garrison is back in
full swing and is a force to be reckoned with even
when he doesn't have the ball. As a 6-1, 177-pound
linebacker he's considered the team's most
savage hitter and Haskins calls him "the kind of
player coaches like to coach."
Among the other senior starters are:
Tailback Mike Wheeler, the quickest Laker and
a durable running bagk for his 5-foot-7, 135-pound
size;
Tackles Allen Douglas, a college prospect with
a 6-4, 240 frame and unlimited potential, and
Shane Wallace (6-2, 215);
Guards Tim Garland (5-8, 175) and Alan Jones
5-9. 200):
Center Marty Sheridan who Was moved from,
tight end- this seasoft: and linebacker _Tonx„Ray
who was an intense hitter as a defensive end last
year and is proving to be even More of a terror
this year at his new,location. Brooks Barton will
alternate in the defensive' backfield along with
Wheeler, Taylor and sophomore Chad Stubblefield, and Kelly Starks. a senior who hasn't
played since his sophomore season, will see star-.
ting duty as the Laker naseguard and James

Daniels, at 5-11, 240, will see action in the line.
"Overall our front seven did a very good job in
(preseason) camp but our secondary — a very
young group — needs a lot of work," Haskins
said.
One area of the Lakers' development that has
pleased Haskins immensely is the abilities of his
assistant coaches — Joe Stonecipher and John
Orr, both veterans Of past Calloway campaigns.
"They really know their football and both impressed me as being very capable coaches up at
camp," Haskins said.
As a matter of fact, Haskins went on to say that
the entire camp experience may prove to be a
rallying point for the 1985 season.
(Cont. on Page 11)
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From Nursery School to High School and College.. Fantastic
Sam's is the place to go to put any student at the head of the
class. Let our professionals cut, style and perm your hair before
you get back-to-school.

PADUCAH
2608 PARK AnNUE - - PHONE 442-4386
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

VISA'
111111r

FELENE
CUI 1\IS

MURRAY
OLYMPIC PLAZA - - PHONE 753-0542
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!!!
(
OWNED AND OPERATED BY

TOM & YVONNE KEY
The original family haircutters.

chiltastic
cSani

tlUOriN tat

Ma
VISIT SOON!
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Beamer issues orders to be unpredictabl
e in '85
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Once considered
primarily a defensive
genius, Frank Beamer
will be trying on a new
hat this season and . to
date, he says he's enjoying the experience.
"In the past I was
always involved in the
offense to a certain
degree, but not to the extent that I am now. Mike
O'Cain called the offensive plays last year.
Beamer said. "but after
he left to coach at East
Carolina) then Mark
Thomas called them for
us in the spring."
But with Thomas taking a position at Duke
University. onLy
moments before the 1985_
preseason, Reamer was
stuck with the lob of offensive coordinator, as
well as his other duties
as head coach of the
Racers.
"I guess I'll be calling
the plays in the fall," he
said. "I enjoy throwing

the ball and I've always
running on third and long
believed to be a good
or passing on third and
passing team you have to
short.
have a good, tough runn"People may think
ing game to begin with.
we're nuts before this is
We have the basis for
all over with," Beamer
that this year and I think
said with a laugh, "but it
it will really be an exwill all have a purpose.
citing year for us."
Even if it's not always
Beamer, now in his
successful, somewhere
fifth year as head coach,
down the road — maybe
Says he'll take the same
the next play, the next
philosophy towards ofgame or even the next
fensive coaching that
season — it will pay off
he's had in the past for
because no one will be
defense.
able to know for certain
"We'll be totally unwhat we'll do."
predictable. We'll keep
To be unpredictable,
things loose.
without being ridiculous,
"As a defensive coach
the Racers will need a
I always know that if a
variety of offensive
team is going to give me
weapons, plus time to
the same thing in every
use them.
situation, I'll find a way
Does Murray State
to stop them. In the same
have the necessary tools
approach, I'm not about
to get the job done?
to let anyone else have
On.
paper, yes. In realithat advantage over
ty, well, with a schedule
me," Beamer said.
that includes Memphis
The Racers may go as
State and opening
far as to make some odd
against the ninth winncalls in conventional
ingest school in Division
situations — passing at
1-AA — South Carolina
either end of the field,
State — plus the regular

Football Special
Rent One Of Our
Luxurious Custom Vans

wildness of the Ohio
Valley Conference
anything can happen.
Making the plans hold
water for the 1985 Racers
will be the responsibility
of several people, not the
least of which will be
senior quarterback
Kevin Sisk (see related
story on Page 2).
Sisk, besides throwing
the lacings•off the ball,
will be in charge of getting the pigskin to a slew
of entertaining running
backs including junior
Willie Cannon (rushed
for more than 700 yards
each of the last two
seasons ), sophomore
fullback Bill Bird (333
yards, seven touchdowns
rushing in '84), and redshirted freshman
Rodney Payne who is
considered a strong
challenger for Cannon's
starting job at tailback.
The offensive line was
weakened considerably
by the loss of Cobly
Schreckengost, AllAmerican tackle who
underwent back surgery,
and starting guard Alan
Tucker, who left the
team for personal
reasons. But back are
preseason All-OVC
guard Charley Wiles,
senior tackle Jeff Ulmer
and center Tim Billa.
The replacements for
Schreckengost and
Tucker will be chosen
from a host of
youngsters — sophomore
Greg Hurd or freshman
Ronnie Capps at tackle
Hickert broke the old
and sophomores Jay
OVC kicking standard of
Lutz or Eric Luba at
71 total points, but was
guard.
edged statistically by
Given time by the line,
Middle Tennessee senior
Sisk can find wide
Kelly Potter's recordreceiver Lee McCormick
setting season.
open on almost any given
Already Hickert Is
play. McCormick has a
fifth on the all-time list of
knack for finding
MSU place kickers,
crevices• in opposing
needing just nine more to
defenses and turning
tie for second. Last year
them into chasms.
he hit 12 out of 21 field
In the past two
goals and 35 of 36 extra
seasons, McCormick has
points including an ac-started every game and
tive string of 33 straight.
has 70 catches, six for
And then there's the
touchdowns, for 1,068
Racer defense.
yards — a 15.3-yard per
Ravaged by graduacatch average.
tion of almost the entire
Besides a strong returfront line, the Racers
ning group of offensive
would be excused for
players who set a school
hiding behind a
record scoring 311 points
rebuilding excuse.
last season, the Racers
Not so according to
boast a couple of the top
Frank Beamer. •
statistical returners on
He still uses such glowthe specialty teams.
ing statements as "this
Last year as freshmen,
group of (five)
punter, David Dercher
linebackers may be the
and placekicker Paul
best Overall that I've
Hickert opened
ever coachtd at Murray
a
bunch of eyes in the OVC
State ... (defensive back
with a pair of strong
James) Squeeky Yarlegs. Dercher averaged
brough looks like he has
41.3 yards per punt and
an excellent shot at the

Fullback Bill Bird

For As Little As

$6900* *

For The Weekend*

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

501-753-2617

*Friday 4:00 p.m. antirMonday 8:0
0 a.m.
**The First 100 Miles Are Free
Some Vans Rent For A Little MOre

•

•

pros ... Herbert Jones
(senior safety) is back
and looks just as good as
he did before (when he
was honorable mention
All-America as a junior
before being redshirted
with a knee injury after
the first game in 1984)."
The defensive line still
has several question
marks, but senior tackle
Mike McGregor (6-3,
245) makes a formidable
anchor.
During the preseason
Beamer was especially
worried about defensive
end replacements for
two-time team leading
tackler Dan Coleman,
who was signed by the
Washington Redskins as
a free agent, and his
bookend On the other side
of the line Tim Price.
"That's a very tough
position to fill because of
the many responsibilities those.guys
have. Not just anyone
can play defensive end in
our system .(wide-tackle
six) the way Coleman
(Cont. on Page 7)
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
COMPOSITE 1985 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
(all times local

Sept 7
•4 Eastern
Kentucky
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,30 p m

. Cricerah

AUSTIN PEAY

7 309 9,

Sept.14

Sept.21
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,
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,
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.
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:
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P0.171111001ern
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85 Racers ...
(Cont. from Page 0)

•

and Price did," Beamer
said.
Eric Hubbard, a 6-2,
210, senior will try to till
one side while junior college transfer K*Lapps
(6-2, 230), fres
an Joe
March a former
linebacker, and two
walkons — Jim Murphy
and Willie Beater — will
have rotation offers with
Hubbard and the open
spot.
"I feel a lot better
about that position now,"
Beame'r said during the.
preseason, "because
even though hone of
these guys have the
overall strength of Coleman or Price. they all
run very well and they
(Cont. on Page 10)

WHAT A DREAMER! BUT AREN'T WE ALL? The trick is
turning dreams
into reality — into a feeling of accomplishment, of conf
idence, of hope
for the future. It's a feeling • you can have by savi
ng. Start now —
make your dreams come true!
-••••••• • m —

PEOP
. .LE y./BANK
MURRAY C KY.
Member FDIC
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- Tigers pin hopes on the wings of West Air Force
By JIMAECTOR
Sports Editor
'Disappointment' is one word Tony Franklin
doesivl anticipate using very often in his football
vocabulary this year.
After wading _through a pair of 5-5 seasons his
first two years as the Murray High School bead
coach: Franklin says its time his program comes of
age.
feel more optimistic this season than I have the
past two," Franklin admits. "The last few years I
really didn't feel we had the ability to be a contender. This is the first year that I've been able to
feel like we have the potential to have a winning
season and be a playoff team.
be disappointed if
we don't have a good season."
Prompting Franklin's optimism is his team's
ability to field a squad 19 or 20 deep compared to
teams the past two years that were making due
with 14 or 15 players max.
Also, one preseason poll ranks the Tigers No.7
among Class A schools in the state.
By playing nine sophomorep- and a couple of
freshmen last season, the Tigers have built a
nucleus of young, but very experienced gridders.
And that's not all. ----------------- .
"Our biggest'asset is our overall intelligence."
Franklin is willing to venture. "Because these kids
are. Very smart, we're able to run the complicated
pass offense that we'll be using this year."
The Tigers, operating out of a single-back set.
will hip and die offensively by the pass.
Using the pro style passing game which many
:colleges have copied (including the University of
Kentucky ). Murray High intends to go to the sky
almost as frequently as United Air Lines.
"We'd be stupid not to." Franklin quickly insists.
Junior quarterback Mark West, rapidly carving a
notch among the all-time great MHS athletes, passed 'for almost 1,500 yards as a sophomore completing 55 percent of his passes 4 see related story,
Page 21.
Franklin explained:
"We run a smaller passing package than the pros
or colleges run, but our receivers are-able to break
. their, routes according to what the coverage gives
• us and the line is making adjustments as well.
We're obviously blessed to have such a quarterback
so that we can run this offense, but we also have
five Or six 'receivers who can catch the ball and our
tall back is often used as a fourth receiver on any
given play.
"We plan to set up the run with the pass this year.
While most -teams will try to isolate and run up the
middle for a three-yard-gain, we'll be just as likely
to pass.for a three-yard gain."
Although the Tigers _lost their top two receivers
from 1984.
tight end Dwayne Gammons and running back Steve Rutlege, who, incidentally were co-

THREE DEEP - Murray High will unleash a penetrating, stunting defense in 1985 with a mixture of
veterans and newcomers in the lineup. Junior tackle Mark Wallace (65), sophomore safety Mark Miller (82)
and junior defensive end Jim Alexander (69) square off against Daviess County in a preseason scrimmage.
Most Valuable Players on the squad - Franklin has
complete confidence in the fleet of catchers
returning.
Ed Hendon, who caught 12. passes for 131 yards
last year as a freshman, will be a top receiver back,
while Hugh Houston, the backup quarterback to
West, has made great strides as a diligent route
runner with excellent hands. Mark Miller, also a
freshman starter last year, will be a prime West
target in '85 as will Chris sPadgett, sunning back
Rodney Skinner, tight end John Alexander and
freshmen James Payne and Eric Grogan.
When the Tigers are forced to run, which
Franklin says they won't be afraid to do, speedy
juniors Skinner and Teriy McCallon are skilled running- backs while Jason Billington, an allConference linebacker in '85, and Calloway County

transfer Corey Huie provide punch at the fullback
slot.
- On the line, offensively and defensively, the
rtgers are led by all-conference tackle Kelly Steely,
a 6-2, 230-pound senior, and junior tackle Mark
Wallace; who at 6-0 and 195 pounds can cover 40
yards in 4.8 seconds and is one of the fastest players
on the team.
In the defensive backfield, along with Billington;
McCallon, Chip Adkins and Huie rotating as
linebackers, the Tigers return a defensive secondary intact from last year - plus some.
West, Hendon and Skinner were all starters most
of last year while Padgett and•Miller have been added this preseason as players who can fill in at any
of the three positions.
(Cont. on Page 9)

FINAL GO-ROUND
- Four seniors form
the nucleus of the 1985
Murray High football
squad. Jason Billington
(33) and Corey Huie
(43) will double at both
fullback and linebacker
slots, Kelly Steely (67)
will center.and ttily
de1$11
.
81.<1‘airttlend
Carl 7.ambella will play
wie.rd on both sides of
thc ball.
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Murray.High '.Tigers"
1985 Football Schedule
Opponent
Time
Russellville
6:00
(at Paducah
Calloway Co.
8:00
Reidland
:00
at Mayfield
7:30
Open
at Fulton Co.
7:30
Trigg County
• 7:30
at Ballard Memorial
7:30
Lone Oak
.
7:30
HorrieCorning)
at Caldwell County
. 7:30
Heath
7:30

Date
Aug. 24
Aug. 30
Sept. 6
-Sept. 13
.Sept. 20Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11.
Oct. 18
Oct. 25.
Nov. 1

FKID.A1', AUGUST 13. 1985

1' A(:
. I.: 9
O. •

85 Tigers ...
(Cont. from Page (I)
The Tigers will need all their playerS to
contribute this season as the schedule for 1985 starts
out tough with Class A foe Russellville, Aug.24
in
the Paducati Purchase Bowl, and continues withou
t
a breather.
'Russellville is as good a team as well play all
season ... Calloway County r Aug..:to always plays
us tough ... we have Reidland the next week followed by a Mayfield'team that everyone says is going
to be down this year. but never has a had team,'
Franklin observed, then continued. "Afte
r
Mayfield we start our sub-district schedule against
Fulton ,Countyten.we- 04. Al Bakertiof .Trigg
County whols the best back in the state, probab
ly
the best in the south, and maybe the best in the
country for all I know. So. you can see we have our
Work cut out for us, bpt.if„.these.kids want to be contenders, like they 4ay they do, then they'll have to
prove it each and 4ve,ry Friday."
Of the 10 teams on the Tiger slate this season, five
are mentioned on preseason polls as being Top 10 or
honorable mention material. Mayfield and Trigg
County are listed in the top five of Class AA schools
-and Caldwell_ County is a darkhorse mention. In
Class A, Ftussellville is a prime candidate to:take
the- state-title while Fulton County hasbeen men-•
tioned as a team to watch.
• .T

HOT PURSUIT — All-West
Kentucky Conferetice linebacker Jason Billington
(33) flushes
this opposing quarterback during
action in 1984.
Billington is one of four seniors
on the Murray
squad this year.
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715 Racers ...

•

.•rrt. from l'age 7)

•

all have shown the potential to got better XS the:
season goes alcing." • Getting beltet-Wiltbe a
task most of the Racers
will have. to _do immediately to insure
another shot at a .9-2
record like the one notched last season. South
Carolina State. a late addition to the Racer
schedule, can serve a
two-fold purpose in the
Racers opening slot,
First. a quality team
such as SCS can tell
Reamer and his e'rew exactly where ttie team
weaknesses are and win
or lose the Wit! program
will get exposure early in
the eyes of the "l-AA
polters in another area of
the country.
"South Carolina State
will provide a big treat
for our fans because they
are one of the best 1-AA
programs year in and
year out. I just hope they
prove to be as much a
treat for us as ,they are
for our - fans," Reamer
said.

-

•••

GROUNDED
• 'Aggressive defense has been the trademark of Murras• State
football teams in the past and with the exception of a few gaps to
be filled, this year may prove to see''history repeat itself Once
- again. Last year the MM" defense held opponents to less than 100

yards rushing per game (99.7) and five times limited foes to 13
points or less in a 9-2 season. In this game against Austin Peay
(20-13 OT victory).the Racers intercepted six passes.
Photo by Jim Rector

mitawhopp

•

THE SEASON WITH
A WIN
Good Luck
Racers,
Tigers
and
Lakers

4111.

$554017,
Spas

•

Perfect For Every Body
Choice Of Features:
•Varying Styles & Sizes •Air blc wer
•Choice of 9 Colors
•Spaside Controls
'Lounge
• Urethane
Ihermat
•Orthooedically
Insulatior.
Contoured Seating
'Rigid TI.ermal Cover
'Integrated Step & •Underwater Light
Armrest
• Minimal Installation
'Spacious Footwell
and
Economical Operation

For The Most Refined Six-, Available
See THORNTON TILE & MARBLE
612 South 9th
Murray. 753 5719
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"85 Lakers
(Cont. from Page 4)
"Camp was well
worth the trip this
year," he emphasized.
"I think it will be the
nucleus, the catalyst for
us in the future — not
only against Fulton
County (Aug. 23) but on
down the line as well."
The Lakers, however,
may need more than a
rallying point to be successful this season as
two of the Lakers'
district opponents have
been ranked in the top 10
of the state's Class AAA
schools. Paducah
Tilghman, 7-4 last year,
and Hopkinsville, 9-4,
are both tabbed to
repeat as poll climbers
in 1985.

Quarterbacks ...

-

(Cont. from Page 3)
he has worked extremely hard to become as
good as he is."
Franklin sings his
prejudiced praises, but
they are backed by the
actions of the 5-11,
160-pounder who took
over the starting varsity
reigns the last three
games of his freshman
season and never relinquished them.
Last season as a
sophomore West completed 1046 out of 186
passes for 1,468 yards,
six touchdowns and a
14.1-yard per-pass
average. In 1985 he will
continue to pass to four
of his top six receivers
of a year ago and with a
newly designed offense,
the Tigers have
unlimited potential as
long as he remains
healthy.
"It's no secret that we
installed this pro set offense because of Mark's
abilities as a passer,"
Fianklin said. "But
we're not going out
there every week just to
showcase his talents.
Depending on what the
other teams give us,
that's what we'll take on
a given night.
"Some nights we may
pass 30, 40 or 50 times
depending on what
defenses do to'stop us.
And if they do stop our
pass, we'll run against
diem'. 'file thing about
Mark,': Franklin continued, "is he is such a
team-oriented player
that if we passed once or
not at all during a game
and the team still
mafiaged to win he'd be
just as happy with the
results."

Reserved
bleacher
season ticket
—$31.
Chair Seats
available.

Family Plan
available.
Children
reserved
bleacher
season ticket
— $12.

Your tickets
- have arrived.
Call us today.
Everyone knows that the best seats in Stewart

▪

Stadium belong to the early birds. That could be
you and your family if you contact the Murray
State University Athletic Office today. The 1985
Racer football season promises to be a great
one. Don't miss a single moment of the extitement this year. Season tickets make it all
possible.
•
It won't be long before red and gold leaves
whisk acroas clinipys on a Cool autumn breeze.
s.
-Yel,football weather
s
INS arnye
• — and you

know where you'll be goihg. With blanket in
hand you'll head for the gridiron where players.
coaches, bands, cheerleaders and a frisky
thoroughbred,, will be entertaining a crowd of
excited Racer fans. You know you wouldn't miss
it. But you might miss your favorite seat. The
answer is to do some open-field running to the.
MSU Athletic Office or to the nearest telephone.
We're waiting to hear from you. We have your
tickets ready.

Is•
•

•

Phone (502)762-4895
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